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Introduction
Welcome to the new version of Merak Mail Server http://www.icewarp.com/download/, the premier
product of IceWarp. Ltd software company. IceWarp Ltd. is now releasing the most stable and enhanced
Merak Mail Server version - the version 8.3. Before releasing this version there has been done a lot of
work, many features were enhanced and functions of crucial significance were added. The software is as
mighty as it has never been before.
This document is an overview and it proposed to help you to orientate among the major improvements. To
have full information for what is new in this version see the development release notes located in the root
Merak directory.
What is new in version 8.3 of Merak Mail Server Suite? The remarkable changes that we focused and that
you will recognize can be divided into two major areas and are summarized in tabular form below:

Merak Mail Server

Outlook GroupWare Connector

Web Administration

§

DomainKeys Technology
implemented

§

New interface

§

completely new

§

User guide

§

extended possibilities

§

Sender Rewriting Schema for
Sender Policy Framework

§

Distribution list

§

fully localizable

§

Simple Network Monitoring
Protocol server

§

GWC Wizards

§

§

Greylisting

better stability and duplicates
handling resolved

§

Challenge Queue

§

FTP improved

§

Web Server Directory Listing
Feature

§

Content filters converted to XML

§

WebMail - PHP 5.0.5

§

IceWarp.COM.Mailer improved

§

API - new variables for AntiSpam
and AntiVirus

§

for Windows XP new look used
(button change color on move over,
etc.)
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Merak Mail Server
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DomainKeys
DomainKeys [http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys] is technology for secured, but easy-to-use, mail
sender domain surveillance - the DomainKeys. DomainKeys technology, originally designed by Mark
Delany of Yahoo!, has quickly become a bell-ringer among the mail-server programmers and developers.

DomainKeys technology is a proposed email authentication system for validating and proving authenticity
of the domain of an email sender and also the message consistency and completeness.
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The major advantages of this technology are the following:
§
§
§
§
§

The receiver of the email can trust the email originator and the message contents if the DomainKey
analysis completes
Increased effectiveness of domain black and white listing
More effective antispam control and automated action options can be taken on the results of the
analysis of DomanKeys
The abusive domain owners can be traceable now
DomainKeys is entirely compatible with all SMTP and DNS based servers

The DomainKeys signing process is basically very easy. It works by applying a hash to the body of the
outgoing mail message (for example using SHA1 algorithm) and encrypting the result with RSA private
key. The original Mark Delany’s draft also includes additional encoding of these highly-encrypted data
with Base64. The output string is afterwards inserted into the email message as the first message header
named "DomainKey-Signature:”

On the receiving end of the communication process, the SMTP server receiving such a message uses the
originating domain name, the string _domainkey, and a selector from the message header and fetch an
DNS lookup for DNS's TXT record. The result of this DNS lookup also includes the originators domain
RSA public key. The receiving SMTP server with DomainKeys can thus decipher the value of the header
hash and calculate the hash value for the rest of the email message (body). If these two values match, then
the mail sender is truly from the originating domain, and the content was not altered during the Internet
transmission.
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In addition to this outstanding transparency, Merak Instant AntiSpam greatly profits from the DomainKeys
technology. Merak Instant AntiSpam is based on the "method scoring increment" and thus can takes
advantage of DomainKeys easily.

Basically there can only be three results with the incoming mail decrypting and hash value matching:
§
§

§

The values of both, the deciphered header and the recalculated message body hash matches. This is
typical for genuine mail messages and thus no score is added to the total message score by MIAS.
The DomainKey signature is invalid or missing, but the originators domain has a DNS TXT record.
This is suspicious and characteristic for forged email messages and there should be warning for this
behavior. Merak Instant AntiSpam total message score is increased.
There is no DNS record for the domain and no "DomainKey-Signature:" in the message header, then
the status is unknown and the action taken varies on settings within MIAS.

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and Sender Rewriting Scheme (SRS)
In computer slang, SPF (http://spf.pobox.com) [http://spf.pobox.com], the abbreviation from Sender
Policy Framework is an security extension to SMTP protocol preventing email sender domain from being
forged.
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SMTP server normally permits anyone to send an email message from an email address that could be
possesed by someone comletely else, than the actual sender of the message. This helps spammers and
senders of unsoliced mails to fog their true identity and send through messages that looks like was send
from someone the receiver would usually trust. This is considered to be a security hole in SMTP and SPF
is one of the most effective techniques preventing such behaviour.

SPF technology offers the domain owner to add an additional DNS record for the domain owned, stating
machines that are authorized to send email messages from this domain. Any receiver machine that is SPF
compliant finds suspicious all mails claiming to come from a domain, that fails the authorized location
analysis that domain defined in DNS.

Merak Mail Server from the version 8.3.0 offers the SPF techology as a part of Merak Instant AntiSpam
module. Merak Instant AntiSpam - one of the most complex and powerful AntiSpam packages in the
world - after implementing SPF has become even more effective in AntiSpam fighting.

One of the problem that comes with SPF is SMTP forwarding (where email server forwards email to
someone else without changing the "mail from" address in SMTP session) is easily solved by
implementing SRS (Sender Rewriting Scheme) (http://spf.pobox.com/srs.html)
[http://spf.pobox.com/srs.html]. SRS forces the rewriting of the "mail from" address by the forwarding
agent. Merak Mail Server with its Merak Instant Anti Spam module comes with both SPF and SRS
(among dozend of others) and thus is one of the most secured email server solution in the world.

8
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) Server
Simple Network Management Protocol - SNMP
(http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/cisintwk/ito_doc/snmp.htm)
[http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/cisintwk/ito_doc/snmp.htm]belongs to the communication
protocols family and has become widely accepted as a powerful method for TCP/IP networks
management. The original SNMP concept designer is the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). SNMP
protocol is adaptable and it is suitable for any TCP/IP based networks, as well as other types of networks.

SNMP itself is a front-end for gathering statistics and gaining data about a network device in terms of
client-server relationship. The network manager (client program) connects virtually to the SNMP agent
(server program) which tests the network device, and returns back information about the device's status to
the manager. The list of possible tests, collection of objects and the list of control values is called
Management Information Base (MIB).
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Merak Mail Server have a private MIB - snmp-mib.txt
[http://www.icewarp.com/about_us/technologynews/snmp-mib.txt] - which lists the possibilities of SNMP
protocol usage within Merak. The file also defines the structure of the queries and so called OIDs (object
ID). The OIDs can be combined in many ways to fetch info about various aspect of your server. To be
able to interpret these we also provide an SNMP network manager utility for querying and connecting to
your server - snmputil [http://www.icewarp.com/about_us/technologynews/snmp.zip].

To enable SNMP:
§
§
§

enable SNMP support in your Merak, for example from administration console : System -- Advanced
-- Extensions
create oidfile.txt containing the OIDs for testing, list of OIDs can be found in above mentioned file
snmp-mib.txt along with the structure of query
execute the SNMPutil network manager and automatically read the defined in oidfile.txt

The main advance against traditional network management tools such as "ping", and "netstat" is in SNMP
interoperability and universality. With SNMP you can monitor almost any network device regardless the
fact it is hardware or software. SNMP gives you control to the information on the manageable device. The
SNMP support in Merak is mainly purposed for integrators and developers. Majority of "normal"
administrators would satisfy with ordinary statistics inside Merak Administration Console.

Greylisting
Greylisting (http://www.greylisting.org) is a simple yet powerful method of preventing mail users against
unsolicited messages and spam. In short, Merak Mail Server which has the Greylisting activated will
"temporarily reject" any email from a sender it does not recognize. If the mail is legitimate, the originating
server (which is compilant with RFC) will try again to send it later, at which time Merak will accept it. If
the mail is from a spammer (or automate), it will probably not be retried.
The secret and beauty of Greylistings effectivness lies in simple fact that many mass e-mail tools (e-mail
bombers) used by spammers are not set up to handle temporary bounces (they will never bother to retry a
failed delivery), so the spam is never delivered.
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You can find the Greylisting tab located in Anti-Spam node of your GUI under Greylisting tab.

Anti-Spam Logging
Long awaited feature "Merak Instant Anti-Spam logging" which makes it possible to track and find out what
tests were performed with the message and why particular incoming message was or was not marked as
Spam. The administrators have thus more information about the mail server behavior and can significantly
affect the Anti-Spam configuration and set the spam/quarantine/deletion levels more effectively.
The logging feature can be found in the AntiSpam node -- Other tab, where you can set what type of
logging you would like to use with your Integrated Anti-Spam.

There are three possibilities, similar to what are you used to use with other services logging:
No Logging
If both checkoxes are off, the logging is switched off.
Debug Logging
The most detailed logging will be used showing all AntiSpam proceedings
Summary Logging
Summary type logs only the general summary information and status of a Merak Integrated Anti-Spam.

The log files are located in Merak\log\antispam\ directory and are look like this
...
SYSTEM [00000264] Wed, 21 Sep 2005 16:45:47 +0200 From
'<george@merakdemo.com>' to '<igor@doc.icewarp.com>' score 2.46 reason []
action 0
SYSTEM [00000264] Wed, 21 Sep 2005 16:47:37 +0200 From '<T2r2s1@nebo.edu>' to
'<igor@doc.icewarp.com>' score 9.45 reason [SpamAssassin=9.45,Bayes=98.60%]
action 3
...
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Challenge Queue
To extend the challenge-response system potential, the control centre for the challenged messages was
added to Merak Mail Server.
Located in the Status node of the Merak Windows Administration Console (the GUI) is Challenge Queue
dialog window. The dialog allows the mail server administrators to control and maintain the status of
challenged messages. Challenge Response (on page 341) mechanism, so effective in antispam
suppressing, is now more transparent and trackable.

The Challenge Queue dialog shows up the present status and the history of challenged messages and also
serves as a filter, where you can sort messages according to their status, owner or sender. The Challenge
Queue offers also possibility to delete and authorize pending messages.

12
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FTP Server
MDTM Command
To extend synchronization process via FTP, we implemented MDTM command to FTP module. MDTM
command allows you to get and set the files time and date. The setting part of the process is brand new
and is meant to be a help in FTP server remote administration.

Syntax: MDTM remote-filename
Returns the last-modified time of the given file on the remote host in the format "YYYYMMDDhhmmss":
YYYY is the four-digit year, MM is the month from 01 to 12, DD is the day of the month from 01 to 31,
hh is the hour from 00 to 23, mm is the minute from 00 to 59, and ss is the second from 00 to 59.
The file on the picture was modified on 15th September 2005 precisely at 16:08:06.
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Inherit Flag
To enhance FTP site administration and to simplify the path permissions settings we added inherit flag.

Formerly, user's or group's path permission and the directory rights were inherited to their subdirectories
automatically. With this flag you can control the rights inheritance and deny it if wanted.
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Other
Content Filters
For simplicity and better portability of the content filters, the content filters are kept in one well formated
XML file - content.xml stored in \Merak\config\ directory.

New variables in API
New variables concerning Merak Instant AntiSpam and Merak Integrated antivirus were added to Merak
API. The variables are explicitly listed in the file \Merak\api\Delphi\APIConst.pas.

IceWarpCOM.Mailer
The COM object for sending e-mails was enhanced and supports now authentication through SMTP AUTH
command. Originally, this COM object could be used only from trusted IPs (relaying from).
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Outlook GroupWare Connector
In This Chapter
New Interface ................................................................. 15
User Guide...................................................................... 16
Wizards .......................................................................... 17
Other............................................................................... 17

New Interface
To be more user-friendly and increase the usability of Outlook Connector, the Outlook Connector
interface has been enhanced and simplified. Now it is possible to effectively use and maintain all
groupware potentials, all within Microsoft Outlook.

The interface was redesigned and now allows to simply
§

add shared account

§

add friends

§

change mode to be multithreaded
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User Guide
With the brand new Outlook Connector, our editors wrote new user guide with more examples and more
tips and tricks for Outlook Connector. The chapters of the guide are more logical and are more end-user
oriented rather than for groupware administrators. The help is available through Merak GroupWare
Outlook toolbar and possible to access it clicking on Help button.

The new user guide describes in detail
§
§

installation
wizards

§
§

sharing calendar
adding friends

§

global calendar
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Wizards
To extend the user-friendliness of Merak Groupware Outlook Connector, there was an "Add Account
Wizard" implemented. Using this wizard it is simple and easy to add and account to Outlook COnnector.
The wizard prevents from entering wrong and incorrect information and covers the basic account setting.

The last screen of this add account wizard also contains a More Setting button, which is linked with the
particular account properties where you can extend the setting of an account.

Other
Here are listed other significant changes and improvements that were implemented in Outlook Connector
to enhance the software stability:
§

duplicates handling

§

distribution list

§

multithread mode

18
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News in 8.3.8
The minor release 8.3.8 of Merak Mail Server Suite brings you following important and useful new
features
§
§

Distributed domains
Antivirus - External modules (new interface for external libraries)

§
§
§

Content Filter - RC822 0x00 binary filter
AlternateEmail
Migration Server - integrated in GUI

§

AntiSpam - Greylisting - definable SMTP respond text

Also this release fix most of the known bugs - for complete list please read the release notes that were
shipped with the installation package and can be found in Merak root directory.
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Web Administration
Merak Mail Server of version 8.3. comes with unique and scalable administration possibility - the webbased administration. The old web administration was enhanced significantly and now offers same
functionality as the administration console.
This web administration tool can fully substitute the desktop administration console and is common for
both Windows and Linux version of the software. With this tool you can administer your mail server form
any place in the world, you just need to be connected to internet and have a internet browser.
You can create or alter settings of all modules and also register your Merak.
All major internet browsers are supported, including:
§

Internet Explorer

§

Mozilla/Firefox

§

Opera

§

Netscape Communicator

§

Konqueror

§

and many others
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The interface is clear and there is a context sensitive help available for all screens by clicking (?) button
located in the right top corner. A pop-up window with help topic will appear immediately.

There is also a possibility to customize interface by changing XML files with interface settings and create
a interface that fully suits your needs.
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What is new in 8.3.8
The minor release 8.3.8 of Merak Mail Server Suite brings you following important and useful new
features
§
§
§
§

Distributed domains (see "Domain - Definition" on page 46)
Antivirus - External modules (new interface for external libraries) (see "External Filters" on page
365)
Content Filter - RC822 0x00 binary filter (see "Content Filter Conditions" on page 272)
AlternateEmail (see "User - Mailbox" on page 70)

§
§

Migration Server - integrated in GUI (see "General Tab" on page 224)
AntiSpam - Greylisting - definable SMTP response (see "Greylisting" on page 340)

Also this release fix most of the known bugs - for complete list please read the release notes that were
shipped with the installation package and can be found in Merak root directory.
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Main Menu
The main menu contains several sections which let you control some of the basic functions of the
administration interface.

Field

Description

Open File

You can open any text file with the Merak text editor. This menu item serves only for
viewing or editing purposes.

Save Config

Saves the changes that have been made in the administration console.

Reload Config

Reloads the administration console. Changes that have been done (even via API or Web
Administration console) will be taken into account. Shortcut F5 can be used.

Connect

Lets you connect and remotely administer any existing Merak installation. See the Remote
Server Administration (on page 27)

Disconnect

Disconnects from a remote server.

Backup Configuration

Backups your current configuration to a .mcb file (Merak Backup file). This file contains
your entire server and user/domain configuration information. You can read more in the
Configuration Backup and Restore (on page 31) topic.

Restore Configuration

Restore your saved configuration from a backup file. Before doing so, we recommend that
you rename the config directory before restoring (it ensures that the restore will not have to
rewrite any files and additionally, that you will not lose any settings - you will still have
backed up in your renamed config directory). You can read more in Configuration Backup
and Restore (on page 31) topic.

Exit

Exit Merak administration interface.

Chapter 9 Main Menu

Field

Description

Interface mode

You can choose between two modes of the Merak Administration Console.

23

Advanced Mode
All menu nodes and all options will be shown.
Basic Mode
Some advanced menu nodes and options will be hidden. The hidden options are not used
often (almost never) or should be used only by advanced administrators.
Custom Mode
You can customize the interface, so only the selected nodes and options are shown.
Require Authentication
To Access the System
Configuration

Authentication will be required to access the Merak Administration Console. The flag is set
directly in the configuration files so when backup and restore operations are performed, it
will still require authentication.

Use Safe Delete
Confirmation

Confirmation dialogs will pop-up before any important action is performed.

Show Splash Screen At
Startup

If checked, a Welcome splash screen will be displayed when Merak Administration Console
starts

Add to systray on
minimize

If checked and you minimize Merak Administration Console, a special icon is shown in your
Systray (a panel on the right side of Taskbar) instead of showing it in taskbar directly as
common minimized windows.

Automatically refresh
selected statistics panel

If checked and you look at the statistics, the statistics panel is refreshed each 30 seconds.

Do Not Check For New
Version on the Internet

If checked, a feature of Merak, which checks via the Internet for a new version each time
Merak Config is started, is disabled.

Customize toolbar...

Opens the dialog where icons in the toolbar can be customized. See Toolbar Customization
(on page 33).

Languages >

As an alternative to info.xml localized console loading, you can load XML interface
localizations with this option. Awaiting LANG.XML file. Useful when you have more
localized interfaces and want to swap quickly between them. See Load Language (on page
41).
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Field

Description

Add

Allows you to add any account to Merak. It is possible to use shortcuts.

New Domain

Creates a new domain in Merak. You can use the shortcut or the tool bar icons.

Make Primary

Make any domain a primary domain. Primary domains are used to specify the
system postmaster and other information.

Find

Find feature lets you easily search all domains for particular search criteria. You can
search for user names, aliases or email addresses. Merak uses a basic search
criterion with a limited output of users.
See more details in the Find Dialog (on page 36) section.

Import Accounts From See Import / Export Users From / To File (on page 35) topic.
File/Export Accounts
To File
Import Windows NT
users

See How to Import Users From Windows NT (on page 34) topic.

User's Mailbox

Shows the User's Mailbox in Message Queue (on page 394) for currently chosen
account.

User's Spam Folder

Shows the User's Spam Folder in Message Queue (on page 394) for currently
chosen account.

User's Statistics

Shows User Statistics (on page 400) for currently chosen account.

Volume

Display the Volume (on page 402) of the currently selected object. It can be either a
domain or an account. Rather than typing in a domain name or an email address of
the account in the Server Monitor you should use this method.

26
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The Help menu contains common items such as links to Company Web Sites or Release Notes. The most
important are Help Topics item, which opens Context Sensitive HTML Help and Licenses item. Licenses
item opens License (see "Licenses" on page 37) dialog where you can manage your License.
The "Check For New Version..." feature finds out if there is a newer version of Merak Mail Server
available on the official site. If you are using the latest version you will get an information screen:

In This Chapter
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Configuration Backup and Restore .................................. 31
Toolbar Customization.................................................... 33
How to Import Users from Windows NT......................... 34
Import / Export Users From / To File .............................. 35
Find Dialog..................................................................... 36
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Status Bar ....................................................................... 40
Load Language ............................................................... 41
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Remote Server Administration
Merak lets you control your Merak mail server using the same administrative interface as you are using on
your server. When administering remotely, most of the features are present and can be used in the
interface. However, some features might be disabled to avoid connection problems. Actually, some
features cannot be shown remotely at all. e.g. Open Log Directory, ODBC - Create, Drop Tables, etc.
This feature allows you to administer your server without using Terminal Service or any other application
allowing remote access. All you need is Merak's Administration Console (config.exe file is enough) on
your own computer.
All data transferred to and from the remote server is encrypted using a secure cipher and is also
compressed for better performance. It is a very safe procedure.
You can access this feature from the toolbar - the very left icon.
The Administrative Console now supports proxy servers; so it does not matter if you want to administer
your server and your current server is behind proxy server.
Additionally, when you are connected to a remote server, you can run multiple instances of your Merak
Administration Console so that you can compare settings on different servers.
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Connection Manager
Here you can pre-define connections to different servers so you only have to click once to connect to any
server.

Chapter 9 Main Menu

Quick Connect button opens the last used connection.

29
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Field

Description

Server

A hostname or IP address of server you want to connect to.

Administrator

A username (not alias) of Merak account with Administrator privileges defined on
remote server.

Password

A password for Administrator account

Port

This is actually a port where Web \ Control service is running on remote server.

Description

Just descriptive text shown in Connection Manager.

Use SSL Connection

If checked, all data transfer will be SSL encoded.

Save password

If checked, you do not have to enter the password each time you want to connect to
that server.

Field

Description

Use proxy server

Activates the proxy features so Merak tries to connect to proxy server at first.

Host

A hostname or IP address of proxy server.

Port

A port on which you want to contact your proxy server (it really depends on the
configuration of that proxy server).

Chapter 9 Main Menu

Configuration Backup and Restore
The Merak Mail Server configuration data is stored in these folders:
/Merak/Config/
/Merak/Spam/
/Merak/Calendar/
/Merak/WebMail/Config/
The following information is stored in these folders:
§

General server settings

§

All account and domain settings (user-names, passwords, details etc.)

§

Databases

§

any many more

You can easily backup your configuration by using the menu item "File -> Backup Configuration".

31
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It is recommended that you perform a backup after your final configuration.
In case of a hardware failure you will be able to restore your configuration. It is recommended that this
file is kept somewhere safe such as written to a removable media and taken off site regularly.

Configuration Restore
Choosing the Restore option will prompt you for a file containing backed up data. Once a file is chosen
and opened, the configuration will be restored. Use this option carefully in order to prevent overwriting
your active configuration with an older version. You should previously rename the Config directory so the
restore is completely fresh.
Should a server have to be rebuilt and all software freshly installed, this Restore provides an excellent way
of retrieving all the users' account information without retyping.
Please note that the license information is not included in the MCB (Merak Config Backup) file. To
backup license information use option 'Export license information to XML file' from Help -- Licenses.
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Toolbar Customization

This dialog can be shown in two different ways:
§

Right-click the toolbar and click Customize item in the pop-up menu.

§

Click Options menu -> Customize toolbar item.

Here you can customize the look of your toolbar. There are two types of icons, Menu items and Functions
items. All the functions are shown by default. e.g. New Domain, New User, etc. The Menu item icons
belong to their appropriate Menu nodes. If you add an icon it shows the menu node and its content on the
main panel in Merak Config. The toolbar supports dividers for better arrangement of your icons.
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How to Import Users from Windows NT
You might already have the user accounts set up in a Windows NT or Active Directory user database. To
save retyping, these can be imported into your mail server.
Select the users you want to import and press the Import button. More users can be loaded from different
domains/servers using the Load button. If there are any aliases or mailboxes with the same value these
users will be ignored and not imported. Passwords can never be retrieved from any Windows system thus
this password information will be empty and you need to edit these records.

The user authentication mode lets you specify the mode for all imported users. See the user account
authentication mode description in User - Miscellaneous (on page 75).
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Import / Export Users From / To File
The primary use of this function is to import/export user accounts between two Merak Mail Servers.
For transferring users to another mail server it is recommended to use command line TOOL.EXE
This powerful feature lets you export accounts from the selected domains to a specially formatted file
(MAE). The file will include all account properties including the email, name, account type and password.
You can easily edit the file, change properties and delete records.
The import feature lets you import accounts from the export file. There are several details you need to
know about.
§

if a domain listed in the file is missing it will be automatically created

§

you can leave the visible properties empty and in such case the encoded property variable will be used
to fill these
you can delete the last variable (the property variable) and only the visible ones will be used
if the properties section is missing the account defaults will be used

§
§

You should try how it works before importing real data.

File Structure
<email address>,<name>,<account type>,<password>,<properties>

Example
user@merakdemo.com,Standard
User,0,user,eJxjYGBg4AsuScxLSSxKUQgtTi2yhlAMIwYwspSOKP9igAH3PyOEctj5yGEgrB9w/w8wE
M5NLUrMTknNzddLzs+NAYVGzEC7aWBAAwNDcW6xLigEHGDhMdBuoi9gtB5oF4yCUTAKRsHg
AADS/h28
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Find Dialog
We can easily find any user in any domain by using the "Find" dialog. This feature is very important and
useful for medium and large Merak installations. Using this feature is really easy. See the example below:
I want to find any user name or aliases that contain the word "user" in the domain "merakdemo.com"

You can specify in this window what Alias/Name, or what domain you are trying to find. It is possible to
limit the number of results to display.

All results are displayed in the default users list. However as you can see, we are in [Search] mode. In this
mode, only users matching the search criteria are displayed.
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Licenses
The license is automatically (online) converted during the upgrade process to Merak 8.2+
In case you are not connected to Internet during the installation process, the setup wizard will
automatically update the license information or you can request the license on our official website
http://www.icewarp.com (http://www.icewarp.com) within 7 days.
During the upgrade a mail with the license block and instructions is also sent to administrator e-mail
address for future reference.
Read this help with maximum attention.
You can check your license information in the Help menu - Licenses. The following dialog will be opened.
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By default, it shows the list of all your registered licenses. If you only have an evaluation license, you will
only have the Mail Server module but it does not mean you cannot use the other modules in the meantime.
You can show complete list of all modules by clicking Display all licenses option. If you have a license
restricted on a number of users, it warns you in case you exceed the allowed number of accounts. The
warning message is also sent to the administrator email address (this means the address filled in
Administration section of primary domain definition (see "Domain - Definition" on page 46)). You can
enable/disable the service for a particular user in the Service Access section under the User Miscellaneous (on page 75) tab.
Server reference key is four segment number identifying computer on which mail server is running. This
number is unique for every server and it is used to generate license. It is created from various hardware
and software information. This key is encrypted into the license and so license is not transferable to
another server.
Do not worry, once server operating system is re-installed reference key will be further functional,
because some hardware instructions are the same, although some software identification are now changed.
License Data shows other information of current license. License file is encrypted binary file located in
config folder of your server. The reason of such strong protection is customer protection against abuse of
the personal license. Every license shows information about name, company and e-mail address of the
user who bought the license.
Date of issue is the date when license was generated (not bought!).
ID is a random identification string extracted from the license file.
The most important is Status information. It can acquire three different states:
§

OK - everything is OK and license is correct.

§

Evaluation - this state is when no license was entered until now. After the installation you have a
30day evaluation period.
Reference key mismatch - this state is in the case user transfers or delegates license file to other
machine that this license was not generated for. In such case user have to browse to our website and
regenerate license file for the new server reference key for free. You can regenerate your license on
www.icewarp.com in section Purchase. However the best way how to regenerate license is to use
Retrieve license online. (see below). But be aware of multiple misuse or multiple providing of invalid
information, your attempts to generate license are limited. If you run out of your attempts you have to
contact our sales support.

§

Once you buy the license, you can retrieve it in two different ways. The easier method is to use the
Retrieve License On-line option where you have to fill in only your Order ID and Merak Config will
establish a secured connection to our license server and the license will be entered automatically.
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If you do not want to retrieve your license via Merak Config and you want to do it manually, you can use
the Enter License Manually option. If you filled the Reference Key during the purchase you received an
email with the license block from us. If you did not fill the Reference Key during the purchase you
received and email with additional information and you have to generate your license on the special web
site. Once you have the license block, copy it to the Enter Your License dialog and finish the process by
clicking Register button. If it is correct, you will see the new license in the main license dialog.
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Status Bar

Status Bar shows you three different sets of information. The first one tells you if you are connected to
any remote server by Remote Server Administration feature or if you are just to change the settings on
your own local server. The second set determines the menu node you have chosen in the node tree. The
last one shows you which mode you use. It determines whether all options are shown or not. In Basic
mode are some advanced options hidden to make the administration easier. You can change the mode in
Options menu -> Interface Mode.
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Load Language
As an alternative to info.xml localization loading, you can load XML interface localizations with this
option. Awaiting XML file. Useful when you have more localized interfaces and want to swap quickly
between them.
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The language XML files have to be located in folder Merak\xml\lang\ and the particular language XML
have to have a language identification tag on the first line.
Example: lang_pt.xml should look like this:
<?lang caption="Portugese" abbr="PT" translator="Flavio Zarur Lucarelli"
contact="flavio@lucanet.com.br" langversion="1.5" merakversion="8.2.2"
date="2005-07-20"?>
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<APPLICATION><FORMS><FORM ID='TConfigForm' CAPTION='Administração do Merak
Mail Server'><ITEM ID='AccountsSheet' CLASS='ttabsheet' CAPTION='Contas'/>
<ITEM ID='AccountsDomainSheet' CLASS='ttabsheet' CAPTION='Contas de
domínios'/>
<ITEM ID='UserGroupsSheet' CLASS='ttabsheet' CAPTION='Grupos de Usuários'/>
<ITEM ID='AccountGlobalSheet' CLASS='ttabsheet' CAPTION='Configurações
Globais'/>
<ITEM ID='AccountDefaultsSheet' CLASS='ttabsheet' CAPTION='Contas'/>
<ITEM ID='AccountDefaultsGroupBox' CLASS='tgroupbox' CAPTION='Padrões de
contas'/>

....
Also you can load any language clicking on the "Load Language..." and choose the proper xml files.
Please note that reverting to 'Default' language have to be accompanied with the console restart because
there is no English language xml. The English xml file is in the core of the program and is overwritten
after the load of another language.
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Merak Mail Server
Merak Mail Server menu node contains all the settings, options, domains and accounts you can set on the
server. Because the menu tree has quite a lot of nested levels, it could be very useful to use Toolbar
Customization (on page 33) and place any nodes you use the most often to your toolbar so you can access
these nodes by one click.
It is also important to notice the Remote Server Administration (on page 27) because a lot of
administrators need remote access, and the way we offer is secured and fast.
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Domains & Accounts
This section allows you to completely administer all accounts on your server, set Global Settings (on page
173) affecting all accounts, domains and a lot more. This section includes all settings, such as your
Password policy (on page 180) for instance.

In This Chapter
Management ................................................................... 44
User Groups.................................................................... 171
Global Settings................................................................ 173
Policies ........................................................................... 179
Shared Folders ................................................................ 182

Management
This node contains all types of accounts and domains along with their full management. You can create
new domains and set eight different types of accounts. Each type of account has different functions and
properties and it is recommended that you understand all of them even though you will likely only be
using User (on page 66) accounts. The other account types offer you the ability to offer automatic
distribution of one message among different groups of users (Mailing List (on page 99)), download
messages from remote servers and place them in mailboxes on your own server (Remote Account (on
page 126)), notify users on a cell-phone when a message arrives (Notification (on page 141)) or make a
special account where users can download files or even entire folders (Catalog (on page 152)). It will be
to your advantage to become familiar with all of these accounts types.
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Domain
New Domain will bring up the new domain section and allow more domains to be entered.
Make Primary will convert the selected domain into your primary domain. At least one domain has to be
Primary. The server administrator is specified as the primary postmaster administrator. Some system
messages are always sent to the administrator. These might be license warnings, system reports etc.
The Primary Domain is always on top of the domain list.
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There is no particular difference between a primary and a secondary domain, since they all work the same.
Once you have a working primary domain, any secondary domains will work as well. The only difference
is that you can send mail to primary domains' accounts without specifying the domain name (for example
without @primarydomain.com)
Domain names and host names are not the same. If you have a secondary domain and you want your users
to connect to mail.secondary.com or similar; both MX and A DNS records must exist for this secondary
domain.
Merak displays the domains and the accounts in a hierarchical format. Expanding a domain will show the
types of accounts which belong to it, expanding the types will show the individual accounts setup.
The default order of the domains is alphabetic by domain name.
If you need a different order, or you wish to group domains for maintenance purposes, use Domain
Description field and the option to Show Domain Description. The domains will be listed in the Domain
Description order.

Domain - Definition
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Field

Description

Name

This is the name of the domain. It is not an IP address, shortcut or alias. Messages
can be only delivered to created domains. If a domain does not exist, messages will
be forwarded outside your server. This is called relaying.
For extended domain names such as IDN and domain literals see the All Domains
section for more information.

Description

A short description of the domain. You can use it for information purposes.

Type

Domain type specifies how the domain should be used in the whole system. There
are four domain types. See below.

Standard

This specifies a standard domain with users who have separate mailboxes. This is
the default domain you would use most of the time.
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ETRN/ATRN Queue

This is an enhanced option specifying which domain should hold the mail for
another mail server that will issue the ETRN or ATRN SMTP client command in
order to receive the mail. The server will hold all mail until the remote server
requires the messages to be delivered to it.
This option will be used mostly by ISPs.
The “Value:” field will be an IP Address, if the remote host is static, or empty if it is
dynamic. A dynamic host will usually be a company’s mailserver that connects to
the Internet using a dialup rather than a permanent connection.
When you create an ETRN/ATRN Domain, you have to create a single account in
the domain. This account will be used to hold the messages and it should be a
standard user account with all the settings you need.
Beware of the password though. Most of the settings of this user are ignored. The
important ones are Password, Alias, Mailbox Path and ETRN/ATRN. You have to
switch the ETRN/ATRN option on. This is the only case when this option is needed
and is mandatory - it will not work without this switch. If you set a password for
this account, the remote mail server issuing the ETRN client command must add the
password too.
The ATRN always requires the password to be set and is more advanced than
ETRN. ATRN supports multiple domains to be queried in one command whereas
ETRN supports only one. The other advantage of ATRN is that the queued
messages are sent in the same session so the roles of the client and server are
changed. The server will become a client and the client a server.
The remote mail server that needs to issue the ETRN command should do so in this
way:
ETRN domain
or
ETRN domain password

Domain Alias

This specifies that any mail received to this domain should be forwarded straight
onto the domain specified in the “Value:” box.
This is commonly done when a client registers various combinations of their
domain e.g. domain.com domain.net etc. and wants all mail to be directed into a
single set of mailbox accounts. You only need to create accounts for the primary
domain ie. the one where the mail is forwarded to.
This feature supports only forwarding to local domains.
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Also known as a Domain Gateway. This feature specifies that any mail received to
this domain should be held and forwarded straight to the host name specified in the
“Value:” box. If the host is not reachable the messages are queued and sent later.
You do not need to create any users in this domain and you may simply redirect all
messages for this domain to another mail server (external or local). This solution is
used for backup domain mail servers. You can still create some exceptional
accounts in this domain and in such cases they will be used as ordinary accounts
and mail for them will not be forwarded.
If the Value: field is empty the standard MX queries will be used to deliver the
messages. Only the lower MX preference values will be used. It is designed to
avoid looping from Merak to itself.
You can specify more IP addresses in the Value: field if you want to have more
backup servers. Merak tries the first one and if it is not working, it will try the next
one, etc.
The IP addresses have to be delimited by semi-colons.

Distributed Domain

Allows to create multiple hosts in the domain value with the functionality for
querying each host VRFY or RCPT TO. If case of connection error or
unavailability a temporary 4xx response is given. In case remote recipient is not
found at all, 5xx response is given.
In particular, it works by adding more hosts into distributed domain and when mail
is being received (and user is not local) it queries the other servers. In case it is
found located on one of them, the received message is forwarded to this server.
In case all server responds that remote recipient is not found, mail is not delivered
and permanent 5xx error is returned.
In case one of the server is unavailable at the moment of delivery, temporary 4xx
error is returned asking for later retry.
For proper functionality please choose either VRFY or RCPT issue in the select box
below. The distributed domain query can be realized through either VRFY or RCPT
SMTP command. VRFY is standard, RCPT issue is only for secondary servers that
do not support VRFY command (some Linux servers, mostly SendMail
derivatives).
Do not disable SMTP VRFY command in order to work properly. When using
distributed domain system between Merak mail servers use VRFY (do not use
RCPT TO for proper functionality)

Issue

Applies for distributed domain type, read above. The distributed domain query can
be realized either by VRFY command or by RCPT TO command.
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Field

Description

Default alias

Specifies the postmaster aliases. Aliases can be separated by the semi-colon ‘;’
delimiter without spaces. This means you do not need to create those users in the
domain as accounts.
By default the most used and required aliases are inserted. Each domain should
have a defined set of aliases.

E-Mail

Specifies the actual account for all the postmaster aliases. Multiple accounts can
be specified (semicolon delimiter), even remote email addresses for different
domains.
The primary domain is required to have an administrator email defined. It is used
by the system notification emails and other reports.
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Field

Description

Action

Determines what is done with an email sent to any unknown users on the server.
Reject mail
If an email is sent to an unknown user, this option specifies that it should be
rejected and returned to the sender. No message will be ever transferred.
This is the recommended setting.
Forward to email address (catch-all)
If an email is sent to an unknown user, this will forward it to the specified account.
It is quite common to setup a “catch all” account (for server Domain POP) that
will receive all unknown mails.
This is how ISPs offer unlimited email aliases since you can send mail to
anything@domain.com. When using a catch all account it is suggested to switch
on the Add X-Envelope-To option for that account.
Delete mail
If an email is sent to an unknown user, it will be deleted and the sender and
recipients will not be notified.

Send information to
administrator

If an email is sent to an unknown user, the admin (postmaster) for this domain will
be notified regardless of whether the mail is rejected or forwarded.

Domain - Options
The default value of the options (zero - 0) means: "without limits". Some of the options are disabled and
need to be enabled by the global domain options.
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Field

Description

Domain admin
account limit

Domain Administrator can create up to the specified # of accounts from
WebAdmin. All accounts are considered part of this total; not just normal user
accounts.

Disk quota

The total disk space used by the all users from a domain can not exceed the
specified quota. If the quota is exceeded, no more messages will be received to the
domain.
This option should be used by the Administrator or domain administrator
maintaining these domains.

Disable login to this
domain

This option is available when Use domain user limits option in Global Settings Domains is checked. It disables all users from accessing this domain.
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Field

Description

User mailbox size

Any user of the domain can receive emails until the total size of all their received
mails in their mailbox (and not downloaded via POP3 or deleted via IMAP) exceeds
the value specified here.

User send out amount
limit

User of domain can send mails with total size up to the specified limit per day. If
exceeded, no more messages will be sent from this user in that day.
This counter also counts copies of a message. If the user sends message with
attachment of 1 MB to 10 people, it counts as 10 MB.

User send out
messages limit

User of domain can send total number of mails up to the specified limit per day.
You can limit your users from sending large amounts of emails outside of your mail
server.
This counter also counts copies of a message. If the user sends message to 10
people, it counts as 10 messages.

User max message
size

This parameter limits the maximum size of the ANY message sent or received by
the domain user.
When the message has special national characters or it has an attachment, it is
Base64 Encoded. It causes the message's size is 1.3 times greater so you should take
this fact into account when you are setting the limit.
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The Domain Expiration feature allows you to define an expiration date of the domain. When a domain
expires, the login to the domain is disabled. You can still perform other actions on an expired domain. The
expiration is very similar to the one used with user accounts.
Field

Description

Expiration on

Specifies the exact date when the domain expires.

Notify before
expiration

You have the option to notify the domain administrator before the actual expiration.
Specify the number of days before the expiration takes place.
If the domain administrator's email is blank. The mail server's administrator will be
notified. The notification email contains the name of the domain and number of
days till the domain expires.

Delete domain when
expired

Domain - Miscellaneous

An expired domain will be deleted at midnight. All accounts and settings of the
domain will be deleted too. Use with care.
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Field

Description

Virtual IP Binding

A domain can be logically bound onto IPs. You can specify multiple IP addresses
using semi-colons.
If the primary domain is bound to an IP it is required that the other domains are also
bound.
When a user connects to authenticate, Merak will use the specified IP to find the
domain. It is not recommended that you use this option unless you know what you
are doing.
If you have many domains and each has a unique IP, it is suggested that you use this
option. It will speed up the user database access.

Account Defaults

When using the Global account defaults (see "Accounts" on page 173) option, this
button will be enabled and offers to create different default data sets for each
domain. By default, the original default file will be used. Once you create the
domain account defaults file the new one will be used instead.

Header / Footer

You have the option to specify a domain header and a footer. Enable the global
header/footer (see "Header / Footer" on page 251) option and open the domain
dialog to specify your footer and header information. If the domain header and
footer are not defined, the global will be used. You can see more in the global
Header / Footer (on page 251) settings.

This dialog lets you enable or disable selected services for the whole domain. These options are dependent
on the Processing Mode (on page 415) of the particular service. If the mode is not selected properly, this
option will be disabled. See more information about the Processing Mode (on page 415) in the
administration section of each service.
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Domain - DomainKey
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"DomainKeys" creates a domain-level authentication framework for email by using public-key technology
and the DNS to prove the provenance and contents of an email. The original Mark Delany's page about
DomainKeys can be found here. [http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys]
Field

Description

Active

Enables the DomainKeys technology for sending email messages.

To be able to enable DomainKeys technology here, you have to activate the
DomainKey feature in Global Settings - Domanis (see "Domains" on page 174)
first.
Selector

Specifies the domainkey used for particular signing of an outgoing email. It is a
subset of a domainkey of the particular domain. There can be only one selector
vaild at a time.

Domain

Specifies domain or subdomain for usage of DomainKeys technology. Leave blank
and the actual domain will be used.

Canonicalization

Canonicalization is the way how an email is pre-processed before the actual
application of DomainKeys technology.
Canonicalization simply prepares the email for the signing or verification algorithm.
It does not change the transmitted data in any way.
A "simple" algorithm that tolerates almost no modification and a "nofws" algorithm
that tolerates common modifications as white-space replacement and header line rewrapping.
For most senders, "nofws" modification of email is recommended.

Private Key

Field for automatically generated private key. Use button 'Generate Private Key' to
compute it.

Selector Data

Field for retrieved selector data containing your public key. Push 'Retrieve selector
data' button to retrieve and fill this filed. This filed contains directly the string that
should be deployed as a part of the DNS TXT record.

Generate private key

Button used for computing the private key.

Retrieve selector data

Based on the private key and key length, the selector data containing public key are
generated.
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How it works
Under DomainKeys, a domain owner generates one or more private/public key-pairs that will be used to
sign messages originating from that domain. The domain owner places the public-key in his domain
namespace (i.e., in a DNS record associated with that domain), and makes the private-key available to the
outbound email system. When an email is submitted by an authorized user of that domain, the email
system uses the private-key to digitally sign the email associated with the sending domain. The signature
is added as a header to the email, and the message is transferred to its recipients in the usual way.

[source: http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys]
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How it Works - Sending Servers
There are two steps to signing an email with DomainKeys:
1. Set up: The domain owner (typically the team running the email systems within a company or service
provider) generates a public/private key pair to use for signing all outgoing messages (multiple key pairs
are allowed). The public key is published in DNS, and the private key is made available to their
DomainKey-enabled outbound email servers. This is step "A" in the diagram to the right.
2. Signing: When each email is sent by an authorized end-user within the domain, the DomainKeyenabled email system automatically uses the stored private key to generate a digital signature of the
message. This signature is then pre-pended as a header to the email, and the email is sent on to the target
recipient's mail server. This is step "B" in the diagram to the right.

How it Works - Receiving Servers
There are three steps to verifying a signed email:
1. Preparing: The DomainKeys-enabled receiving email system extracts the signature and claimed From:
domain from the email headers and fetches the public key from DNS for the claimed From: domain. This
is step "C" in the diagram to the right.
2. Verifying: The public key from DNS is then used by the receiving mail system to verify that the
signature was generated by the matching private key. This proves that the email was truly sent by, and
with the permission of, the claimed sending From: domain and that its headers and content weren't altered
during transfer.
3. Delivering: The receiving email system applies local policies based on the results of the signature test.
If the domain is verified and other anti-spam tests don't catch it, the email can be delivered to the user's
inbox. If the signature fails to verify, or there isn't one, the email can be dropped, flagged, or quarantined.
This is step "D" in the diagram on the right.

[source: http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys]
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Domain - B&W List
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.

Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.

SMTP AUTH
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The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%

Domain - Info

The Info Tab displays summary information about the selected domain.
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User
Users are the most popular accounts on the mail server. Every user has access to his mailbox and can
send/receive messages from/to his account. A user account is protected by a password and username.
You can set a variety of options for each user to meet your special needs.
Every user has a set of rights. A user can be a full administrator or just an ordinary user. You can also set
different service access rights.
Typical email address looks like:
alias@domain.com
Keep in mind, that for the Authentication process you use the
Username (Account name in Outlook) which is not an email by default

User - Definition
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Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain. This is the user’s alias which is
usually the same as the username. Alias is the first part of the email address.
Example: To setup the email address support@icewarp.com enter the name
"support".
Multiple aliases can be used by separating them with semi-colon:
support;help;bugs;info

Username

This is the identification name of the mailbox. It is usually the same as the primary
alias of the account. Usernames are used for all authentications to Merak services.
It defaults to the same as the alias but does not have to.

Full name

The real name or an identifier of the account. Fill in anything.

Password

The password for the mailbox. If you want to be sure you entered the password
properly repeat the entering process in the confirmation field. Merak will
automatically compare both.
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Mode

The authentication mode lets you specify the way the mail server authenticates
login requests.
Standard
This is the default mode you will be using most of the time. The mail server uses
its own authentication engine and supports all authentication schemes like CRAMMD5, MD5, DIGEST-MD5, PLAIN, LOGIN etc.
NT Domain
The NT domain mode specifies that the NT Domain controller should be used to
authenticate the user. The mail server must have the SE_TCB_NAME privilege.
The authentication value field can additionally specify the name of the domain
controller and the username to authenticate with. If empty, the local machine and
user will be used.
Format:
NT Controller;NT username
Active Directory
The Active Directory server option has become very popular lately. For this reason
you can use the Active Directory authentication mode. This will allow the mail
server to authenticate the user against an AD server. By default the localhost AD
and username of email address is used.
If the AD server name, username or domain differs, it has to be explicitly written
down in following format:
ADserver;ADusername@ADdomain
Any Password
This specifies that no matter what password is given, it will always be accepted. A
dangerous option however it can be used for a trial account or similar.

Comment

You can specify some short commentary for any account.
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Description

Type

Specifies the mailbox type:
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POP3
Ordinary POP3 account accessible via POP3 only.
IMAP
IMAP account accessible via IMAP only.
IMAP & POP3
A combination of both IMAP and POP3. You can access the mailbox using either of
these protocols. Remember that POP3 usually deletes the messages from the Inbox
folder unless it is configured not to do so by the user.
Permissions

Specifies the permissions:
Standard
A standard user account can access all services except it cannot change any settings
from the WebAdmin. When used with Web Mail, the accounts settings can be
changed easily.
Domain Administrator
All of the above plus the user is defined as the Domain Administrator.
Domain administrators can maintain accounts in their domains themselves but
cannot change the global settings.
At the right there is a button for defining additional domains the domain
administrator can maintain including some rights and other information. Please, see
the example file for more details.
Full Administrator
Full Server Administration without limitations. The user can access the WebAdmin
and also can use the Remote Administration access.
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State

Enabled
Fully working account.
Disabled (Login)
Partially disabled account. Mail is received, but the user can not log-in and access
any messages. It is very suitable for ISP providers, if they need to disable accounts
temporarily.
Disabled (Login, Receive)
Completely disabled account.
Disabled (Tarpitting)
If email is delivered to this account, the sender is considered as a "tarpitter" (See
SECURITY Tab, Tarpitting) and his IP address is blocked as set in the Tarpitting
Options.

Forward to

All incoming mail will be forwarded to any addresses specified in this field. This
provides a mechanism for copying email to remote or local accounts.
Multiple addresses can be specified with semi-colons as delimiters.

IMAP Rules

Active only when Type is set to IMAP or IMAP & POP3
Opens a special dialog where you can define rules for incoming messages. See User
- IMAP Rules (on page 85) section for more information.

Rights

Active only when Permissions are set to Domain Administrator.
Opens a domain.dat file where you can define rights for different domains. See
example file for more details.

User - Mailbox
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Field

Description

Mailbox Path

This specifies the location of the user account. All files and messages related to the
account will be stored in this path. Merak automatically fills this with the domain
and alias however, you can change it to anything. This field can even contain a
fully qualified path.

Remote Address

This specifies that mail will not be stored in the mailbox path but forwarded to a
remote address instead. This address should be of the format name@domain.com.
This field may contain multiple addresses separated with semi-colons.
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In following fields specifying 0 there is no limit for the respective amount.
Field

Description

Mailbox size

A quota can be assigned to a single mailbox. If the user fills their mailbox, any
new mail will be returned to the sender. I
The option overrides the domain setting.

Send out amount
limit

A non-zero value here specifies the amount of data a user can send out in a day.
Also, if mail is sent to two recipients the usage is doubled. If the user exceeds the
limit he has to wait until the next day until being able to send any more mail.
The option overrides the domain setting.

Send out messages
limit

A non-zero value here specifies the number of mails a user can send out in a day.
The same logic applies as for the Megabyte send limit.
The option overrides the domain setting.

Max message size

A non-zero value here specifies the maximum message size a user can send or
receive with his account.
The option overrides the domain setting.
When the message has special national characters or it has an attachment, it is
Base64 Encoded. It causes that the message's size is 1.3 times greater so you
should take care of this fact when you are setting the limit.
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Field

Description

Delete mail older
than

Merak will remove any messages after the specified period. This takes place at
midnight.

Forward mail older
than / To:

Merak will forward any messages after the specified period to the account listed.
Multiple accounts may be specified with semi-colon.

Copy incoming mail

Specifies email addresses to copy all incoming mail to.

Copy outgoing mail

Same as above, except outgoing mail is copied.

Alternate email

Alternate email preferably outside current domain. Information about account such
as mailbox size warnings, account validity, etc. are also sent to alternate email
address.

User - Options
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Field

Description

NULL account

This option specifies that this is a dummy account and all messages sent to this
account will be dropped and deleted. Mail can still be sent to it, but no mail is
saved. However all the forwarding and auto responder functions will work. The
user will not be able to login.

ETRN/ATRN
account

This specifies that this is the account in which all the messages will be kept for the
remote mail server that will issue the ETRN/ATRN command. This account must
be the first and the only account defined in the domain. It is used only when the
domain is an ETRN/ATRN domain. See the Domain section for more details

Add X-Envelope-To
header to all
messages

This option specifies that all messages received for this account should have the
X-Envelope-To header added with the real recipient. This option is used for Catch
All accounts so the remote mail server knows exactly to whom the message was
sent to.

No mailing list

If checked this user can not be a member of any mailing list. In particular the user
is excluded from all Merak mailing lists that have "Send to all" specified.

User can send mail
only to local domains

If checked this user can send email messages only to locally hosted domains, i.e.
those domains that are hosted in the Merak Mail Server. It will not let the user
relay messages outside the server.
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Field

Description

Expires if inactive for
[Days]

Account expires if not used for specified number of days. When expired the account
is disabled

Expires on
(yyyy/mm/d)

Specifies that the account is only valid until this date. After the validity expiration,
the expired account is disabled

Notify before
expiration (Days)

Specified how many days before the account expiration a notification will be sent
about it.

Delete account when
expired

Expired accounts will be deleted if this option is on.

Notification file

This specifies the full path and filename of the report that will be sent to the user
informing them that their account will soon expire. If not specified a standard report
will be generated.

User - Miscellaneous
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Field

Description

Spam folder mode

See the Instant Anti Spam section for more details. This option sets the spam folder
support to the account. The Default mode inherits the global IAS settings.

Spam administrator

This checkbox depends on your Instant Anti Spam settings. User can be a "Spam
Administrator". Such user can administrate Instant Anti Spam message databases
and approve messages indexing.
See more details in the Instant Anti Spam section.

Spam mailboxes

Enabled only whether an account is defined as Spam Administrator.
Lets you specify additional mailboxes the spam admin should be able to maintain or
moderate via the Instant Anti Spam access. See more details in the example file.

This option lets you enable or disable selected services. The availability of the fields depends on the
Processing Mode (on page 415) of the services. If some of them are disabled you need to specify the
proper Processing Mode (on page 415) to enable them and then set accordingly. When the option is
disabled the state of it is ignored.
User - Responder
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Field

Description

Status

This option sets up an auto responder, which is useful if someone is away from their
email for a period of time. A short email message will be sent to the sender with the
response message.
Do Not Respond
The option is disabled.
Respond Always
All messages sent to this account will have the auto response message generated.
Respond Once
A response message will be sent to all senders only once. Merak keeps a log of
previous email senders so messages will not loop and will be sent only once to the
sender while having this option set.
Respond after a period
This option is sort of similar to the Respond Once option except multiple responders
will be sent. The next field on the right contains the number of days a responder
should be inactive. When the number of days the last response exceeds the limit a
new responder will be automatically sent.
Typically you would use a low number such as 7. In such case the sender no matter
how many messages he sent during 2 weeks will receive 2 responder messages. The
second one will be sent after a week from the first one sent.

Responder file

A path to a file that is a Merak script file. It can contain commands and variables.
You can easily create a multipart message with attachments and html parts.
Inside of the Responder file you can use the Merak System variables for passing
various system values. See the example file for more details.
By default you do not have to fill in the file name. Merak will do that for you. Just
enable it and click the edit button.

Reply from

This is the return address that will be used in the auto responder. If blank the email
of the account
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Reply only between
dates

This option lets you specify exactly time period for auto-responder. You can use a
calendar dialog to determine the date easily.

Reply only if to me

If a message sent to this account contains the email address in the 'To:' field that
belongs to this account then a response will be generated.

No responder for

This button opens the file that specifies the exception email addresses and domains
of senders that will not get a response message when sending messages to this
account. Each email address or domain must be on a separate line.

User - Black&White Lists
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.
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Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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Description
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%
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Field

Description

Direct mailbox
SMTP delivery

To send a message directly to some IMAP folder you need to enable the Direct
mailbox SMTP delivery option of that IMAP account. When sending the email, the
email address of the recipient must be specified using the following syntax:
"alias:imapfolder"@domain.com
Example:
"imap:Received Messages"@usa.net
A message will be sent to imap@usa.net and will be delivered to the Received
Messages IMAP folder. This syntax can be used for any email address specification.
Use the syntax exactly as you see it including the quotes.

Default SMTP
delivery mailbox

By default you should leave the Mailbox field empty in all cases. If the account is
IMAP enabled, Merak will place the incoming mail into the IMAP folder specified.
This is usually "inbox", and if empty, INBOX will be used.

Rules

Rules are used for all SMTP delivered messages to IMAP mailboxes unless the
message was sent directly to Mailbox via IMAP.
You can specify conditions just like for black & white filters and then the Folder on
IMAP to move the message to.
The Move To field contains all IMAP folders for the IMAP account. It contains the
private folders and also the public shared folders (see "Shared Folders" on page
182).
Each message will be checked by the rules. If a rule meets the criteria the message
will be moved to the proper IMAP folder. If not the message will be tried to be
delivered to the Default SMTP delivery mailbox or to INBOX.
See the Black & White filters section for more details.
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List Server
The List Server is used for controlling the Mailing Lists and the Black & White filters via emails. Every
list server account has a set of commands you can specify in your email so the server can perform certain
actions.
You should always use the Command rights to limit which commands are available. It is also
recommended that you use a moderated list server so all commands will be protected by passwords.
The only fully controllable mailing lists are text file based mailing lists. All others can only be used to list
the members of them.

List Server - Definition
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Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain.

Description

A short descriptive text of the account.

Owner

The email address of the owner of the list server. Multiple addresses can be
specified with semi-colon. This option is used for replies from the list server and
as a confirmation email address.

List file

By default this option should be left empty so all mailing lists within the domain
can be administered just by one list server.
If you require specifying only allowed mailing lists for the list server this file
contains a list of such mailing lists that can be administered through it.
Specify each mailing list address on a separate line:
list1@domain.com
list2@domain.com

Subscription

No confirmation
The subscription is done without any confirmation.
User confirmed
Any subscription to mailing lists will have to be confirmed via email directly from
the email address of joined mailbox.
Owner confirmed
All subscriptions to mailing lists will have to be confirmed via email directly by
the owner of joined mailbox.

Command in Subject

By default the list server will accept commands specified in the Subject of the
message. You can change this by unchecking this option so the commands will be
embedded into the body and you can even use multiple commands on several
lines.
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These checkboxes specify commands the list server is allowed to process. See the list of commands and
their description in the following chapter (see "List Server - Commands" on page 96).
List Server - Options
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Field

Description

Moderated list server

When checked all list server commands will be protected by a password. This
password is placed after the command name as a first parameter. If a password is
not given or is incorrect the list server command will not be processed.

Password

Password for moderated list server.

List server help

If a user sends the HELP command to the list server, the server responds with a
standard help message. You can change the content of the response message by
specifying a text file here.
If you add a semi-colon and another text file path here, this file will be used in the
confirmation message from the list server when used confirmed subscriptions.
helpfile;confirmationfile

Originator

This is an advanced SMTP option. You can specify the exact content of the SMTP
MAIL FROM command.
The possible values are:
§

Empty Mail From <>

§
§

Sender
Owner

If the Empty Mail From <> is selected (default) some email servers might reject
the message.
When you choose the Sender or Owner all bounce backs of failed messages will be
sent to that email address.
Suppress command
responses

All failure or success responses will be suppressed and never sent to the sender of
the list server email message. This might be useful when processing web form
requests by emails for instance.

You can enable/disable antivirus scanning for any messages sent/received by this account.
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List Server - Black & White List
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.

Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%

List Server - Commands
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Command

Description

Usage

JOIN or SUBSCRIBE
(JOIN-DIGEST or
SUBSCRIBE-DIGEST)

The join or subscribe commands are
issued by users who want to join the
list.

JOIN [password] {list name},
[mail address], [full name],
[right]
or
SUBSCRIBE [password] {list
name}, [mail address], [full
name], [rights]

The DIGEST appendix is a special
flag so the user is subscribed for the
DIGEST mode. A DIGEST mode
holds all day correspondence in one
message and sends the message in
the end of the day. A mailing list has
to have the Digest mailing list option
checked in order to successfully
process the DIGEST members.
When using the Confirmation
subscription a confirmation message
is sent to the owner of the list for
approval.

The values inside the braces are
optional. If no email address is
given, the one they use to send
the request will be used.
If moderated list server you are
required to specify the password
as the first parameter of the
command.
Rights are bit values and specify
Post, Read and Digest flags (1st
bit - Read/Receive, 2nd bit - Post,
3rd bit - Digest). It means you
can use these numbers to specify
desired access:
0 - no access at all
1 - Read only
2 - Post only
3 - Read and Post
4 - Digest only
5 - Read and Digest
6 - Post and Digest
7 - Read, Post and Digest
Empty rights stand for both Read
and Post
Example:
JOIN newsletter@domain.com
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LEAVE or
UNSUBSCRIBE
(LEAVE-DIGEST or
UNSUBSCRIBEDIGEST)

Users can leave the list automatically
using the leave or unsubscribe
command.

LEAVE [password] {list name},
[mail address]
or
UNSUBSCRIBE [password] {list
name}, [mail address]

NORMAL or DIGEST

Users can change the mode of their
subscription either to normal or to
digest.

NORMAL [password]
{listname}, [mail address]
or
DIGEST [password] {listname},
[mail address]

LISTS

Use this command to obtain a list of
all the mailing lists that are served by
this list server.

LISTS [password]

WHICH

This command returns you a listing
of all the mailing lists to which you
have subscribed.

WHICH [password] [mail
address]

REVIEW

Get a listing of all members of the
specified mailing list.

RECIPIENTS [password] <list>
or
REVIEW [password] <list>

HELP

Use this command to get a
description of all the list server
commands (as on this page).

HELP [password]

This response can be customized by
the Help file parameter of the list
server.
BLACKLIST or
WHITELIST (BL or WL)

Use this command to add a new
black or white list item to the user's
black & white list.
Merak has the power to control the
user's black & white list directly thru
a list server. The user can simply
control their filters by sending a list
server command.
These commands are only working
for the user's private black & white
list. Global and domain cannot be
controlled by users.

BLACKLIST [password]
{email}, [sender], ["remove"]
or
WHITELIST [password]
{email}, [sender], ["remove"]
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VACATION or
NOVACATION

Use these commands to turn list mail
on and off during temporary absence
(for example during vacations)
and/or when for example commands
LEAVE/JOIN are not allowed.
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VACATION [password] {list
name}, [mail address]
NOVACATION [password] {list
name}, [mail address]

By using command VACATION
your name will stay in the mailing
list, but you will not receive
messages until you send
NOVACATION command.
It is also useful for closed mailing
lists where a user has two e-mail
addresses and want to submit from
both addresses but only receive mail
to one.

Mailing List
The Mailing List feature is an easy way of sending off a mail to a single address that will be forwarded
onto all the members of the list. They are especially useful for discussion groups or connecting with others
who share the same interests and ideas.
The members of the list can be stored in a plain text file; database or they can be Merak system users. You
can also use personalized mailing lists which are specially formated messages with variable fields. Every
email message can be customized and personalized for each member of the list.
When creating a new mailing list account, you should follow a certain set of rules. You should always set
some security level such as the Moderator and make sure that the mailing list address is never listed in the
list members of the same mailing list; otherwise a recursive mailing error may occur.

Mailing List - General
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Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain.

Description

A short descriptive text of the account.

Owner

The email address of the owner of the list. Multiple addresses can be specified
using the semicolon delimiter. Owner has special rights to this account.

Source

Determines to whom the messages will be forwarded. See the Members (see
"Mailing List - Members" on page 115) section.

Value

If the list is to be used to send mail to various recipients located in a text file a list
file needs to be used.
The text file specifies the full path and filename of a text file containing the email
addresses of the list members. After specifying the path and filename use the edit
button to edit the members of the list.
Different value in this field can be a name of user group. See User group (see
"User Groups" on page 171).
See the example file for more details. Each member on a separate line.
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SQL statement used to select the mail recipients and other fields from the DB (to
create mailing list on fly). This memo can contain multiple lines of the SQL
statement but it is limited in size.
If uses the Remove dead email addresses option you have to specify the SQL
DELETE statement here using the following format:
DELETE FROM <YourTable> WHERE <YourEmailField> = '%s'
Replace the YourTable and YourEmailField variables with the proper values to
reflect your table structures. The special %s character will be used as a substitute
of the email address to delete from the table.
Both queries, the SELECT and DELETE ones, have to be separated by character ;
Also it should be CRLF ; CRLF separated, for example:
SELECT ....
;
DELETE FROM ....

If you require specifying a long SQL string, you can type in the full filename of a
text file containing the long SQL string. The mail server will automatically
recognize if the text in this field is an SQL statement or a filename.
Test SQL query

Performs SQL state command to see if everything has been setup properly.

ODBC settings

Sets the ODBC source for the database connection.

Mailing List - Message
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Field

Description

From & Reply-To:
Headers

You can specify what each header should contain. It depends on your needs.
Either you want to set the From field to Sender and Reply To to the email address
of the mailing list (this will cause all replies to go to the mailing list back to the
mailing list).
Or you want to set the Reply-To field to Sender and From to the email address of
the mailing list (this will cause all replies to go to the sender of the message).
You can also set your own value to any of the headers.
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Field

Description

Set recipient to To:
header

Specifies a new recipient in the To header. Each message sent out from the
mailing list will have a final recipient of the mailing list member in the To: header.

Add to Subject

This prefixes the subject line with the specified string. If the text is already present
it does not duplicate it. If the subject line is not present it is created.

Add headers

You can add any number of customer headers to the mailing list message. The
system variables can be used here as well. This field is limited in size. If you
require specifying long add headers string you can use a system variable command
to do that.
Special system variable/command %%include filename%% can be used here. The
filename has to be the full filename path which contains the headers. The headers
in the file can contain other system variables.

Originator

This is an advanced SMTP option. You can specify the exact content of the SMTP
MAIL FROM command.
The possible values are:
§
§

Empty Mail From <>
Sender

§

Owner

If the Empty Mail From <> is selected (default) some email servers might reject
the message.
When you choose the Sender or Owner all bounce backs of failed messages will be
sent to that email address.
Header / Footer

Here you can specify a text files (for text messages) and html files (for HTML
messages) that should be inserted at the beginning/end of all messages passing
through the mailing list. Always a full path name.
If you define a html file there for HTML messages just note that it should not be a
complete source code of some web page because there should not be any tags like
<HTML>,<BODY> or <HEAD>.
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Mailing List - Security
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Field

Description

Only members can
post new messages

Specifies that only the members of the mailing list can send messages to the
mailing list. If members have some flags set they need the POST flag.

Password protection

Not password protected
Users do not need to specify any special password to post to mailing list.
Server Moderated
A moderated mailing list is where a message needs to contain a password for the
message to be approved and sent to list members. There must be a password at the
start of the Subject. If the password is not specified then the message is stored at
the server and sent to the list owner. The owner can confirm the message if he/she
replies it. He/she does not even need to specify the password in the reply. The
reply itself is enough and the original message is distributed to mailing list
members immediately when reply from owner is received.
Client Moderated
When this mode is used and message to mailing list does not contain the password,
the message is sent back to sender. It is more the notification he/she forgot to
specify the password than anything else. It does not work in the same way as
Server Moderated where owner just needs to reply. Here the sender has to send the
original message again but with password specified at the beginning of Subject
header.
Some mail clients support the X-Approved MIME header which contains the
password. Merak automatically checks that header. If it finds it and the password
is correct it does not check and remove the first line. It will only remove the XApproved header.

Password

Password for the moderated

Allow subscribers

You can also specify a list of email addresses that are eligible to join the mailing
list. A complete path and filename is required.
Example:
c:\merak\allowed.txt

Max mail size

Specifies the maximum message size that can be sent to the mailing list.

Deny EXPN

If a client issues the EXPN command the list members will be returned. Using this
option prevents from such behavior. "No such mailing list" response will be
returned.
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You can enable/disable antivirus scanning for any messages sent/received by this account.
Mailing List - Other
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Field

Description

Send to sender

If unchecked and a user (on the list) sends a message to the list, he himself will not
receive the message. If checked he will receive a copy of his own message.

Forward copy to
owner

If the owner is not on the list, this option will copy messages to the email address
specified in the "owner" field. However, it is suggested that owners subscribe to the
list themselves.

Digest mailing list

Specifies that all messages sent to this mailing list will be saved and kept in a
package file which will contain the list of messages and their bodies.
At midnight a single message will be sent to the digest members of the mailing list.

Process mailing list
variables

There are certain variables you can use inside of the body of sent mailing list
messages. These are the system variables. If this option is set Merak will replace the
variable definitions with the proper values.

Personalized mailing
list - variable fields

The personalized mailing list option lets you customize your messages with
variables linked to the members of the list.
Variables with the following format {{item}} in messages will be replaced with the
corresponding value of the member. The values can be static or fetched from a
database using an SQL statement.
The fields and values use the URL encoded format.
Static Mailing List Syntax:
emailaddress;parameters;field1=value1&field2=value2....fieldn=valuen
Personalized Mailing List Example:
jakub@icewarp.com;;name=Jakub&totalsales=1050&pricecode=gtysrv778
ladi@icewarp.com;;name=Ladi&totalsales=1500&pricecode=dert464566
Personalized Mail Example:
Dear {{name}},
Congratulation! Your sales exceed ${{totalsales}}. Let us offer you the special
price for the next purchases. Your new pricecode is {{pricecode}}.
Your IceWarp Team.
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Remove dead email
addresses

When this feature is enabled, Merak will automatically remove any email address
from the members list file when it encounters a permanent fatal error while
attempting delivery.
It also works for the ODBC mailing list but in such cases the ODBC SQL statement
has to also contain the DELETE SQL statement. See more information at the SQL
statement section.
The removing process is applied when sending a new message to the mailing list.

Max # of messages to
send out in 1 min.

If this field is other than 0 it specifies the number of messages that can be sent out
per 1 minute. Merak lets you control the flow of outgoing messages using this
option. It might become handy when sending large amounts of messages (more than
10000).

Notify owner

You can notify the owner of the list of certain events. These are:

Join
Somebody joined the mailing list.

Leave
Somebody left the mailing list.
Join/Leave File

You can specify your own greeting and farewell messages using these file
specifications.

Mailing List - Black & White Lists
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.
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Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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Description
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%
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Mailing List - Members
Source

Description

Members from text
file

A standard members listed in the text file specified in Value field will be used. See
above.
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Members from
ODBC

Email addresses can be stored in database. An ODBC source will be used. The
connection string has to be written in the ODBC settings dialog. ODBC Settings

Non-personalized email:
Fill in the SQL statement. The query has to return only one or two fields which
will include the email addresses. The first column must contain the email address
and the second if present the members rights.
Example:
SELECT Email From Customers
It is suggested to use the Test SQL query button. This button will execute the
query and will show you the result of the query in a text file. The text file should
look like a list file.

Personalized Email:
SQL query can return more than one field. The field names have to match to the
names used in the personalized mail. Personalized field name in the email body
have to be enclosed to the {{}}. The first column contains the list of email
addresses, the second the members rights and the following contain the
personalized fields.

SQL Statement Example:
SELECT Email, Rights, ContactName, Totalsales FROM Customers WHERE
Totalsales > 1000

Personalized Mail Example:
Hello {{ContactName}},
Your total sales exceeded {{Totalsales}}!!! You win a prize - wife of my boss... :(.
Cheers...
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Members from
current domain

This option will forward a mail received by the list to every user in the domain.

Members from user
group

The message will be forwarded to all members from user group (see "User
Groups" on page 171) specified in Value field.

All system users

Message will be forwarded to all accounts on the mail server including all
domains.

All system domain
administrators

Message will be forwarded to all domain administrators on the mail server.

All system
administrators

Message will be forwarded to all administrators on the mail server.

Members and Rights
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You can define your own list of members; assign those appropriate rights and also the variables to each
account, so you can use Personalized Mailing List.

Field

Description

Member

An email address of member. It can contain also Full Name. The syntax is:
"John Doe"<johndoe@foo.com>

Rights

Determines what the member can do.
Receive
Member will receive all messages from the message
Post
Member can send any message to the mailing list.
Digest
Member receives messages once a day (at midnight) in a package.

Parameters

Defines special variables which can be then used in Personalized Mailing List.
When anyone writes an email to mailing list and he/she wants to use these variables
to make it personalized, he/she has to use the variable name in double braces like
{{name}} in email body/subject.
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Executable
Executables are good ways of running jobs/processes on a server without having to use any remote admin
tools. Simply setup a job in advance, then the job can be executed by sending an email to the server.
Do not forget that the application must be exited properly. Some applications usually require a temporary
message file name as the input or may also use parameters.
It would be a good idea to use the black & white filters to only allow your email address through to this
account though or to use an executable password.
Executable - Definition
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Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain.

Description

A short descriptive text of the account.

Application

Specifies the path and filename of the application or library to execute. This
can be a DOS, Win32 application or a DLL. It must not be a GUI application
which requires a user input.
You are required to specify the application type using the below pull-down
menu.

Type

StdCall and Cdecl are library interface specifications when you are calling a
DLL file.
The type URL is for remote executable script.

Parameters

Specifies the parameters to pass to the application. They can be any of the
Merak system variables. You can find the complete list in the system variable
example file. Some examples can be found below.
%%From%% - who the mail was sent from
%%To%% - who the mail was sent to
%%Subject%% - the subject of the mail
%%Date%% - the date of the mail
%%Message-ID%% - the message id header of the message
%%MessageFile%% - the full path and filename to the received message

Password

The executable account can be protected by a password. If this field is filled
the Subject of the message will be checked for the password. If found the
password will be deleted from the Subject and executable will be processed.
Else the executable will not be processed and no bounce back will be sent too.

Forward to

Specifies that the contents of any mail is also forwarded to the specified
address.

You can enable/disable antivirus scanning for any messages sent/received by this account.
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Executable - Black & White List
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.

Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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Description
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%

Remote Account
Remote Accounts are used to fetch mail from user accounts on external POP3 and IMAP servers. You can
assign Merak to check for waiting mails on a remote server. It can either be done for one account only or
for the whole domain using the Domain POP feature and other related options.
Domain POP is a very powerful feature where Merak parses all messages received from the remote
servers and places them in proper mailboxes based on the message headers and other information.
All basic Merak features also work for remote accounts such as the Antivirus, Instant Anti Spam, Content
Filters and others.
All Remote Accounts send a message to the Forward to addresses if they are not Domain POP.
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Field

Description

Name

The name of this remote account. It is used purely for informational and display
purposes.

Server

Specifies the POP3 / IMAP host name server (incoming mail server). This is the
server the mailbox resides on.

Example:
pop3.demon.com
imap.demo.com
Server type

Specifies the protocol the server communicates with.
POP3
The POP3 protocol will read the remote mailbox messages and download them.
IMAP4
The IMAP4 protocol will browse all remote folders of the account and download
the messages from those folders to the local account. The local account must be
IMAP account and specified in the Forward To field.

Username

This is the username which is used for the authentication on the remote server.

Password

The password to the remote mailbox.

Log in using APOP

Check this to ensure that Merak uses the secure APOP authentication command.
The remote server must support this. APOP is a secure login using md5
encryption.

TLS/SSL

This option specifies the TLS/SSL mode of the remote account. It is suggested to
leave it default. However, sometimes you might need to change it.
Detect TLS/SSL
The remote connection will be checked using the CAPA command for TLS
support. If supported a connection will be turned to TLS/SSL.
Direct TLS/SSL
The remote connection will be done directly using TLS/SSL. The port has to be
the one of the TLS/SSL listening port.
Disable TLS/SSL
No TLS/SSL will be used. A plain TCP/IP connection will be established.
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You are required to specify an email address (or email addresses) where all the
received messages should be sent to. This will be mostly a local account.
When used with the Domain POP option you are still required to specify a special
email address for cases when the recipient on the local server could not be found.

Schedule

Specifies the schedule tasks for this remote account that need to be entered. This is
the standard schedule dialog (see "Schedule" on page 417).
You can also set a global schedule account that will let you leave all of your
remote account schedule properties empty.

Connect now

Remote Account - Options

Allows you to start the download immediately.
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Field

Description

Dedupe collected
mail

Merak will read the messages' Message-ID header field and if some messages
have the same ID the message will be processed only once and no message
duplicates will be done. This procedure works only in one session.

Leave messages on
server

Merak will leave messages on the remote server after retrieving them. In other
words, it will not erase them. It keeps a local log of downloaded messages and
their IDs.

Delete message if
older than

This option is related to the Leave messages on server option. If the message on
the remote server is older than the specified number of days it will be deleted.

Delete messages if
more than

This option is related to the Leave messages on server option. If there is the
specified number of messages or more on the remote server, messages will be
deleted.

Field

Description

Forward extra
copy to

All messages received by the remote account can be also always forwarded to a
given email address using this option. It might server as an archive solution.

Convert domain
names

Merak relies on the domains of the recipients to be defined on the server. If your
messages received by the remote account do no have the domain name defined on
the server you can create domain name conversions using the Domains button.
Each domain on a separate line.

Example:
dummy.com=localdomain.com
Email address
routing

This option lets you specify routing rules for messages received by the remote
account. The same syntax as for the Redirect feature applies. You can use email
addresses, domains anything.
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Field

Description

Domain POP

Specifies that this remote account will be used to collect mail for the entire
domain from a catch all account (also known as Domain POP). The account
contains mail for the whole domain.
The messages will be resolved by parsing the headers "To: ", "Cc: " or other
methods.

Example:
If a message received has the header "To: John Doe <john @doe.com>", the
doe.com domain must exist on Merak and the message will be delivered to
John in the doe.com domain.
If the domain does not exist or the user, the 'Forward To' option will be used
and the message will be delivered to the specified email address.
Sometimes all messages are delivered to the 'Forward To' account. This might
be caused by several reasons. If such thing happens make sure the domain in
the To header matches the domain defined on Merak else use the special
option Domain conversions. You can also use direct Email address routing
which has the same syntax as the Merak redirect option.
Do not process
Received: header

Specifies that the Domain POP procedure should not use the "Received: "
header and the "for" item. Some remote mail servers set this field to a different
email address then the one in the To header. This can cause nothing but
problems.

Stop parsing if
Received: yields a
local address

If processing the received headers Merak will always use the first received
header created in the message. When this option checked Merak will read all
of the received headers and will check to find if some of them contains a local
email address. If found the processing will be stopped and the address will be
used.

Parse these headers

By default Merak parses some given headers like To, Cc etc. This option when
used lets you specify other MIME header fields for Merak to use. The file
servers as a priority setting for the parser (the order of parsed headers).

Real name address
matching

Specifies that when using Domain POP Merak should try to search through
actual names in the header and only lookup based on the name. Example for
"John Doe <john@doe.com>" Merak will look for "John Doe" on the server
and if found it will deliver the message to that account. The name of the
account has to be the same as the one in the email message.

If email

You can also limit the feature above only when the email address matches the
given email address.
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Static Route
Static Routes are simply aliases which are able to receive mail and perform a predefined action directly on
the server based on whatever filter mechanisms are configured.
Most of the actions can be achieved by using the Content Filters or Redirect features. This is a simplified
version of a forwarding mechanism..
Static Route - Definition
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Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain.

Description

A short descriptive text of the account.

Action

Forward To Address
All messages will be forwarded to this address.
Forward To Domain
All messages will be forwarded to this domain the alias of the recipient will be
preserved.
Forward to Host
All messages will be sent to the specified host machine. It can be a host name
or IP address.
Deliver to This Domain
All messages will be delivered to the actual domain without any other
filtering. This is useful when you want to check all messages for something
and then deliver it to the recipient. You can use external filters to do whatever
you want.
Delete
All messages will be deleted.

Forward

Specifies that even if the domain to forward to is local, it will be queued to the
outgoing queue.

Value

The value i.e. address, domain, host etc. This is dependent on the Action
above.

Forward to

This option lets you save all or archive all messages which meet the filter
criteria. This is the email address to send messages to.
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Filter
Field

Description

All

All messages will be processed by the static route and a corresponding action will be
applied.

Filter

Specifies Merak filters which will be applied to messages.
Each filter has a logical condition of AND or OR. Once the logical value of the filters
is true the action of the Static Route will be processed.

External

Specifies an external filter file instead of the built-in ones. The external filter file must
be an executable or DLL library.
If the call returns result other than 0 the message will be processed by the server else
not.
When using the executable a parameter with the filename to the received message
will be passed to it.

You can enable/disable antivirus scanning for any messages sent/received by this account.
Static Route - Black & White List
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.
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Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.

SMTP AUTH
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The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message
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Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%

Notification
The Notification account is a special object with certain capabilities you can use to convert a message into
a suitable format for Notification delivery.
In essence, this usually means chopping the message into Notification chunks, stripping off attachments,
changing the subject and defining the body of the message to be sent.
In order to use this option, you need an email gateway from your provider. This means you need to have
an email address that you can send messages to your notification device. These devices can be PDAs, cell
phones or any other device capable of receiving short messages.
The same can be achieved using the Content Filters. This is a simplified object to be used for such
requirements.
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Notification - Definition
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Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain.

Description

A short descriptive text of the account.

Notify to

Specifies the email address of the email gateway that the formatted message will
be sent to. Supports also multiple addresses separated with semicolons.

Instant messaging
notification

If the 'Notify to' is a local account an IM message will be sent instead of an email.
In such case the user will receive an instant messaging message immediately if
connected to the IM server.

Max message size

This specifies the maximum number of characters that can be accepted in a single
notification. This is specific to the gateway provider.

Split to multiple
messages

The option specifies the number of chunks a message should be split to when the
length of the notification message text exceeds the Max size.

Filter

The filter section specifies the conditions when the Notification email should be
sent.
All
The notification is send for all messages.
None
The notification is not send at all.
Filter
You can set special filters so the notification is send according to the result of
filters and the Send checkbox. The conditions are the same as Content Filters
conditions (see "Content Filter Conditions" on page 272).
If the Send is checked and the Filter conditions are positive the notification email
will be sent. It serves as a negation to filters conditions.
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Notification - Other
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Field

Description

Insert into Subject

The Subject of the notification message will be compiled from the options below

To

Specifies the 'To' header will placed into the notification.

From

Specifies the 'From' header will be placed into the notification.

Subject

Specifies the Subject header will be placed into the notification.

Date/Time

Specifies the Date header will be placed into the notification.

Body

Specifies the body content will be placed into the notification.

Field

Description

From

A possibility to specify your own From of the notification message. System
variables are allowed.

Subject

A possibility to specify your own Subject of the notification message. System
variables are allowed.

Body

A possibility to specify your own Body of the notification message. System
variables are allowed.

Text File

Instead of just using the Body option you can link the notification content to a text
file which specifies the text that will be inserted.
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Field

Description

Forward to

Specifies an email address that the original message will be forwarded to. For
archival purposes.

Originator

This is an advanced SMTP option. You can specify the exact content of the SMTP
MAIL FROM command.
The possible values are:
§

Empty Mail From <>

§
§

Sender
Owner

If the Empty Mail From <> is selected (default) some email servers might reject the
message.
When you choose the Sender or Owner all bounce backs of failed messages will be
sent to that email address.

You can enable/disable antivirus scanning for any messages sent/received by this account.
Notification - Black & White List
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.
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Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%

Catalog
Catalog accounts are storage objects that are capable of several actions based on your email commands.
You could consider Catalogs as directories you access via email.
Catalogs:
§

Let the mail server send you a file from the Catalog storage by email. Catalog storage can contain
any files on your server.

§

Let the mail server send you a file from a specified folder.

§

Let the mail server compress content of any folder and to send it to you in the IceWarp Data
Package compressed file format. This file can be automatically decompressed using a specially
defined Content Filer or by an external command line tool you can obtain on our web site.

§

Let the mail server send anything of the above to any specified email address.
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See examples (on page 165) for each listed possibility.
The Catalog is activated by a properly specified email sent to the catalog account, similar to List Server
accounts.
The catalog account is a special storage mechanism where you can have several catalogs containing
several items. Items can be links to files or links to directories.
Each catalog account can be protected by a global password and each catalog item to be retrieved can be
protected by a special password.
You can also specify which commands are to be used for each catalog account.
Catalog - Definition

Field

Description

Alias

A unique identifier of the account in the domain.

Description

A short descriptive text of the account.

Password

Specifies a global password which must be used for all commands
sent to the catalog account. You should protect your cataloged
passwords.

Command in
Subject

By default, all commands will be read from the message Subject. If
you uncheck this option, commands can be specified in the message
body.

Catalogs

This button brings up the catalog configuration dialog where you can
define all the catalog stores and items.
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Catalog - Other
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Field

Description

Allowed commands

The commands you can send to your catalog accounts are listed below.
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You can use multiple commands in a message only if the Command in Subject is
unchecked.
DIR
The DIR command lets you retrieve the catalog item listing. [Password] is used
only when the global password is set. The syntax is the following:
DIR [PASSWORD] CATALOG
GET
The GET command lets you retrieve items from the catalog. [Password] and
[CATALOGPASSWORD] is used only when passwords are set. The syntax is the
following:
GET [PASSWORD] CATALOG ITEM [CATALOGPASSWORD]

Example:
DIR CATALOG1
DIR CATALOG2
GET CATALOG1 Manual.doc
SENDTO
The SENDTO command lets you specify the receiver's email address. Basically
you can send a file from the catalog to somebody else without even receiving the
files from the catalog yourself. The syntax is the following:
SENDTO EMAIL_ADDRESS

Example:
SENDTO john@icewarp.com
GET CATALOG1 Manual.doc
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Originator

This is an advanced SMTP option. You can specify the exact content of the SMTP
MAIL FROM command.
The possible values are:
§
§
§

Empty Mail From <>
Sender
Owner

If the Empty Mail From <> is selected (default) some email servers might reject
the message.
When you choose the Sender or Owner, all bounce backs will be sent to that email
address.

You can enable/disable antivirus scanning for any messages sent/received by this account.
Catalog - Black & White List
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.
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Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%
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Catalog - Maintenance
To define/modify files that you can send using the catalog account, press the button Catalogs.

In the catalog dialog you can add, edit and delete particular catalogs.
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In this dialog you can configure the whole catalog.
Field

Description

Name

Specifies the catalog name or ID which will be used in the commands. This should
be a unique value in the catalog account.

Password

Specifies the password for Item retrieving (GET command). DIR command does
not require a password.

Folder

Folder option allows you to link the catalog to a specific directory so all the files in
it will be the catalog's items. You have to specify the full path here.
The advantage of this option is, that you can retrieve ANY file from the specified
folder and you do not need to define items (see below).

Allow subdirectories

By this option the GET command will be able to retrieve items from subdirectories
in the Folder. Special security rules are applied for directory browsing here.

Folder IceWarp Data
Package

If checked, all files from the Folder will be compressed using the IDP compression
tool to the filename given in the following field. This becomes handy when
retrieving large amounts of data. The result will be a simple file containing all the
items from the catalog. Using this feature you can create a simple directory
synchronization engine.
The IDP package can be automatically decompressed by specially defined Content
Filter. See Actions list of the Content Filter options.

Package File Name

The file name to which the folder will be compressed by IDP.

Item

Specifies the identification of item which will be used in the commands. The
typical command syntax is:
COMMAND catalog name [item]

Filename

Specifies the full path to a filename on your HD which is linked to the Item.
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Examples
Retrieve a File from the Folder Catalog
Suppose you have a data structure and a Catalog account DataRetrieve@merakdemo.com as in the first
example.

Press Button Catalogs... and define catalog FILES:

To retrieve the file c:\data\logo.gif send an email to the catalog account as:
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You will get back an email with the file Releasenotes.txt in the attachment:

Retrieve a File from the Catalog
Suppose you have a data structure:

Define a Catalog account DataRetrieve@merakdemo.com
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Notice, that the Command in Subject is checked.
Press Button Catalogs... and define the catalog DATA:

To retrieve a file c:\data\logo.gif send an email to the catalog account as:
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The logofile should be replaced with the logo.gif filename.
You will get back an email with the file logo.gif in the attachment.

Retrieve All Files from the Folder Catalog
Suppose you a have data structure and a Catalog account DataRetrieve@merakdemo.com as in the first
example.
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Press Button Catalogs... and define a catalog ALLDATA:

To retrieve all data, send an email to the catalog account as:
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You will get back an email with the file Package.idp in the attachment:

The PACKAGE.IDP contains compressed files from the folder specified in the folder definition (see
ALLDATA above). If the option Allow subdirectories was on, the subdirectories are included too.
To decompress PACKAGE.IDP, use Content Filter with the action Extract All Attachments to Directory
(see Security Tab, Content Filter) or use the free IceWarp tool IDP.EXE, which can be downloaded from
the http://icewarp/Download/
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Send a File from the Server Catalog to a Recipient
Suppose you a have a data structure and a Catalog account DataRetrieve@merakdemo.com as in the first
example.
To send the content of the whole ALLDATA folder packed in one file PACKAGE.IDP to the email
address user@merakdemo.com, send an email:

Notice, the catalog commands are located in the Body now. To be able to place commands in the body of
your message, you have to uncheck the option Command in Subject.

User Groups
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User Groups let you specify a group of users or domains in Merak. User Groups are special item
containers you can use to apply the same settings for as many users/domains at once. Once you create a
User Group and you want to change any setting for all members, you can simply edit the User Group.

Click Settings
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set any options you want and at the end, check Apply Settings On Close option in Edit dialog. It means all
the settings will be changed immediately when you close the dialog. The options and values remain the
same, as they are used in API and most of them are self-explanatory. See APIConsts.pas file at
Merak\API\Delphi folder for a list of all Options and they possible values.

Global Settings
Here you can set options related to all accounts or to all domains. Additionally, you can edit some options
that affect Merak Config in the Console (on page 178) tab.

Accounts

This option enables/disables the User Statistics feature. If it is not checked, user statistics are not saved at
all.

The open dialog allows you to specify default account options (on page 419). Specified parameters will
be used for every new user account created in Merak. The account defaults are applied for all Merak tools,
including the GUI, WebAdmin, WebMail, API and other areas.

Clicking the button opens a domain.dat file where you can define the default rights for domain
administrators. Additionally, you can restrict the access of any options via Web Admin in this file. See
Example file for more details.
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Domains

Field

Description

Use domain disk quota This option indicates that specified domains should be checked for disk quota when
receiving new mail. If the quota exceeds the limit, the mail will be rejected. Any
domains requiring a quota need to be specified in a file diskquot.dat. You can edit
this file by clicking on 'Disk Quota...' in others section below.
User domain user
limits

This option is enabling/disabling the usage of the User limits specified above:
§

User Mailbox Size

§

User Megabyte Send Limit per day

§

User Number Send Limit per day

§

User Max. Message size

Works for WHOLE SERVER, ALL DOMAINS.
If you want to control certain amount of users, you have to enable this option for
each individual domain and then enter the User limit values you want.
Use domain expiration This option enables the domain expiration feature for all domains.
Override global limits

If checked, domain settings will override global limits settings.
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Field

Description

Enable DoaminKeys

Enables support of DomainKeys system. DomainKeys are available in the
Accounts&Management -- Domain section.
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Enable domain literals It will automatically bind virtually all your domain names to IP addresses. So the
result will be your domain will be capable of receiving emails in the following
format:
user@[IP]
The real IP value depends on the Virtual IP Binding option and the system IP
addresses.
Enable IDN support

This feature enables the International Domain Names support for all of your
domains. In such case, the mail server creates virtual domains which are the
encoded domain names of the actual international domain.
You only need to create the international domain on the mail server. The system
will take care of the rest.

Example:
The domain bücher.ch. On the mail server you create the domain bücher.ch. Using
the IDN encoding there is also another way to access this domain which is the IDN
encoded string xn--bcher-kva.ch.
When this option is enabled the mail server will automatically accept messages for
both domain strings although the IDN encoded string does not really exist.
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Field

Description

Use welcome message This option specifies when a new user is created, a welcome email will be saved
into their mailbox. You can specify different messages for particular domains and
not all domains have to have the welcome message set.
The welcome emails must be created in separate text files. See Welcome Message.
Warn domain
administrator when
domain size exceeds
quota (%)

The warning e-mail message is sent to domain administrator in case the domain size
exceeds here specified quota value of total reserved space for the domain.

Warn user when
mailbox size exceeds

The warning email is sent to any user of the domain, when their mailbox is full; that
exceeds specified % of the total reserved space for them.

The 0% means no warning.

The 0% means no warning.
Welcome Messages

Opens messages.dat file where the Warn Messages can be specified.
The structure of the file is as follows:
domain=filename
Example:
icewarp.com=c:\merak\welcome.tmp
If a line specifies an asterisk as the domain, the specified welcome file will be used
for the rest of the domains. Remember that if you want to use this option, the
asterisk must be on the last line of the file because the following lines will not be
checked.
A welcome message template can contain system variables and system functions.
The same logics as for Content Filter action Send Message applies. You can use the
Sender and Recipient variables and include attachments. Anything is possible.
It would be wise to send such message to any mailbox on the server and then use
the mail\domain\mailbox\xxxxx.tmp.
Example:
From: Support <support@icewarp.com>
To: %%Sender%%
Subject: Welcome %%Sender%%
Dear %%Sender%% user,
We would like to welcome .....
The account was created on %%Date%% %%Time%%
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Here you can edit file diskquot.dat (in the Config subdirectory). Read the example
in the file or use this:
The format of the file is as follows:
Domain=limit
Example:
usa.net=5192
*=10000
This would specify that all domains have a 10MB limit apart from usa.net which
has 5MB.

Subdomains

Subdomain definitions let you define multiple sub-domains for existing domains on the mail server. You
can use masks.
The main advantage of this feature is the original domain will be preserved. This is particularly handy
when forwarding of the whole subdomain to a different server with the subdomain defined on it is
required. This is different from the Automatic Redirection feature which replaces the original recipient's
domain with the new domain value.
You can easily add new items in the list.

This means that emails going to sales.merak.com domain will be delivered to the merak.com domain.
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Console

Field

Description

Max number of
accounts in a domain
to display

How many accounts are shown at one time.

Database account
display start position

The start position. You have to use it if you have, for example, 5000 accounts in a
domain and you use 1000 at Max number of accounts in a domain to display and
you want to show the 3000th account.

Domain list display
mode

There are three possible ways of displaying the domain list in Domains & Accounts
section
Domain
Only domain names are displayed.
Domain + Description
The list of domains contains also the description of the domain. The list looks like
this: domainname.tld (description). For example:
doc.icewarp.com (IceWarp Documentation Server)
Description + Domain
The list of domains contains also the description of the domain. The list looks like
this: (description )domainname.tld. For example:
(IceWarp Documentation Server) doc.icewarp.com
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Policies
Occasionally, you may need to be more restrictive to make your server more secure. There are policies to
do this for you. Read particular options carefully as they offer you powerful ways to secure your users
against attacks, etc. If your policies are set incorrectly, it may take some time to find out the causes of
your problems. (E.g. If you setup your Login policy with the email address option chosen, and then your
users try to login with their common username, they will no longer be able to log on until you resolve your
policy settings.)

Login Policy

The login policy security feature provides a smart way to protect accounts from brute force password
attacks. Just like with other systems accounts that are trying to login with incorrect passwords, they will
get blocked for a certain amount of time. The mail server offers a similar protection strategy.
The login policy is applied to all services and all modules on the mail server. This means a failed login
attempt from webmail and POP3 server will result in 2 failed login attempts in total.
The first checkbox enables the feature on the whole mail server and specifies that in order to block an
account, a number of failed login attempts must occur. After this fact, the account is temporarily blocked
for the given amount of time by the second option.
A blocked account can still log into the server but will have long delays to authenticate. These delays
exceed 20 seconds. If the account logs in correctly, the failed attempts will get cleared and the next login
procedure will run smooth.
A brute force attack or dictionary attack will result in blocking the account and very long delays for any
password to be checked for the given amount of time will result from the last failed login attempt.
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Field

Description

Users login with ...

You can choose whether users have to use their whole email address to login or
only their common username.
If you have a large number of domains and accounts it is advisable to use login with
email address. Enabling this option reduces mail authentication and login time
because Merak will be able to find the account faster as it is specified inside of the
email address.

Convert characters %/ This option is for users who use full email addresses as usernames and some mail
to @ in usernames
clients (Netscape and Mac) do not allow using @ in the username. With this option
enabled, users can login with the username format of name%domain.com and the
authentication engine will convert this to name@domain.com.

Field

Description

Use account login IP
restrictions

Enabling this option offers you an IP security system to ensure that particular
accounts are only available to access from some particular IP or IPs.

Login Restrictions...

By editing this file you configure the IP login restrictions. See the comment inside
for an example with valid syntax.

Password Policy
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Field

Description

Active

This option applies the checking features of the password policy. All entered
passwords will be checked against the policy settings.

Minimal password
length

The required minimal length of the password.

Number of numeric
The required minimum number of numeric characters in the password.
characters in password
Number of non alpha- The required minimum number of non alpha-numeric characters in the password.
numeric characters in
password
Check password
against username and
alias

When this option is checked passwords cannot contain the alias or mailbox name of
the account in them.

Field

Description

Active

Using this option, you can set password expiration for all accounts. When the
password expires, the user is required to change the password.

Password expires after Specify the number of days after which the password expires.
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Field

Description

Passwords cannot be
read or exported

This option makes sure that no one can use the API or any other exporting methods
to retrieve account passwords from the database. It is suggested that you use this
option. In such cases, the API will return a shadowed password.

Administrator
passwords cannot be
read or exported

This option makes sure no one can use the API or any other exporting methods to
retrieve administrator and domain administrator passwords from the database. It is
highly recommended to use this option. API will return shadowed passwords.

Shared Folders

IMAP Shared Folders is a unique Merak Mail feature which enables you to share content of specified
IMAP folders with other IMAP users. You can set rights, create several shared folders, and much more.
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Field

Description

Folder name

The folder name that will be displayed in the IMAP session.

Bound IMAP account

Each shared folder is linked to one IMAP account. This field contains the email
address of the IMAP account. The IMAP account is used only as storage for the
shared folder messages. You can still use the account as an ordinary account. One
folder of the IMAP account will be used for sharing purposes. By default it is the
INBOX folder.

Restricted to domain

Should be empty by default. You can specify multiple domains separated with semicolons. Only users from these domains will be able to see and access the shared
folder. When empty, all domains will access the shared folder.

Bound IMAP folder

If empty, the INBOX of the IMAP account will be used as the shared IMAP folder.
You can also specify a different folder here.

Shared Folder Access Control List
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In this dialog you set the rights to each email account that will login to IMAP. You may also use the
"anyone" account which stands for all non defined accounts.
You should always set the "anyone" rights first and then specify the additional users.
Field

Description

Lookup (l)

User can see this folder in their personal list of IMAP folders

Read (r)

User can open this folder and view its contents.

Write (w)

User can change flags on messages in this folder.

Insert (i)

User can append and copy messages into this folder.

Create (c)

User can create subfolders within this folder.

Delete (d)

User can delete messages from this folder.

Set Seen Flag (s)

User can change the read/unread status of messages in this folder.

Administer (a)

User can administer the ACL for this folder.

Post (p)

User can send mail directly to this folder (if folder allows).
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System
System node contains options which are not directly related to any specific module. These options
include: where you want to store your emails (see "Storage" on page 229), the way of logging (on page
208) activity on your server, your Internet Connection and the management of all running Services (on
page 186) on your server.

In This Chapter
Services .......................................................................... 186
Logging .......................................................................... 208
Tools............................................................................... 210
Storage............................................................................ 229
Internet Connection......................................................... 236
Patterns ........................................................................... 238
Advanced........................................................................ 240
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Services
Each service is bound to an IP address and port number. This can be changed if required, however, all
default ports conform to Internet standards which would be required by ISPs. They work with most
installations.
If you are using a Firewall, you have to open ports for all services you are using (and strategically two
more ports)
The POP3 and IMAP services are running as one service in Merak even though it is listening on all
needed ports. In other words, if you stop the POP3 or IMAP service in the Merak Administration
Console, the other services will be stopped.
The second important note is that WebMail is running under the Control service, so if you stop or
restrict access to Control service your users will not be able to use WebMail.

Service Ports
Service

Purpose

Default Ports

SMTP

Send mail

25, 366, 465

POP3

Receive mail

110, 995

IMAP

Read mail

143, 993

Control (Web)

Web admin, web mail, proxy
server

32000, 32001

Calendar

GroupWare and Calendar

5229

IM

Instant Messaging Server

5222, 5223

LDAP

LDAP Server (directory service)

389, 636

Special Ports
Port

Used For

53 (UDP)

DNS Server

1143

Microsoft SQL Server
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General

General tab shows a complete list of services available on Merak Mail Server and their statistics. You can
easily start, stop, restart or edit the properties by pressing one of the buttons at the bottom of dialog.

If you click the edit button a new dialog where you can change all the properties for appropriate service is
shown. You can also use the pop-up menu.

The easiest way to check the server functionality and ability to send mail via Internet is to use the Server
Diagnostics (on page 207) button.

A service (SMTP, POP3, ...) needs to be restarted after following configuration changes:
§

binding of an IP address

§

any of the ports the service is running on
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Services does not have to be restarted after change in Other tab (i.e. limits, alerting, ...)

Service - Properties
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Here you can see all needed options of service.
Field

Description

Ports

The ports where Merak is listening on. These are actually the well-known ports
administered by Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
Some services do not need an SSL port because they can convert their non-SSL
connection to SSL connection on the same port.

Bind all services to all If this option is chosen, all services are listening automatically on all available
IP addresses
network interfaces. This option affects all services.
Bind all services to
specified IP addresses

If this option is chosen, you can either bind all services to the same IPs, (use the text
field below this option - open the edit file and see the example file.) or you can bind
service to any IP address you want in the Service IP Addresses dialog. This option
affects all services.
The button next to the text field opens bind.dat file. There you can specify special
options which are:
Outgoing_Bind
This allows you to specify the IP address which is used for outgoing connections.
IPv6_Bind
This directive allows you to bind the service to IP address in IPv6 format.

Service IP addresses

Here you can define to which IP address the service is bound. Available only when
Bind all services to specified IP addresses option is chosen.
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Binding is not necessary for proper multiple domain configuration.
If you need to bind Merak on W2K or WXP, you have to disable the IP Pooling features of the operating
system first. Search for more details on Microsoft Web site.

Service - Logging
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Description

Logging

Debug Logging
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The most detailed logging will be used showing all service traffics.
Summary Logging
Summary type logs only the general summary information and status of a service
session.
The same settings can be edited also in Logging (on page 208) - Services (on page
210).
Traffic Logging

If enabled, you can use Traffic Charts (on page 396) to show the amount of traffic
for appropriate service.

Some other related options can be set in Logging (on page 208).

Service - Access
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The Access feature lets you block or grant special IP addresses that are or are not eligible to connect to
your mail servers. The remote IP address will be banned the access to your server. This is not an anti
relaying option. Most of the time you will not need to use this feature.
Field

Description

Restrict access to all
services

This option is shared for all services. It has to be enabled in order for the IP
addresses to be restricted or granted.

IP Addresses

Specifies place for IP address filters. You are allowed to use the Patterns (on page
238) feature too.
You can specify full IP addresses here or subnets (masked IP addresses). Separate
multiple entries with semicolon.

Example:
192.168.*.*;127.0.0.1;192-193.*.*.*;[Firewall]
Access type

Grant means only the listed IPs will be able to establish connections to your
server. Deny means only the listed IPs will be banned the access to your server.
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Field

Description

Alert if service
connections increased
by (Multiplier)

Enables service connections monitoring by entering a multiplier. For example, a
value of 2 will create an alert when the service connections increased by 200%.
An alert email message is sent to the email account taken from System monitor
tool.

Alert if service data
transferred increased
by (Multiplier)

Enables service data transferred monitoring by entering a multiplier.For example,
if you enter 1.5, you will be alerted after 150% increment of the amount of data
transferred by a particular service. An alert email message is sent to e-mail
account taken from System monitor tool.

Server thread cache

The thread cache specifies the maximum number of threads that can be reused for
new client connections. Each new connection that is accepted by the server is
given a separate execution thread. In order to improve performance, server
sockets store these threads in a cache rather than freeing them when the
connection is closed. New connections can then reuse threads from the cache,
rather than requiring the server to create a new thread every time a connection is
accepted.

Maximum number of
incoming connections

The maximum number of simultaneous connections from remote servers. You
can limit the flow of incoming connections by this option.

Maximum number of
outgoing connections

The maximum number of simultaneous connections to another mail server. You
can limit the flow of outgoing connection by this option. If your CPU usage is too
high, consider limiting these numbers.

Maximum transfer
bandwidth

You can restrict the maximum speed which can be used for particular service. It
is useful when you have slow connection and you host more services on the same
server.
If the value is "0" no restriction is applied.
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LDAP
LDAP is an acronym for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.
LDAP, also known as a Directory System Agent (DSA), allows you to locate organizations, individuals,
and other resources such as files and devices in a network, regardless if you are on the Internet or on a
corporate intranet. Additionally, it does not matter whether or not you know the domain name, IP address,
or geographic whereabouts.
An LDAP directory can be distributed among many servers on a network, then replicated and
synchronized regularly.
LDAP was developed at the University of Michigan; it is "lightweight" in contrast to DAP, a part of the
older X.500 direct protocol for networks.
IceWarp's implementation of the LDAP is based on the OpenLDAP Project at http://www.openldap.org/,
extended with SSL support and is available in Merak Mail Server Professional (Regular and Power Pack)
only. The whole LDAP server is installed and configured automatically during the Merak Mail Server
installation, and also includes proper configuration for Netscape Messenger and Outlook Express
(schemas).
There many resources (see "LDAP References" on page 206) (see "LDAP References") about LDAP on
the Internet. It is definitely good idea to study some of them…
LDAP utilizes Client-Server Architecture.
LDAP Server is installed together with your Merak Mail Professional (Regular and Power Pack) and
resides in the folder Merak\LDAP\
LDAP Client is usually your email client, or other application. Many current email clients, including
Microsoft Outlook, Eudora, and Netscape Communicator are able to access this LDAP Server. See the
section for Using LDAP (on page 201).
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Field

Description

Active

Enables/disables LDAP service.

Shared address book
(LDAP user sync)

If checked, all new users on the server are stored also in LDAP and it means that
anyone who knows the login information can access global address book via LDAP
(e.g. from Email Client) The already created users have to be converted to LDAP by
Convert Users to LDAP.

slapd.conf

Opens the configuration file. See LDAP Configuration (on page 197) section.

Reload

Refreshes the LDAP data storage

Conver Users To
LDAP

Once you have enabled Shared address book, you can convert all current users to
that LDAP too.

LDAP Server
Merak Mail Server Professional supports LDAP v3 and is based on the OpenLDAP project . Any
additional information can be found on that site. See the license agreement in the LDAP\readme.txt file.
Once installed, you can start the LDAP server and it will be ready and working. It has its suffix already
created so you can go on with creating new entries immediately.
LDAP runs under the Control service and works only on Windows NT and higher (NT,2000,XP)
platforms. It does not support Windows ME,95,98.
LDAP setting files can be found in the Merak\LDAP directory and follows the OpenLDAP project.
To activate LDAP, you have to have the Professional version of Merak and have Merak running on
Windows NT platforms. Click Active and Save. LDAP server will start immediately.
When started you can see it is really running in the System tab where it has to say "LDAP" under the
control service.
You can also change the LDAP ports. LDAP in Merak supports SSL so you can connect to the LDAP
over a secure connection using the certificates installed on Merak. Same certificates as for HTTP and
other services will be used.
The Reload button will make sure to restart the LDAP server so it reloads all of the LDAP setting files.
Make always sure to check the LDAP running status. If any errors were created in the settings, the LDAP
server will not start.
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LDAP Configuration
To configure LDAP properly you have to have some prior knowledge. To learn more about LDAP search
the Internet or follow the resource links. Merak's LDAP will let you immediately add, modify, delete and
search records on LDAP.
The main settings are done in the file LDAP\slapd.conf. The file looks like this:
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# $OpenLDAP: pkg/ldap/servers/slapd/slapd.conf,v 1.8.8.7 2001/09/27 20:00:31 kurt Exp $
#
# See slapd.conf(5) for details on configuration options.
# This file should NOT be world readable.
#
include schema/core.schema
include

schema/inetorgperson.schema

# Define global ACLs to disable default read access.

# Do not enable referrals until AFTER you have a working directory
# service AND an understanding of referrals.
#referral ldap://root.openldap.org

#pidfile

slapd.pid

#argsfile slapd.args

# Load dynamic backend modules:
# modulepath

%MODULEDIR%

# moduleload

back_ldap.la

# moduleload

back_ldbm.la

# moduleload

back_passwd.la

# moduleload

back_shell.la

#
# Sample Access Control
#

Allow read access of root DSE

#

Allow self write access

#

Allow authenticated users read access

#

Allow anonymous users to authenticate

#
#access to dn="" by * read
#access to *
#

by self write

#

by users read

#

by anonymous auth

#
# if no access controls are present, the default is:
#
#

Allow read by all
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include
This item lets you include additional schema definitions. All schema definitions are located in the
LDAP\Schema directory. You can create your own definitions and edit the existing. Make sure to follow
the creation rules otherwise LDAP will not start. If you are a beginner use always the existing schema
definitions.

suffix
This item identifies the suffix you will use the LDAP server under. All client connections will have to use
this suffix. All DB records are also under this suffix so when you change the suffix you need to create the
new records again under the suffix. Usually the suffix is like your domain name.

suffix

"dc=icewarp,dc=com"

We wanted to you to be able to use the LDAP right always so we created the suffix
suffix

"dc=root"

rootdn
This item identifies the administrator user of LDAP that does not need to exist in LDAP and still perform
any actions like add, edit and delete records. It always has to contain the suffix at the end. The default is.
rootdn

"cn=admin,dc=root"

rootpw
This item contains the password for rootdn the administrator account in LDAP.

The rest of the slapd.conf lets you perform additional changes. Make sure you do not change them unless
you know what you are doing. Any additional information can be found at http://www.openldap.org/.
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LDAP Shared Address Book
The users of the mail server can be automatically synchronized with the LDAP Server. The workstation
clients (Outlook, Netscape Messenger, etc.) can be configured to read email address from the LDAP
Server. By using LDAP synchronization you can have Shared Address Book.
To use this feature you have to
§

Turn on the Shared Address Book feature and Save.

§

Click the Convert Users To LDAP button which will convert all existing server users to the LDAP
server except the ones defined in the bypass file.

To create/edit bypass file press the button

. Enter the domains and users, not to be synchronized there.

If you want to see the accounts converted to the LDAP Server, use the free LDAP Browser which can be
downloaded from:
http://www.softerra.com/
Mail server accounts are by default stored in the location given by the suffix of the slapd.conf. to the root
of the LDAP server. You can specify a different location in the usersuffix.
The usersuffix can contain the variable %s. %s will be replaced with the domain name. If you will use it in
the path, you can easily separate storage by domains.
Example:
usersufix o=user%s
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Using LDAP
Adding, modifying and deleting records on LDAP can be done using different LDAP tools. We
recommend using LDAP Administrator from Softera (http://www.softerra.com/)" which is a shareware
and can be downloaded from. It has a nice windows-like explorer interface and works properly.
All mail clients supporting LDAP allow you to search records on LDAP servers. Hardly some will help
you to modify records on the server. Some mail clients have a better LDAP implementation and searching
is smooth and some are cumbersome and hardly to use.

Configuring Netscape Messenger
Configuring Netscape Messenger to use LDAP servers is easy and is done in the Address Book area. Click
File and New Directory.
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The description can be anything you would like to see in the Address Book. The server needs to be the IP
or the host name of the LDAP server. Search root is the suffix or desired root you want. Leave the port
numbers default. You can use the secure SSL connections if needed. Configuring is done.

Figure 1: Professional LDAP Advanced Search

To search the directory, click the directory and press Search. A dialog will
appear.
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Press search and a list of items will appear in the directory listing. The list and the search are cached and
next time you open the directory last search results will be present.

Configuring Outlook Express
Outlook Express supports LDAP a differently. Each time you want to use it, you have to perform a search
and select the directory you want to search. To configure Outlook Express to use LDAP, select the Tools
-- Accounts - Directory Service and click Add Directory Service.
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Searching in Outlook can also be a bit complicate. You have to open the Address Book and in the Edit
menu item use the Find Persons item. Select the LDAP directory and fill in the desired search conditions.
Click Search.
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LDAP Tools
There are some tools in the LDAP directory that help to administer LDAP DB. The tools have the same
parameters as the tools of the OpenLDAP project.

slapadd
Slapadd allows you add records to LDAP DB using the LDIF format. You can see an example in the
LDAP directory. The two files, create.ldif and create.bat, create the suffix in the LDAP DB using the
slapadd tool. Similarly you can add more records by editing the create.ldif file. Syntax of the LDIF format
can be found on the Internet.

schema
The LDAP schema, as with all database schemas, is the definition of what can be stored in the directory.
The basic thing in an entry is an attribute, like given Name. Each attribute is associated with a syntax that
determines what can be stored in that attribute (plain text, binary data, encoded data of some sort), and
how searches against them work (case sensitivity, for example). An object class is a three-tuple, consisting
of (must have, required, may have), saying what other attributes can or should be present.
There is a standard core of schema definitions (object classes, attributes and syntaxes), and you can define
your own to suit your particular needs. Most every organization will want to do that.
The best resource for information the where you can browse object classes, attributes, syntaxes and
matching rules.
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LDAP References
§ LDAP Zone http://www.ldapzone.com (http://www.ldapzone.com/)/
§ ldapman.org http://www.ldapman.org (http://www.ldapman.org/)/ has some great introductory
articles.
§ The LDAP Schema Repository http://ldap.akbkhome.com (http://ldap.akbkhome.com/)/ is
indispensable for figuring out what to stuff in there and how.
§ A System Administrator's View of LDAP http://people.netscape.com/bjm/whyLDAP.html
(http://people.netscape.com/bjm/whyLDAP.html /) by Bruce Markey from Netscape is a very clear
introduction to our use of it.
§ Jeff Hodge's LDAP roadmap and faq http://www.kingsmountain.com/LDAPRoadmap
(http://www.kingsmountain.com/LDAPRoadmap/)/
§ The Yahoo! category
http://dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Communications_and_Networking/Protocols/LDAP
__Lightweight_Directory_Access_Protocol_
(http://dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Communications_and_Networking/Protocols/LDAP__
Lightweight_Directory_Access_Protocol_/)/ has great links.
§ Here's something about the Abstract Syntax Notation http://www.techapps.co.uk/asn1gloss.html
(http://www.techapps.co.uk/asn1gloss.html) used in specifying the protocol.
§ Here's something about the Basic Encoding Rules
http://renoir.vill.edu/~cassel/netbook/ber/node1.html
(http://renoir.vill.edu/~cassel/netbook/ber/node1.html/) defining what the protocol looks like on the
wire.
§ More about BER, this time LDAP-specific http://users.neca.com/vmis/berldap.htm
(http://users.neca.com/vmis/berldap.htm/)
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Server Diagnostics
Server Diagnostics
The easiest way to check the server functionality and ability to send email via Internet is to use the Server
Diagnostics button. All tests should be successful.
If all is OK, the resulting Server Diagnostics window will look like:
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The response (when all checked parts failed) will look like:

Logging
You can set all services to be logged so it can help you to track any problem down a lot easier and you can
monitor the activity on your server. The logging of service can be set both in this node and in Services
node - Edit - Logging (see "Service - Logging" on page 190) Tab.
Logs can be saved either to the text files or to the DB and you can show entries from logs directly in
Merak Config with help of Logs (on page 396) in Status (on page 390) node. If you store them to text
files, you can change the directory in Storage (on page 229) - Directories (on page 231).
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General

Field

Description

Delete logs older
than

If logging is enabled it is usually done to keep a number of log files to a
manageable limit. This setting will delete old log files after the set number of days
has passed.
Put 0 in the field if you want to keep all logs and never to erase automatically.

Logging cache

0 value specifies there is no cache. Otherwise a log cache is specified in kB. Logs
are kept in memory and flushed to disk when the cache has been exceeded.

Rotate logs when log
file size exceeds
(MB)

Entering value greater then zero will activate log rotation function. If server works
continuously for a long time, it is can produce log files of too large size, using this
feature will split logs into several smaller files. Value is in MB.

Send logs to system
log function (syslog)

If checked, whenever an event is logged, the Windows API function
C_System_Logging_General_SystemLogFunction will be called with the event
log value.

Flush Logs

When clicked all the log records stored in the cache is immediately saved to the
disk.
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You can set the service logging system so it inserts logs into any DB system using the ODBC.
Open the ODBC settings dialog to set the ODBC properly.
Please note that when using this type of logging (ODBC), the log entries are not displayed in Status Logs. These log entries have to be pulled out of the database using some external script.

Services

Here you can set, which services should be logged and in which way:
No Logging
The logging is switched off.
Debug Logging
The most detailed logging will be used showing all service traffics.
Summary Logging
Summary type logs only the general summary information and status of a service session.

Tools
Merak Mail Server offers you much more than only sending and receiving emails. There are some useful
tools which makes Merak Mail Server helpful in a lot of different usage. Others are not directly related to
Merak Mail Server but a lot of administrators may find them useful. You can for example check remote
service if they are running or you can synchronize with atomic clocks, and many others.
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System Backup
The System Backup feature lets you perform backups of the system files based on a schedule. There are
also some specific options you can set for the backup functions
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Auto Backup
When active the mail server will perform automatic back-ups according to the schedule (on page 417)
settings.
Field

Description

Active

Enables/disables the feature.

Backup to file

Specifies the directory where the backup will be placed.
If you specify a non-existing folder, it will be created automatically when the first
archive event happens.
The backup to file option can contain the date time specification using the format
below. You can create multiple backup files using these date time variables. See the
table below.

Delete backup files
older than (days)

This feature lets your automatically delete all backup files (.mcb extension) older
than number of specified days from the archive folder. If 0 is specified, the feature
is disabled - no files are ever deleted.

Variable

Description

YYYY

Year of the actual date

MM

Month of the actual date (01 - 12)

DD

Day of the actual date (01 - 31)

HH

Hour of the actual time in 24 format

NN

Minutes of the actual time

SS

Second of the actual time (00 - 59)
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Other
Field

Description

Include mail directory The mail directories contain user specific settings and also email messages. When
settings files in backup this option checked, all the settings will be included in the backup except the email
messages. You should use this option with care when having a large amount of
users on the system. (The backup could take extremely long.)

Atomic Clock Sync

You can specify your own Daytime Servers to synchronize time from. The syntax is
server [":" port] [";" timezone]
where server can be a hostname or IP address and time zone is in GMT format
e.g.

It means that it checks server.time.gov on the standard port (11) and your GMT time zone is +0100.
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Service Watchdog

Merak provides a basic service watchdog feature that monitors the specified services and if any of them
being down it will automatically try to restart it. The watchdog service is running under the Control
service thus, this service cannot be monitored and must be running for the feature to work properly.
Select the services you require to be monitored by checking the checkboxes. The interval option specifies
the period of time after which the service watchdog checks should be performed.

System Monitor

The System Monitor resides in the SMTP service and monitors certain parts of your system. If any of the
events occur an alert will be sent by email.
Field

Description

Alert email address

The email address for all alerts to be sent to. Multiple email addresses are allowed
with semicolon.
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Alert if available
physical memory
drops below
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The mail server can monitor the available physical memory. Specify the amount of
required available physical memory.
If the value is zero no memory monitor is applied.

Alert if free disk space Enter the minimal free disk space figure which will be used as a threshold. When
drops below
available disk space falls below this figure an alert will be sent to the alert email
address.
If the value is zero no disk space monitor is applied.
Select disk drives to
be checked

The button opens diskspace.dat file where different values can be entered for
different disk drives

CPU utilization
threshold

This field specifies the percentage which is considered as a threshold for the CPU
monitor to send an alert. If the system CPU usage is greater or equal the amount of
time of this state will be counted down.
If the value is zero no CPU monitor is applied.

Alert if CPU usage
exceeds threshold for

If the CPU utilization takes more than the value set an alert will be sent.
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Tasks & Events
Tasks & Events is a feature that lets you execute any application or process at a given time using the
schedule settings.
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Field

Description

Description

Simple description of the task or event item which is then shown in the Tasks & Events
List

Scheduled Task / Event

Choose either scheduled task or an event to be performed. Events are
Service started: executable will be performed on service start
Service stopped: executable will be performed on service stop
Settings changed: executable will be performed on settings change

Schedule

Specifies the schedule data for the task to be executed.

Executable

Specifies the full path or URL to the executable.

Type

StdCall and Cdecl are library interface specifications when you are calling a DLL file.
The type URL is for remote executable script.

Parameters

Parameters for the application to be passed.

Send email message

Enables the email message sending for this task object. Not only can an application be
executed, you can also send an email.

Message

This button brings up the Message dialog that lets you configure the details of the email to
be sent.

Remote Server Watchdog
Remote Server Watchdog lets you monitor remote servers and their online state of specific services and
perform some checks and actions based on the result.
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You have also the possibility to monitor a URL and the content of it. Additionally, you can automatically
download the changed content of the URL.
The General section specifies the default options - if you leave any of these options empty in particular list
item, these default settings are used.

Field

Description

Active

Activates the feature.

Report email address

All server generated email reports will be sent to this email address or addresses
when the remote server is unreachable.

Server is down when
unreachable for more

Occasionally, you might consider the server being down if down for more than the
specified number of minutes. Only then the server will report the state of the server
being down.

Notify when server is
back online

If the server was unreachable and Merak finds it back online then a notification will
be sent to the email address containing the total down time and some more details.

You can schedule when the control should be performed or you can start the control immediately.
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Field

Description

Description

Shown in the Remote Server Watchdog List

Server / URL

This field can contain both a hostname and the port to be monitored or it can
contain a URL. The hostname can be an IP address or a hostname and serves for the
server monitoring feature.
If the URL is specified, the mail server automatically detects that and disables and
enables the according options. Current methods support are http:// and https:// . The
mail server will monitor the URL and will remember the last date, time, and size of
the content. If any of the two have changed it will send a notification and download
the content if enabled.

Server port

Specifies the port number for the Server hostname.

Server down if
unreachable for more

Overrides the global value of this option for appropriate item.

Server send string

String that will be sent to the server on defined port after the connection established.

Example:
'GET /download/merak.zip HTTP/1.1'#13#10'Host:
www.icewarp.com'#13#10#13#10
Each line should be separated in the simple quotes and the decimal values of the
CRLF should be specified using the format #13#10. You can send any other string
if required.
You can also leave this field blank so no string will be sent to the server.
Server result regex

Regular expression that describes the required remote server response. If the server
responds with any other response it will be considered as being down.
You can leave this field blank so that no returned-string checking is performed..

URL save to file

When using the URL mode you have the option to automatically download the
content of the URL to your local file. Specify a full filename you wish the content
to be saved to. If blank no file will be downloaded.

Report email address

Overrides the global value of this option for appropriate item.

Schedule

Overrides the global value of this option for appropriate item.
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Auto Archive
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The auto archive feature is used for mail archiving purposes. If active Merak will archive all received
messages.
Field

Description

Archive path

Specifies the directory where the archive will be placed.
Additionally, as the Mail directory is maintained, another Archive directory will be
created and all messages will be mirrored online from the Mail directory. You can
easily browse through the Archive directory and get messages that were deleted on
Merak.
If you specify a non-existing folder, it will be created automatically when the first
archive event happens.

Delete messages older This feature lets your automatically delete all messages older than number of
than
specified days from the archive folder. If 0 is specified, the feature is disabled - no
files are ever deleted.
Archive outgoing
messages

By default only the local incoming messages are archived. By checking this option
all outgoing messages will be archived in the outgoing folder.

Sequential Auto Archive
Use the Sequential Auto Archive, if you want to separate archived mails for each year, day, hour, etc. To
get this functionality add the date time specification into the archive path field with the format shown on
the image above.
Variable

Description

YYYY

Year of the actual date

MM

Month of the actual date (01 - 12)

DD

Day of the actual date (01 - 31)

HH

Hour of the actual time in 24 format

NN

Minute of the actual time (00-59)

SS

Second of the actual time (00 - 59)
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TCP/IP Tunnel

The TCP/IP tunnel lets you create multiple TCP/IP tunnels. Tunnel is a TCP/IP gateway listening on a
specified port and forwarding all TCP/IP datagrams to a destination address and port in both directions.
SSL tunnel can be used in places where the client or server cannot speak SSL or you may want simply
deploy an SSL secure channel. In such case, on the connection side you need to create a simple TCP/IP
Source -> TCP/IP SSL Destination and on the receiving side you will create TCP/IP SSL Source ->
TCP/IP Destination.
This whole scenario lets you connect to any service on the listening side the usual way and all data
transferred between Source and Destination will be SSL secured.
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Field

Description

Source

Where the Merak will listen.
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Syntax:
[IP]:port[;SSL]
SSL means that it expects SSL encoded data.
Examples:
:5001;SSL
Listens on all interfaces on port 5001 as an SSL server
127.0.0.1:5001
Listens on IP 127.0.0.1 port 5001
Destination

Where Merak will send all received data to.
Syntax:
[IP]:port[;SSL][,rights]
The first part is the same as in Source field and in addition it has rights option there
where IP mask can be defined. In such case, data will be accepted/rejected from
such IPs. It consists of 1:IPmask (accept) or 0:IPmask (reject)
Examples:
gate.icewarp.com:80;SSL
Sends data SSL encoded to gate.icewarp.com port 80
194.213.224.2:25,1:192.*.*.*
sends all data to 194.213.224.25 port 25 only for connections from 192.*.*.*
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Server Migration
To read complete step-by-step guide on how to migrate, please read the Migration Guide that is
downloadable from http://www.icewarp.com/download/doc/migrate-doc.zip

General Tab
To read complete step-by-step guide on how to migrate, please read the Migration Guide that is
downloadable from http://www.icewarp.com/download/doc/migrate-doc.zip
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Before actually going through the migration process, you must first prepare the system to be ready for the
migration. Lets say your old mail server handles mail for a domain called “foo.com”. Users access the
mail server via a host name called “mail.foo.com”. They use that address in their POP3/IMAP and SMTP
settings of their mail client.
Now, you modify your DNS records so that the migrator machine becomes the new “mail.foo.com” and
create a new A DNS record called “oldmail.foo.com” that points at the original mail server (POP3/IMAP).
You have to make sure that MX records for domain "foo.com" point at host name "mail.foo.com". Use the
DNS Query tool for checking that.
If you want to migrate IMAP accounts choose POP3 & IMAP as the type of account.

Field

Description

Enable migration

Activates the migration tool and prepares Merak for accounts and domains
migration.

Source host

Defines the source for migration and the type of the accouns
§

Both - POP3&IMAP

§

POP3

§

IMAP

Migration account

This is an email address of the migrator account you created first in Domains &
Accounts.

Log file

Full path and filename where migration log will be saved.

Standard Message
processing

This migration mode will migrate all mailboxes to have the same alias as the
particular mailbox name. No more aliases will be created.

Extended alias
resolving

This migration mode will migrate mailboxes with all possible aliases found in
received messages from the remote server.
§

Do not use X-envelope-to header

This method requires all messages to have strictly defined MIME headers containing
Use this method only if you are sure this condition is met, otherwise migration will fail and
result in errors in the migration logs.
§

Do not process Received headers
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Multi domain
migration (Unique IP
binding)

Use this option only with care. It enables the multi domain migration where you can
migrate more domains at once. This feature however requires certain rules.
Every domain to be migrated requires a virtual IP binding. This is done by the
Virtual IP Binding button on the domain property in Merak. All domains must have
a unique IP set. Now all your email login attempts must come directly to the correct
IP. The migration will then exactly know the domain name the new account belongs
to and will create it in that particular domain

Example:
2 domains to be migrated.
foo1.com - IP Binding - 192.168.0.1
foo2.com - IP Binding - 192.168.0.2
The actual Backup Domain settings can be set to the same mail server. The
incoming mail server still has to be the only one.
Now for your foo1.com users you give them an incoming mail server host name that
points to 192.168.0.1. It can be mail.foo1.com.
foo2.com will get also a host name mail.foo2.com that points to 192.168.0.2.
By this you should be all set. Now when somebody connects to server to either of
those IPs Merak already knows what domain the account belongs to thus it will
migrate all users to proper domains.
The advantage of this feature is that it does not require that you previously had IP
bindings on the old mail server.
Now click the Start button to start the Migration process. In case our want to stop the migration process
click Stop.
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Manual Tab
To read complete step-by-step guide on how to migrate, please read the Migration Guide that is
downloadable from http://www.icewarp.com/download/doc/migrate-doc.zip

This feature lets you migrate accounts&messages or only messages just like if an ordinary user logs in to
your POP3/IMAP server having the migration mode active. In fact the migrator logs in to local
POP3/IMAP so the process of migrating is exactly the same as for standard migrated users.

Field

Description

Single user

You can migrate a single user using the user name and password. See below.

Username

Username of the account.

Password

Password of the account.

Domain

Domain that account is in.

Bulk user

You can use the bulk user file. See below

Bulk file

Browse for the special bulk file. For the bulk file format see below.

Migrate Accounts and
Messages

This feature lets you migrate accounts just like if an ordinary user logs in to your
POP3/IMAP server having the migration mode active. In fact the migrator logs in to local
POP3/IMAP so the process of migrating is exactly the same as for standard migrated users.
Again you can migrate a single user using the user name and password or you can use the
bulk user file which has the following format.
Example:
user1:pass1
user2:pass2
With this feature you can easily test the whole migration process.
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Migrate messages

This feature assumes the mailboxes have been already created on Merak and the
only thing you need to do is to retrieve messages from the old mail server to already
created mailboxes.
You have the option to migrate messages of a single user only or a bulk user file.
Using the single user you need to specify the user name and password on the remote
server and domain of the account on Merak to send messages to. The domain can
also contain a complete email address if username differs from alias of the account.
Bulk user file is a text file containing usernames, passwords and domains each on
one line. Using their feature you can easily migrate messages of many users at once.
The format of the file is following.
Example:
user1:pass1:domain
user2:pass2:alias@domain
The same logic as for single user applies except the separator is colon.

Statistics Tab
To read complete step-by-step guide on how to migrate, please read the Migration Guide that is
downloadable from http://www.icewarp.com/download/doc/migrate-doc.zip

The statistics tab shows the progress of the migration process. It is highly recommended to watch the
statistics tab - in particular the Number of migration errors.
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Storage
Here, you can define where you store your account and domain information where is saved logged
information, emails, temp data and moreover, you can define special path for settings. It is useful in case
you use load balanced installation and you want to share one setting among more servers.

Accounts
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The database settings let you specify the source of the Merak database and also convert accounts from one
to the other. This is where Merak stores its account and domain information. For large amount of accounts
and domains you should consider using a real database.
Field

Description

Standard file system

The standard file system uses binary files stored on the HD and do not
require any additional software to be installed on the server. The
performance is fine up to medium number of accounts.

Professional memory file
system

Professional file system uses the same storage as the Standard file
system plus it performs additional caching functions. It stores the most
used accounts in the memory and makes sure the access to those
accounts is fast.

Memory mode cache
You can specify the size of the cache to be consumed by Merak for the
Professional mode.
In these days it might be wiser to use a real database that is faster and
more powerful than this feature.
Use password encryption

Use this option if your DB Server supports it. It increases the security.

ODBC Settings (on page
412)

It opens the dialog where you define the ODBC settings to connect to
correct DB.

DB.INI File

Opens the db.ini file where you define the syntax used in connections to
DB, etc.
e.g. MySQLSyntax
See the example file for all options.

Convert to File System

If you changed the mode from ODBC to file system you have to finish it
by conversion the current users from one mode to another one. You can
do this by clicking this button.

Convert to ODBC

If you changed the mode from file system to ODBC you have to finish it
by converting the current users from one mode to another one. You can
do this by clicking this button.
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Directories

The directories dialog specifies where Merak stores various files. The directories need not be created in
advance, Merak will create all directories as required.
Field

Description

Mail path

Specifies a default directory under which the users' mailboxes will be created and
all mail will be stored. This directory also contains the outgoing queue folder and
some minor account settings files.

Temp path

The Temp area is used to receive mail as it comes in. It is also used for other
temporary file usage.
This directory is automatically cleared when Merak starts up, so it should not contain
any important data.

Log path

Defines the directory where all log files will be created in.
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Field

Description

Use mailbox path
alphabetical sorting

If enabled and number of chars specified, every new account will have mailbox path
like this:
domain\g\george
domain\q\quido
The middle is taken from alias. It should ensure that Windows will load and show
directory quicker for domains with thousands of users.
If you specify for example 2 chars, it will look like this:
domain\ge\george
domain\qu\quido

Number of characters
from alias to path
prefix

Specify the number of characters from alias to use as a directory path prefix.
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Load Balancing
Here you can configure alternative system settings. Each field can contain a certain setting or option. It is
suitable for load balanced installations. If the field is blank, the default configuration settings will be used.
During the renewal of a previous installation, this file is not loaded. Sometimes the renewal procedures
might change some settings in the original path. If the original path is different from the one used in this
file, you might be missing the changes.

Shared Paths
Field

Description

Config

Full path to the config directory....\Merak\Config\

Web

Full path to the HTML directory....\Merak\Html\

Web temp

Full path to the HTML temporary directory....\Merak\Html\Temp\

AntiSpam

Full path to the spam directory....\Merak\Spam\

GroupWare

Full path to the calendar directory....\Merak\Calendar\

Forward

Full path to the mail forward directory....\Merak\Mail\Forward\

Retry

Full path to the mail retry directory....\Merak\Mail\Forward\Retry\
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Logon
Field

Description

Remote logon

Specifies remote paths and their username and password to logon with
Example:
\\server\mail;user;password|\\server\logs;user;password

Settings File button opens path.cfg where these same options can be found and each option has its own
line.

Local Settings
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Local Settings
Field

Description

Server ID

Specifies the prefix for all message files. Maximum 2 characters.

IP binding

The IPs you want the server to bind to
Example:
127.0.0.1;192.168.0.1
Server Binding "|" Outgoing Binding

Hostname

The hostname you want the server to use in communication with other servers.

License
Field

Description

License

Full path and filename to local license file (e.g. to file license.key)

Other
Field

Description

Automatically check
configuration change
and reload

If enabled, Merak will automatically check the settings and configuration of Load
Balancing and if something has changed Merak will automatically reload new
configuration.
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Internet Connection
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Field

Description

Network connection

Most of the time you will use this option. It specifies where your server resides on
the Internet and has a full access. You do not require any special behavior.

Dial on demand
router

This option specifies the mail server lies behind a router and special precautions
should be taken when sending mail. The mail server will not try to send mail until
either the schedule or "Connection Settings" condition is true. It prevents the mail
server from accessing a dial on demand connection too frequently.
The file button lets you specify a special external application you require to run
prior to accessing the router for the first time. Type in a full path name on the first
line. Most of the time you will not to use this feature.

Dial-up connection

This option specifies the mail server must open a dialup networking connection
according to the schedule or the Connection Settings.
If the dial up connection is already in use the mail server automatically uses the
current connection and will not fail.

Global Schedule

The global schedule lets you specify the schedule settings for all remote accounts
globally. If no schedule is set all remote accounts are required to have a schedule.
If not you do not need to set any but if you do it will override the global schedule
settings.

Execute Program

If you choose Dial on demand router, you can specify the application which is run
before the connection is established here.

Connect Now

It tries to establish the dial-up connection immediately.
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Field

Description

Connection

The connection lists all available connection settings the mail server can use. You
should select the one you need to use.

Login name /
Password

These are the login information passed to the connection set above.

Disconnect after max
idle time:

After a specified period of inactivity on the dialup networking connection the line
will be dropped.

Schedule

A connection to the Internet has to be set through the schedule settings dialog (see
"Schedule" on page 417).

Connect if number of
messages in the
outgoing queue
exceeds

A special event that triggers the mail server to connect to the Internet. Specify the
lower limit of messages you require to trigger the connection to be dialed. 0
disables this option.

Connect if there is a
message waiting for
more than minutes

A special event that triggers the mail server to connect to the Internet. Specify the
maximum number of minutes after which a message should be delivered to the
Internet. 0 disables this option

Connect if a message
with this header and
value arrives

If enabled, the mail server can perform several checks on the message's headers
and decide whether to connect to the Internet immediately. See the example file
for more details.

Patterns
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Patterns let you specify a group of users or items in Merak. Patterns are special item containers you can
use by simple specifying in any Merak options. Instead of just typing in multiple item data you can create
a group and then specify the group directly in that option.
Patterns can be used in
§
§

account names
Access

§

Black & White filters

and they can include
§
§

other patterns
IP addresses with masks

§
§

email and domains with masks
account names with masks

Example

Then you can use only [Firewall] string in Service - Access (on page 191) option to include all the IPs
defined in this Pattern.
See the groups.dat file in Example folder for more details.
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Advanced
This node contains settings which is really better to change only if you know what you are doing. Mainly,
the protocol settings can be set incorrectly and it can affect the performance of whole server. On the other
hand, a lot of administrators will probably want to use SSL Certificates. Here you can create your own and
used them to secure connections from/to your server. Or you can use different certificates which you
exported to pem format.

Extensions
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Field

Description

Enable SSL/TLS

This option lets you enable or disable the SSL/TLS engine. It is enabled as default.

Enable IPv6 Protocol

This option enables IPv6 protocol support. Merak supports the IPv6 protocol
completely including the AAAA DNS records and IPv6 service binding.

Enable SNMP server
(Port)

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) forms part of the internet
protocol suite as defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force. The protocol can
support monitoring of network-attached devices for any conditions that warrant
administrative attention.
Check the box to enable and specify port (UDP).

Enable Daytime
server (Port)

If enabled, Merak lets you synchronize your whole network time over the Merak
mail server. Merak will listen on the specified port, 13 by default.
You can set Merak to use the atomic clock synchronization and make sure the
server has the system clock set properly.

Enable Change
password protocol

This option lets you change users' passwords over the POP3 protocol, but only
when this feature is supported by the mail client. You need to manually bind POP3
to port 106 if required.

Field

Description

Enable multi CPU
support

Allows you to use the advantages of multi CPU.

Protocols
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Field

Description

Session inactivity
timeout

Specifies the amount of time in seconds of session inactivity. If this number is
exceeded the session will be automatically ended and timed out

Protocol response
delay

Merak is a very fast mail server and although all supported Internet protocols are
synchronous and work with most of the mail clients properly there are some mail
clients that get confused by the speed of Merak.

Maximum protocol
bad commands

This specifies the number of bad commands Merak will accept on a connection
before closing the port.

Maximum number of
outstanding
connection request

The maximum length to which the queue of pending connections can grow. If this
value is SOMAXCONN, then the underlying service provider responsible for socket
will set the backlog to a maximum "reasonable" value.

Field

Description

DNS query timeout

Specifies the timeout for the DNS lookup function. If the DNS server does not respond in
this given time, the server finds the DNS as not responding. This timeout is used for all DNS
procedures.

DNS timeout retry count

The number of attempts to retry if DNS server does not respond.

DNS query smart cache

Enables the smart DNS queries. A powerful feature which can process 10000 DNS queries
per one second. It uses the real DNS TTL and caches all performed DNS queries in memory.

DNS query cache items
limit

Limits the number of items in DNS query cache.

Certificates
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Here you can create your own SSL certificates or you can assign any certificates to particular IPs of your
server.

Create SSL Certificate
Use the button at the bottom of the panel. Fill in all important information in the form (as shown below)
and save the output file (cert.pem) to the config directory.

You are required to fill in the common name which should be the value of the host running the SSL.

Assign SSL Certificates
Use the Add button at the bottom of the panel.
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Field

Description

IP Address

The IP address which the certificate is used for.

Certificate

The path to the .pem file (stores the certificate).
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Mail Service
Mail Service node assembles things related to sending/receiving messages, their filtering and all properties
of your SMTP server.
There is a special section for ETRN Download because a lot of administrators are now using this feature.
It is much more user-friendly than in the previous versions.

In This Chapter
SMTP Server .................................................................. 245
Security .......................................................................... 255
Filtering .......................................................................... 264

SMTP Server
SMTP Server is actually the first purpose of each mail server; it manages all message sending. In this node
you can add Header / Footer (on page 251), set the Delivery (on page 247) properties or settings for
undeliverable messages. You can decide whether you use standard DNS Lookup or you relay your
messages with another mail server and you can customize properties for sending messages almost as you
wish.

General
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Field

Description

Mailserver hostname

This specifies the name of the mail server computer. Please note, it must
not be empty. It is used when the mail server authenticates or introduces
itself with other mail servers.
Typically it would be mail.yourdomain.com. Basically it should be the
host name of your mail server which has been registered on DNS.
Your mail server's IP should have a PTR record registered. Some of the
mail servers on the Internet require that.

Use relay server

If this server is not going to be sending out email directly (it may be a
small company server on dialup to the Internet which passes mail to the
ISP mail server) then it will need to relay the mail to a server capable of
sending. This field specifies the hostname or IP address of the relay
server.
You can also use the SMTP authentication when relaying if required. The
same syntax applies to all forward host options in Merak. You simply
need to specify the host name in the complete URL form as specified in
the RFC:
username:password@hostname

Example:
customer01:passxx02@mail.myisp.com
You have the possibility to add multiple relay mail servers in this field.
They will be used in a case of a failure of the previous server. It is a fail
over mechanism. Separate multiple servers with semicolon.
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If this server is to be used as most of the servers on the Internet to send out
mail itself, it will need to lookup DNS MX (Mail Exchange) records for
external domains.
Enter the hostname or IP address for DNS server(s) here. Separate
multiple entries with semicolon. Always use the Test DNS button to see if
the DNS is working properly.
If the DNS Query Test replies OK, your Mail Server is ready to send
messages to the Internet.
However if you want to receive emails from the Internet, you have to set
properly MX records for your domain on the DNS Server.
If you are not familiar with DNS Servers, contact your Internet
Connection Provider and ask him to set you the MX records for your
domain. This service is provided by most of the Internet Server Providers
or Connectivity Providers for small annual fee.

Delivery
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Field

Description

Max message size

Specifies the maximum message size that can be sent through the mail server. If a
message exceeds this limit, it is rejected. This limit can be overridden by the domain
max message size option when enabled so.
It is suggested to specify a certain message size limit.
When the message has special national characters or it has an attachment, it is
Base64 Encoded. It causes that the message's size is 1.3 times greater so you should
take care of this fact when you are setting the limit.

Use TLS/SSL

This option enables the TLS/SSL support for outgoing protocols of the mail server.
All outgoing protocols such SMTP or POP3 will detect if the remote server supports
TLS/SSL and use this secured data transfer protocol above the actual protocol layer.

Retry with SMTP
when ESMTP failed

Some servers and routers violate the SMTP protocol and return incorrect results
where they claim to support certain features when in fact they do not. In such cases
they violate the RFC and under normal circumstances a message would not reach the
recipient.
Using this option Merak can revert back to the SMTP protocol if any negative
response or error is returned when using the ESTMP protocol.

Deliver messages via
relay server when
direct delivery fails

You should use this option when using Merak with a mail proxy server. Merak will
try to connect to the MX hosts however, if the connection is terminated or a false
response is returned it will try the next MX records in the list.
This checkbox is closely bound with SMTP general tab: If you use DNS lookup
mode, SMTP is backup solution. If it is switched directly to SMTP relay then SMTP
relay is the only default.

Hide IP address from
Received: header for
all messages

This option hides the IP address from the message's Received: MIME header. Using
this option no-one will be able to see the configuration of your local network.
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Field

Description

Undeliverable after

This option specifies the number of days after which Merak gives up sending
undeliverable mail. If the mail cannot be delivered in the specified period of time it is
returned to the sender as undeliverable.

Undeliverable
warning after

This specifies how many hours pass until the sender of a mail is informed that it
cannot be delivered. The server will keep trying to deliver the mail until it is
successful, or reaches the "undeliverable after" number of days.

Report alias / Report
name

The report alias is the alias that is added to the primary domain and is put into the
"From: " field when the mail system generates an automatic report such as
Undeliverable report, Disk space monitor report etc.
The report name is the name that comes before the report address.

Bad mail

This option requires an email address or addresses (separated with semi-colon)
which will be used in any case of an undeliverable message which cannot be send
back to the sender.
These are messages with empty senders, server generated messages, sender's mailbox
is full etc. The email address can be any email address including local and external.

Return truncated
message

Only the headers of the message are returned.

Send information to
administrator

All undeliverable messages will be also sent to the administrator.

Redirect
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This feature completely redirects any emails passing through your server based on the recipient's email
address. A complete and rich format is available where you can performs even the most demanding tasks.
This feature completely replaces the final recipient of the session. It allows you to redirect even relayed
only messages. You can also redirect all emails for a domain to one email address.
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Field

Description

Source

The email address or domain which should be replaced and redirected.

Destination

The email address or domain by which the source one is replaced and redirected.
Syntax:
emailaddress | domain [;parameter]
Parameter has 4 different values and you can set which messages will be redirected.
0 - all recipients
Filters)

/ other filters may apply (eg. reject message in Content

1 - local recipients only / other filters may apply (eg. reject / delete message)
2 - all recipients

/ redirection regardless filters (skip all filters)

3 - local recipients only / redirection regardless filters (skip all filters)
Special case with variable
It is also possible to use variables %%alias%% or %%domain%%
This system might be used to relay messages to a special server for instance
domain=@relayserver:%%alias%%@domain
Example:
aol.com=@relay.isp.com:%%alias%%@aol.com
This causes that all messages for somebody@aol.com will be sent directly to
relay.isp.com server instead of using standard DNS lookup for aol.com

Header / Footer
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When active Merak can insert headers and footers to messages passing through the mail server. You have
also the possibility to set different header and footer for each domain. In such case use the domain
header/footer button in Domain - Miscellaneous (on page 54).
You can define different header/footer for text messages and for HTML messages.

Field

Description

Header / Footer file

Specifies the full filename to a file which should be used to insert the footer or header. You
can specify a text file or html file here. Html files must contain the .htm or .html file type.

Local to local

A message will be altered if the sender and recipient are local.

Remote to local

A message will be altered if the sender is remote and recipient is local.

Local to remote

A message will be altered if the sender is local and recipient is remote.

Remote to remote

A message will be altered if the sender is remote and recipient is remote.

The method used is special. Some mail clients might have problems with new inserted message parts
therefore; the mail server uses existing ones. If part of the message is missing, a header/footer will not be
inserted.
If you are using HTML header/footer do not use a whole source code. There should not be any<HTML>,
<BODY>, or similar tags.
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Other

Field

Description

Dedupe email
messages

When enabled, the mail server will cache all account email addresses in the session
and make sure only one message is delivered to the final account although there
might be multiple aliases.

Search for alias in
other local domains

Using this option the mail server makes sure it tries to find the same alias of the
recipient on other domain if could not be found in the original recipient's email
address.
It is suggested to use this option only when you do not host multiple independent
domains.

Activate message
header functions

If activated the mail server will look for special defined headers like "ReturnReceipt-To" and "Deferred-Delivery" and perform special actions based on these
headers.
A message containing the "Return-Receipt-To" header triggers the mail server to
automatically reply with a notification sent to the sender.
A message containing the "Deferred-Delivery" header triggers the mail server to put
such messages to the outgoing queue and postpone the delivery to the actual date
and time specified in header.
If you do not require these features do not use this option.
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Field

Description

Maximum SMTP hop
count

This option specifies the maximum number of mail servers through which a mail
can be delivered. If the number is exceeded the message is returned as
undeliverable. This can occur when there are problems with the DNS MX records
for a domain or when you use the Relay feature and you relay back to Merak.

Maximum SMTP
recipients

Specifies the maximum number of recipients in a message. This is a protection from
overloading your mail server.

Enable remote
delivery from local
server

By default the mail server will not deliver messages in the queue for localhost
(Messages to the IP address 127.0.0.1). You can change this by enabling this
checkbox. This is a security feature which should be off unless you know what you
want to achieve.

Deliver all messages
externally

Messages will be saved to the outgoing queue and then sent to the mail server.
Messages will never be delivered locally (saved in the local users' directory). No
local delivery will ever be performed. Use only with care.

Do not queue or
bounce messages

No message will be bounced back or placed under the retry queue ever. Use only
with care.

Enable SMTP LF.LF
message ending

Email message transfer is ended by ".". However, some scripts are not written
according to RFCs and generated messages are ended incorrectly by "LF.LF".
You should enable this option if you have problems with non-delivered messages
from your script. Particularly we are talking about Perl or Cold Fusion.

String Translation...

By clicking on this button you can customize or translate all server generated
email message strings. You will access the file with strings listing.
(\Merak\config\strings.dat). See also picture below.

The file \Merak\config\strings.dat looks like this:
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Security
This is one of the most important sections on the Merak Mail Server. Here you can protect your server
against attacks and make it much more secured. It is recommended to use most of the options there but
you should set it carefully to not restrict also your legal users.

Anti Relaying
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The anti relaying options must be used to preserve your server from being open relay. Open relay is a state
of your mail server where anybody can send mail out using your server.

Field

Description

Relay

Open relay
If you choose this one, it means that anyone can relay via your server. Any
spammer, any virus sender, anyone.
Close relay
This option should be always chosen. Do not choose Open relay unless you know
exactly what you want to do.
This means that anyone who wants to relay via your server, will have to
authenticate himself/herself. You can define special IP addresses in Relay IPs
dialog below and anyone sending message from those IP addresses will not have
to authenticate. There should be only local IPs or IPs or trusted locations.
Those who are not in Relay IPs can use different ways of authentication. The first
one is POP before SMTP (next option). Another one is the authentication during
the SMTP session (SMTP Authentication). User has to know a correct
username/password pair in both cases. Otherwise, his session is rejected.

POP before SMTP

There are two ways your users can relay messages through your server. The first is
using the SMTP authentication process which needs to be set in the mail clients
and enabled by your mail server. This is the suggested way.
The other way is to use the POP before SMTP feature. Your users do not have to
set anything in their mail clients. They only need to check their mail prior to any
sending. Merak will remember the IP addresses of users who logged in to the POP
or IMAP account and when they attempt to relay messages they will be allowed to.

Reject if originator's
domain is local and
not authorized

If the sender of the message is a local user (claims to be from your local domain)
they have to authorize themselves. Authorization can be done using the SMTP
authentication, relaying from IP address or the POP before SMTP feature.
This option can reject also local users if they authenticate against different SMTP
server, eg. their ISP SMTP server.
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The Relay IPs dialog specifies the IP addresses that are trusted to your mail server. These IP addresses can
relay through your server and are automatically bypassed by some of the security options like the DNS
checks.
It is suggested to enter all of your LAN IP addresses. You can use the masks and intervals. See the
example of the screen shot below.

Protection
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Field

Description

Use DNSBL

A DNSBL is a service which provides a list of known spammers' IP addresses.
The DNS server is used as a database or directory mechanism to store their IP
addresses along with some other information.
It can also be used as a DNSWL where the DNS server stores the IP addresses of
genuine senders. In such cases you can use the DNS server for white listing and
black listing purposes.
You have to specify your own DNSBL servers in the editor dialog. Follow the
example file information. You should use as least as possible of multiple DNSBL
servers. Too many records might slow down a message delivery due to too many
DNS requests.
BL servers
All servers without a special prefix are black list servers and all session IP
addresses on the DNSBL server will be rejected. This is the most used way for
DNSBL servers.
WL servers
Server specifications with a special prefix will act as white list servers. All session
IP address on the DNSWL server will be accepted.

Close connections for
DNSBL sessions

This option lets you automatically close all server sessions for IP addresses found
on the DNSBL server.

Reject if sender's IP
has no rDNS

A security option that requires all servers sending to your server to have a reverse
DNS PTR record (rDNS). If not, all sessions will be rejected

Reject if originator's
domain has no MX
or A record

A security option that requires all servers to have a valid sender's email address.
Such email addresses must have a proper DNS MX or A record. If not sessions
will be rejected.
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The anti relaying options must be used to preserve your server from being open relay. Open relay is a state
of your mail server where anybody can send mail out using your server.
Field

Description

Relay if originator's
domain is local

This option allows Merak to relay only messages originating from senders who use
your local domains. This fact can be easily forged and it is not recommended to
use this option.

Perform a delay
before processing an
SMTP connection
(Sec)

A value greater then zero will perform a delay before processing an incoming
SMTP connection. The value is in seconds.
Spammer's servers usually disconnect after a short period of time. Normal servers
waits for longer time period. This option is also tied with "Relaying from", so the
IPs are bypassed.
Recommended value is 30.
Press the Bypass button 'B' to set bypassing for this option.

Use domain IP
shielding

Domain IP shielding is a additional option for the Relaying from feature. If you
require the relaying from feature to use hostnames you have to assign the IP
addresses of such hosts to the particular domains. If not done so, anybody could be
able to relay through your server.
This feature lets you assign IP addresses to domain names used in the relaying
from field. See the example file for more information.

Require
HELO/EHLO

Enabling this option makes the mail server require the HELO or EHLO to be
present in the SMTP session. If not, such sessions will be rejected.
The file is a filter for the name of the server that is specified during the
HELO/EHLO command in an SMTP session so you can easily block some servers
without knowing their actual IPs.
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Field

Description

Enable SRS (Sender
Rewriting Scheme)

Activates the SRS technology fixing the SPF forwarding mail issue, by forcing the
agent to change the "mail from" addresss

SRS secret key

The secret key is any arbitrary string you can make up - it is your own passphrase.
The secret key will be used for ciphering the data (for hash creation). This field
must not be left blank.

Tarpitting
Merak offers a feature called the tarpitting. Tarpitting monitors all unsuccessful attempts to deliver
messages to unknown users and if the number of such attempts exceeds the count limit, the IP address of
the sender will be tarpitted for a period of time and no access from that IP address will be allowed.
This option serves as a protection from spammers trying to spam your mail server accounts based on email
address dictionary attacks.
When an IP address has been tarpitted you might require to allow that IP to communicate with your server
again. For this purpose you can use the bypass feature.
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Field

Description

Active

Enables this feature.

A number of attempts
after which the IP
address will be
tarpitted.

Here you can define the number of attempts you needed to be tarpitted.
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An amount of time for How long the IP address stay tarpitted (so the connections from that IP will
IP addresses to be
be automatically rejected)
tarpitted.
Cross session
processing

When enabled, the number of attempts is recorded from multiple sessions
together. This requires the server to reserve some memory for such
behavior. If not checked only the current session attempts are considered.
It counts attempts from different sessions for the same time interval that is
specified in "An amount of time for IP addresses to be tarpitted" option.

Field

Description

Block tarpitted IP
addresses

Checking this option will store the tarpitters IP and block it. This feature is
suitable for spammer's IP addresses that changes a lot.
However, the unchecked state lets you use the tarpitting feature but the
Tarpit IP DB is not used, you can force such sessions to be closed only.

Close tarpitted
connection

If an IP address is to be tarpitted the connection will be also closed.
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Field

Description

Enable tarpitting for
This option considers relay rejected sessions to be unsuccessful attempts
relay rejected sessions too.
Tarpit IP addresses
This option will tarpit all IP address that exceed the limit of this setting.
that establish a number That means the IP addresses establish a high number of connection in 1
of connections in 1
minute.
minute

Refresh list so to see all tarpitted IPs here (and when it was tarpitted) and if there is any you do not want to
be tarpitted anymore, just use the Remove button in the bottom. Use also Remove All button to remove all
tarpitted addresses or Remove All Expired to remove tarpitted addresses which expired.

For adding IP to tarpit list simplicy click Add button and fill in the desired IP or IP range. This newly
added IP will obey the general rules for tarpitting as defined in the settings above on this screen.

Protocols
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Field

Description

Disable SMTP
EHLO command
(ESMTP Protocol)

This option prevents anyone from using the ESMTP service. If a remote server
issues the EHLO command Merak will reply with an error code. Outgoing SMTP
connections will not use ESMTP and will use the standard SMTP commands. This
is sometimes desirable when remote servers and routers/proxies have
implementation bugs. Should be switched off.

Deny SMTP AUTH
command

If set, the server will not accept the SMTP AUTH command. If disabled this
option allows your users to specify the authentication for their outgoing mail
server (your mail server).
This option works in conjunction with the Relaying from option. The Relaying
from option needs to be switched on otherwise no authentication will be required.

Deny SMTP EXPN
command

The EXPN command lets anybody view a content of a mailing list on your server.
You can disable that.

Deny SMTP VRFY
command

This prevents anyone from using the VRFY command to check whether an email
account exists on the server or not. Do not disable this command if you are using
distributed domains with VRFY querying. Use bypass file if needed, click the little
"B" and edit the bypass file vrfybypass.dat with formal syntax exactly the same as
all other bypass files.

Deny telnet access

This prevents anyone from using telnet to access the ports used by Merak. It does
not secure your server at all. It is suggested not to use this option.

Protocol Policy

This file lets you specify several protocol policy settings. The policies reflect all
services. See the example file for more details.

SMTP Policy Banner

This is the text that will be displayed whenever a client contacts the server to send
mail. Using the edit button a setting file will appear where you can enter your own
banner text.
Restart the services when finished editing. See the example file for more details.

Server Title

When connecting to Merak server it reveals a title and version in the response
from the server. Sometimes you want to put a different text value there so nobody
knows it is Merak. Follow the example file details.
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Filtering
These filters help you catch spam and viruses. If you want to filter messages according to some advanced
rules and make some special adjustments it is better to use Content Filters (on page 264) and if you want
to just restrict acceptance of messages according to some key words, it is better to use Black & White
Lists (on page 287) Additionally, you can design your own filters and create your own filters in any
programming language and then call such filters in External Filters (on page 292) dialog.

Content Filters
The "Content Filter" (CF) is able to parse messages based on their body content and provide different
actions.
It operates at the global server level, however the parameters of the CF allow you to provide actions for
selected users, senders, domains, etc.
The entire content filter can be bypassed by the definitions in the bypass file ( see

button).

By opening the Content Filter dialog, you are presented with a list of the individual filters. There can be an
unlimited number of such filters, however too many filters can significantly decrease the power of the
mail server and can cause a high level of CPU consumption.
The default installation of Merak comes with some pre-defined content filters.
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The content filters can be imported/exported to an XML file using the Import and Export buttons. Content
filters can have a unique ID and "read only" status. In these cases, you can view the filter item and its
attributes will be displayed above the filter title on the right side. Unique IDs are used when importing
filters, so the IDs are validated against each other. Read- Only filters cannot be edited in any way.

More about predefined filters
RFC822 Fix
When creating messages, some mail clients include bare LFs and thus violate RFC822
(http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc822.html).
A bare LF is an ASCII linefeed (LF) character not preceded by an ASCII carriage-return (CR) character.
Every line in an Internet mail message is required to end with CR LF. The entire message ends with CR
LF dot CR LF. RFC822 specifically prohibits other uses of LF.
This problem generally occurs in either new mail clients not following RFC822 or in spam messages
generated by web server applications. In such cases, some receiving mail clients cannot process particular
messages and will hang up or disconnect from the mail server. These problems have been reported from
Outlook and Eudora.
This filter will check all incoming messages for bare LFs and will make sure it rejects these improperly
formatted messages.
Some mail clients are incorrectly ending lines with LF and, in most cases, ending the entire message with
LF dot LF. That's not CR LF dot CR LF, so most of the servers will sit there waiting for the rest of the
message. After a while, the server will give up and drop the connection. Your mail doesn't get through.
In some cases, the problem goes unnoticed since some mail servers convert a bare LF into CR LF, and
accept LF dot LF as the end of a mail message. This behavior is specifically prohibited by RFC821,
though, so a filter such as this one will alert the sender to the problem when the receiving mail server
follows the rules set forth by RFC standards.
Missing Information
This filter checks if there is not any basic header without any content. Such messages violates RFC
standards and some mail clients have problems with downloading such messages.
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Content Filter Basics
To understand the basic principles of the Content Filter construction, review the following examples:
There are three CFs.

Every message passing through Merak is processed by these filters in a top-down order.
Every CF has a
§

Condition

§

Action
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The above filter checks if the sender of the message is user@merakdemo.com and will delete any message
that matches. The actions above do not mean that the next CFs will not process the message. It is simply
not delivered to the recipient but the other CFs will also be applied to the message.
The next CF rejects all messages that are larger than 100kB. two actions:
§

Reject

§

Do not process next content filter

If the message is larger than 100k it will be rejected and NOT processed by any other filter and processing
of the other content filters will be stopped.
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Each message is processed by the all CF filters until the next processing is stopped by the "Do not process
next content filters" action .
If a condition requires a value to be entered, it is displayed as a "clickable" hyperlink. The default
condition for the CF filter above is
window (below) is opened:

. By clicking on the hyperlink, the data entry

The third filter creates a log file of messages passed through both previous CF's that were also scanned by
the Integrated Antivirus.
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Each CF can contain multiple conditions and several actions. To add the next condition to the existing one
double click on the condition.
It will be added to the existing one with the "AND" operator. The resulting condition will be true if both
conditions are true. Click the "AND" hyperlink to change it to "OR".
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For more complicated filters, it is possible to use parenthesis
of conditions in the filter and the
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to modify the order of the processing

operator to negate the result of a condition.

Ø Important Note
Content filters can significantly decrease the speed at which Merak Mail Server can function and even
cause problems with CPU usage, etc. This is due to the way that the Windows Operating System
"handles" files. To prevent such problems, abide by the following rules:
§

Keep the total number of CFs as low as possible

§

If you apply a CF that is testing the body of the message, then only apply it together with the
condition that it also checks the SIZE of the message and do not process messages larger than a certain
size. The Max that is recommended is 32k. Processing large files significantly increases the CPU load
on the server, decreases Merak efficiency and will result in an overall degraded system performance.

§

Do not use CFs for Spam protection as current Spamming techniques are very sophisticated and
filtering for words like VIAGRA or messages containing other words is extremely inefficient.
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Content Filter Conditions
"Conditions" specify messages with which the "Actions" will be applied. See Actions list in Content
Filter Actions (on page 277).
Where From: message header matches some words
Where To: message header matches some words
Where Subject: message header matches some words

These conditions are related to the information
contained in the HEADER of the message.
The value can be a string, Regular Expression or even
a list of strings from the file.

Where CC: message header matches some words
Where Reply-To: message header matches some words
Where Bcc: message header matches some words
Where Date: message header matches some words
Contains List
Will try to match separate strings from the String
area. Strings are separated with semi-colons.
Contains String
Tries to match the string.
RegEx (Regular Expression)
Uses the GNU Regular Expression. Merak
automatically converts all message strings to lower
case so you should use the RegEx with all lower case
characters. The String area will not be converted to
lower case.
Starts With, End With
Starts, Ends with the specified string
Is String
Matches the string exactly
Contain List of string from file
Compares the string with a list in the specified file.
Each string has to be on a separate line.
Where Attachment name matches some words

Specifies the name of the attached files to match.
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Strip Attachment where attachment matches some words These two conditions are special, as they combine the
condition and action.
Rename Attachment where attachment matches some
This allows you to easily add additional actions.
words
Simply specify attachment names that should be
stripped or renamed.
If you rename attachments, this allows you to receive
even "dangerous attachments", like .exe safely.
Syntax:
newname;oldnamesubstring
The asterisk contained in the above example replaces
"oldnamesubstring" with "newname":
Examples:
An entry such as "*.ex_;.exe" adds the ".ex_"
extension to all .exe executable attachments:
Thus "attachment.exe" becomes "attachment.exe.ex_"
An entry such as "*.dat;.vbs" results in:
Thus "attachment.vbs" becomes "attachment.vbs.dat"
Note: The second parameter does not need to be and
extension, e.g:
"*.ex_;.exe" results in:
"this_is_not.exefile.txt" becoming
"this_is_not.exefile.txt.ex_"
Where Message contains attachment

Returns true, if the message contains any attachment.

Where Message charset matches some words

Returns true, if the specified charset matches the one
in the Message.

Where Sender matches some words

The Sender and Recipient specified in these
conditions are compared with the SMTP protocol
sender - recipient.

Where Recipient matches some words
Where Sender/Recipient is local/remote

This is very powerful condition as it allows for
process of messages that are related to the sender or
recipient being local or remote.
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Where Message body matches some words

The message's body is searched for the specified
words or phrases.
Both Message body and Whole message conditions
should be used with care. Reading large emails might
vastly utilize the CPU. It is recommended to use these
conditions along with message size operator.

Example:
Where Messages size smaller than 64k
AND
Where Message body matches some words
The example above will ignore all files larger then 64
kB and save the CPU usage.
Where Whole message matches some words

The entire message (header and body) is searched for
the specified words or phrases.

Where Custom message header matches some words

Compares just the content of the custom message
header with the specified words.

Where Any message header matches some words

Compare any header with specified words.

Where Remote Hostname matches some words

Returns true if the remote server hostname matches to
the one that is specified.

Where Message is size

Allows the selection of messages where the size is
"greater than" or "less than" the specified value.

Where Message violates RFC822

Selects all messages that violate RFC822. It is a very
important condition as it allows for the "rejection" or
"deletion" of such messages.

It is important that messages that DO NOT comply
with RFC822 are dealt with as they can cause
problems for end users.
Example: Microsoft Outlook can "freeze" when such
messages are downloaded.
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This option allows for the execution of an application
if the specified condition is met.

The Use as condition option is there for compatibility
reasons only. You should use the Condition instead of
using that option in the Action area.
The Executable supports any command line
application that has no GUI. There are three different
modes.
The executable field can contain system variables. In
that case no other parameters will append and you are
responsible to specify all of them.
If only the full application filename is given the
application will be called and the filename of the
message will be passed to it as the first parameter.
If the "|" character is specified no parameter will be
appended and everything after "|" will be removed.
This makes it possible to specify your own
parameters.
Where Remote IP address matches some words

Allows for the verification of the IP address of the
remote computer.

Where rDNS (PTR) matches to some words

Select Messages delivered from specified rDNS.

Where Remote IP address is listed on DNSBL server

Allows you to process messages even if they are
included in an RBL server that you are subscribed to.

Where Remote IP address is Local
Where Spam engine detects spam

Identifies messages that were detected by the Merak
Instant Antispam engine as Spam

Where SpamAssassin score is value

Identifies messages where SpamAssasin has assigned
a value that is "less than" or "greater than" the value
you specify.
The default SpamAssassin value for Spam is 3.
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Where Bayesian probability is percentage

Selects messages, where the probability of the
Bayesian filters is "greater than" or "lower than" the
specified percentage.
The default Bayesian filter spam percentage is 90%

Where SMTP AUTH

Detects messages that were delivered by using SMTP
authentication.

Where Scanned by Antivirus

Select messages that were scanned by antivirus and
their result is combination any of the following.

Message contains a virus
The antivirus engine detected a virus.

Message contains a password
protected file
The antivirus engine detected a file with which is
protected by a password and thus could not be
scanned.

Message does not contain a virus
The antivirus engine detected no virus inside of the
message.
Where Local time meets criteria

Allows you to specify local time based conditions.
Content filters will be applied only if the conditions in
the dialog will be positive.
This might be useful for weekend email processing or
any other similar cases.

All messages

Select all messages.
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Content Filter Actions
The Actions are provided for messages which were selected by the Conditions. See conditions list at
Content Filter Conditions (on page 272).
Reject / Accept / Delete message

Message will be rejected, accepted or deleted.

Even if the message is deleted by this action, it is still processed
by the next filter, until the action "Do not process next content
filters" is reached!
If the message is rejected, the name of Content Filter that caused it
is shown in the SMTP log file.
Do not process next content filters

Selecting this action means that the next content filter for the
processed message will be not applied.
This action is usually used together with another action above:
Reject / Delete & Do not process next filters, etc.

Forward to email address

Forward / Copy message to the specified e-mail address.

Copy to email address

There is a difference between the two. The forward action
forwards the messages as-is without any changes done by the
content filter. The copy action sends the message after all changes
by the content filter have been applied.
Let's say the content filter contains an action to change the
message's header. The forward will send the message without
changes and the copy will send the changed header message.
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Respond with message

Respond to the sender of the e-mail with the specified message.
Text can be directly entered in the action or read from the external
file and delivered to the senders e-mail or/ Instant Messenger
account or both.
All mail server system variables are supported.

Send message

Similar as the "Respond a send with message", but you can send it
to any recipient.

Execute application

Executes a specified application.

This action is very important for the system integrators, since this
action allows you to run external applications based on messages
that fill certain conditions.
For the complete Executable description, see the Condition
Executable.
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This action is very powerful as it is able to add lines to the
existing message header or remove existing ones.
E.g. you can add the special x-header line, which will store a
ticket ID for a helpdesk application, etc.
All system variables are supported. You are able to include the
original header. For example:
Subject: Text %%Subject%%

Add header / footer

With this action, you can add a header / footer that are stored in
text files; which can be applied based on some condition(s).
E.g. you can have different footers for each domain, or add a
footer just for messages sent out from a specific company.
The header and footer file fields can contain an html file or a text
file or both separated with semicolons.

Strip all attachments

Strips all attachments from the message.
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Extract all attachments to directory

Extracts attachments from messages to a specified folder.
If attachments are compressed using our own data packager (IDP),
they can be automatically decompressed as well.
Compression to an .IDP file can be provided by using a Merak
Catalog Account, or by using the standalone compress/extract
routine.
The Merak configuration backup file (.MCB) is compressed in the
same way and for the decompression, this content filter action can
be used for automated decompression.

Add text to file

Allows you to add a line to the text file.
This action has also very wide usability.
You can create your own log files in a form you want, or even add
entries to the black/white list.
The Text field can contain any strings or Merak system variables
(/merak/examples/variables.dat).

Respond with SMTP message text

With this option you can directly control the SMTP server's
response for the content filter. You must use the numeric result
and then text.

Fix RFC822 message violation

Messages that are not RFC822 compliant can negatively affect
your server and email client. This action is able to fix most of
them so you will be able to receive them via an e-mail client.
Such messages are usually spam or hacker attacks, so it is often
better to delete them with the condition "Where message violates
RFC822" and actions "Delete" & "Do not process next filters"
then to keep them.
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With this action you can mark any message as spam or genuine
depending on the Condition.
The messages marked as "Spam" will be handled in a same way as
those marked by the Merak Instant Anti - Spam. (Moved to the
Spam folder, etc.)
This option will reset the previously set flag so you can make
spam engine exceptions.

Tarpit sender's IP address

This action lets you use the Tarpitting feature on any email
received. It will put the sender's IP address to the Tarpit list.

Simple RegEx Tutorial
A Regular Expression can be used in Content Filter conditions.
They are quite complicated, but very flexible and powerful. Some of the conditions are not possible to
achieve by other means. See below, the most important constructs of the RegEx.

^' and '$'
First of all, let's take a look at two special symbols: '^' and '$'. These symbols indicate the start and the end
of a string. Respectively, like this:
"^The"

matches any string that starts with "The"

"of despair$"

matches a string that ends in the substring "of despair"

"^abc$"

a string that starts and ends with "abc" -- that could only be "abc" itself!

"notice"

a string that has the text "notice" in it.
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You can see that if you don't use either of these two characters, you're saying that the pattern may occur
anywhere inside the string -- you're not "hooking" it to any of the edges.

'*', '+', and '?'
In addition, the symbols '*', '+', and '?', denote the number of times a character or a sequence of characters
may occur. What they mean is: "zero or more", "one or more", and "zero or one." Here are some
examples:
"ab*"

matches a string that has an a followed by zero or more b's ("a", "ab", "abbb", etc.)

"ab+"

same, but there's at least one b ("ab", "abbb", etc.)

"ab?"

there might be a b or not

"a?b+$"

a possible a followed by one or more b's ending a string

Braces { }
You can also use bounds, which appear inside braces and indicate ranges in the number of occurrences:
"ab{2}"

matches a string that has an a followed by exactly two b's ("abb")

"ab{2,}"

there are at least two b's ("abb", "abbbb", etc.)

"ab{3,5}"

from three to five b's ("abbb", "abbbb", or "abbbbb")

Note that you must always specify the first number of a range (i.e, "{0,2}", not "{,2}"). Also, as you might
have noticed, the symbols '*', '+', and '?' have the same effect as using the bounds "{0,}", "{1,}", and
"{0,1}", respectively.
Now, to quantify a sequence of characters, put them inside parentheses:
"a(bc)*"

matches a string that has an a followed by zero or more copies of the sequence "bc"

"a(bc){1,5}"

one through five copies of "bc."

'|' OR operator
There's also the '|' symbol, which works as an OR operator:
"hi|hello"

matches a string that has either "hi" or "hello" in it

"(b|cd)ef"

a string that has either "bef" or "cdef"

"(a|b)*c"

a string that has a sequence of alternating a's and b's ending in a c
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('.')
A period ('.') stands for any single character:
"a.[0-9]"

matches a string that has an a followed by one character and a digit

"^.{3}$"

a string with exactly 3 characters

Bracket expressions
specify which characters are allowed in a single position of a string:
"[ab]"

matches a string that has either an a or a b (that's the same as "a|b")

"[a-d]"

a string that has lowercase letters 'a' through 'd' (that's equal to "a|b|c|d" and even "[abcd]")

"^[a-zA-Z]"

a string that starts with a letter

"[0-9]%"

a string that has a single digit before a percent sign

",[a-zA-Z0- 9]$" a string that ends in a comma followed by an alphanumeric character

You can also list which characters you DON'T want -- just use a '^' as the first symbol in a bracket
expression (i.e., "%[^a- zA-Z]%" matches a string with a character that is not a letter between two percent
signs).
In order to be taken literally, you must escape the characters "^.[$()|*+?{\" with a backslash ('\'), as they
have special meaning. On top of that, you must escape the backslash character itself in PHP3 strings, so,
for instance, the regular expression "(\$|A)[0-9]+" would have the function call: ereg("(\\$|A)[0-9]+", $str)
(what string does that validate?)
Just don't forget that bracket expressions are an exception to that rule--inside them, all special characters,
including the backslash ('\'), lose their special powers (i.e., "[*\+?{}.]" matches exactly any of the
characters inside the brackets). And, as the regex manual pages tell us: "To include a literal ']' in the list,
make it the first character (following a possible '^'). To include a literal '-', make it the first or last
character, or the second endpoint of a range."
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Understanding the SMTP protocol and email's headers
If you wish to implement Content Filters properly, you must first understand the structure of e-mails and
how they are transferred via the SMTP protocol.
An Email is transferred over the network using the SMTP protocol as a plain text file with a header and
body part. If the e-mail contains an attachment, it is encoded and converted into the plain text file.
Instead of the term email, we will use the term "message". A "message" is a plain text file which contains
an e-mail and all of its attachments and other parts.
Quite often confusion of the users and even mail server administrators is given by the fact, that sender and
recipient in the SMTP transfer can be different from the sender and recipient displayed in the client.
To understand the difference, look at the Merak system variables, which are related to messages.

%%From%%

"From:" is taken from the message header, displayed in the recipient client.

%%From_Email%%
%%From_Alias%%
%%From_Domain%%
%%From_Name%%

%%To%%

"To:" is also taken from the message header.

%%To_Email%%

Both - From and To are taken from the message header and they NEED NOT
be the same as the one used in the SMTP protocol during message
transmission.

%%To_Alias%%
%%To_Domain%%
%%To_Name%%
%%Sender%%
%%Sender_Email%%

Sender is the real sender in the SMTP protocol. The "From:" in the message
header can be different.

%%Sender_Alias%%
%%Sender_Domain%%
%%Recipient%%
%%Recipient_Email%%
%%Recipient_Alias%%
%%Recipient_Domain%%

This is the real recipient in the SMTP protocol. The message will be delivered
to this recipient regardless of the To message's header.
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An Email client displays the information from the message header, while the delivery of the message is
given by the information in the SMTP protocol.
Example:
The message delivered from xxx@merakdemo.com to the admin@merakdemo.com - SMTP protocol:
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 Connected
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 >>> 220 mail.merakdemo.com ESMTP Merak 7.2.4;
Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 <<< MAIL From:xxx@merakdemo.com
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 >>> 250 2.1.0 <xxx@merakdemo.com>... Sender ok
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 <<< RCPT To:admin@merakdemo.com
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 >>> 250 2.1.5 <admin@merakdemo.com>...
Recipient ok
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 <<< DATA
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 >>> 354 Enter mail, end with "." on a line by itself
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 *** <xxx@merakdemo.com>
<admin@merakdemo.com> 1 1605 00:00:00 OK
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 >>> 250 2.6.0 1605 bytes received in 00:00:00;
Message accepted for delivery
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 <<< QUIT
127.0.0.1 [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 >>> 221 2.0.0 mail.merakdemo.com closing
connection
SYSTEM [000009F8] Wed, 10 Mar 2004 21:41:16 +0100 Disconnected
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However the message header contains different information:
Received: from servcom2.DOMAINE.local ([213.223.244.1])
by mail.icewarp.com (Merak 7.2.1) with ESMTP id CRA73883
for <lgoc@icewarp.com>; Mon, 09 Feb 2004 09:28:40 +0100
Received: from metallography ([219.95.18.216]) by servcom2.DOMAINE.local with Microsoft
SMTPSVC(5.0.2195.5329);
Mon, 9 Feb 2004 09:30:12 +0100
From: "Sazedur Cerezo"<lgoclgoc@YAHOO.COM>
To: lgoc@icewarp.com
Subject: lgoc: H*G*H-Lo0k Younger Whl1e L0slnq We19ht
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Return-Path: lgoclgoc@YAHOO.COM
Message-ID: <SERVCOM2QFgkASNplKc000165d3@servcom2.DOMAINE.local>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Feb 2004 08:30:15.0039 (UTC) FILETIME=[F10A78F0:01C3EEE6]
Date: 9 Feb 2004 09:30:15 +0100

These are displayed in the client:

From & To used in the Content Filter Condition correspond to the From: and To: of the HEADER of the
message, while the Sender & Recipient are taken from SMTP protocol.
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Black & White Lists
This dialog is the same for all accounts and domains.

Opening the Black & White List dialog brings up a screen that lets you maintain all filter items. The filter
is a text file with a strictly defined format. You can edit the file directly from a text file editor or you can
use this dialog. It is recommended that you edit your filters via this dialog because sometimes mistakes in
your definitions created by editing the text file directly can cause valid emails to be rejected.
Once you create or edit some filter, the dialog looks like:
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Description
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The time field specifies what type of the message should be checked. It can be the
headers, body, attachments or even the sender and recipient.

All
This condition will always be true.

Any header
All headers of the message will be searched for the string below.

Specified Header
The header item specifies a message header condition. The first string you should
specify is the header name including the colon and then the string condition itself.
e.g. Subject: Viagra

Body
Checks the whole body for some content.

Attachment
A condition for attachment names. Most likely you will use only the file types here.

Size Greater
Checks if the message size is greater or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Size Lower
Checks if the message size is lower or equal than the given number of Kbytes.

Spam
Checks if the message was marked as spam.

IP Address
The IP address item lets you check the IP address of the originating server the
message was sent from.

SMTP Sender
Lets you check the envelope sender of the message.

SMTP Recipient
Lets you check the envelope recipient of the message.
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Function

The function specifies what string function should be called against the item from
the message.

Contains string
The item is checked for the list of strings separated with semicolon.

Regex
The item is checked using the regular expression. See the RegEx tutorial.

Starts with
The string starts with the following text.

Ends with
The string ends with the following text.

Is string
A complete string comparison

Contains list from file
The same as Contains string except the strings are located in a text. In this case the
String field contains the path to the filename.
NOT

Negates the function result.

String

Specifies the particular string to be checked using the function above.

Case sensitive

Specifies whether the string case should be considered or not.
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Actions specify the particular action that will be taken when the filter returns a
positive result based on the condition of the message content.

Reject
Rejects the message so the message will not be received and all following filters
will not be processed.

Accept
This action clears the spam flag and immediately accepts the message and all
following filters will not be processed. It is a white listing action.

Delete
The delete action is something between the Reject and Accept. It does not accept
and deliver the message but also does not reject it. It accepts the message but does
not return any false response and does not deliver it.

Mark as spam
This action sets the Spam flag of the message so it will be processed according to
the Instant Anti Spam settings of the user.

No action
No action takes place in this case.

Forward as Email
It allows you to send an email to email address which is specified in Email field. If
the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message which fulfilled
the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is sent instead.

Forward as IM
It allows you to send a message to Instant Messaging account which is specified in
Email field. If the Message field is empty, it forwards directly the received message
which fulfilled the condition. Otherwise, the message defined in Message field is
sent instead.
Email

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. The
message will be forwarded to that email address or Instant Messaging account.
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Message

Active only if Forward as Email or Forward as IM is chosen as Action. Here you
can define the message which would be sending instead of the received one. You
can use variables there. Format is:
Header1:
.
.
HeaderN:
[blank line]
Body of the message.

Example:
From: notification@merakdemo.com
To: %%Recipient%%
Subject: [Scanned Message] %%Subject%%
Hello %%To_Name%%,
This message was scanned by our Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam system.
%%Body%%

External Filters
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Static Filters are special DLL modules that are loaded in memory and each time a message is received all
filters are applied to it. There can be as many of these filters as possible. The module can return results so
Merak can handle the message accordingly. The message can be accepted, deleted, rejected or marked as
spam.

Field

Description

Title

Just a descriptive text.

Module

The DLL library which is called to evaluate messages.

Message

If no SMTP message is defined, this one is used plus it has pre-defined prefix.

SMTP Message

This message is used in SMTP connections as a response when the message was
caught by this filter.

Enabled

Activates/deactivates the filter.

Make sure you use only the modules you require. They can affect the whole behavior of Merak. The
modules have a multi thread support and should handle a large load of calls. If there is a problem in the
module it can bring down the whole mail server.

ETRN Download
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The ETRN/ATRN dialog lets you define your own SMTP ETRN or ATRN client requests sent to remote
mail servers to pickup held messages by your provider's email server. You can define multiple hosts and
domains using this dialog.
Field

Description

Hostname

Specifies the full hostname or IP address of the remote mail server including the
port if required.

Parameters

Specifies the parameters to be sent in the ETRN or ATRN command. The
parameters required is the domain name and possible a password for password
protected ETRN domains.
See the complete description below.

ATRN / ETRN

ETRN
The parameter field for the ETRN server is the domain name. The parameter
should hold exactly what the server requires to be passed by the ETRN
command. If a password is required it is usually specified with space and the
actual password. If you require multiple ETRN commands to be sent to the
server in the same session use semicolon to do so.

Example:
domain.com password

ATRN
If you require the mail server to use the ATRN command, check the ATRN
checkbox. The ATRN mechanism requires the server client to authenticate thus
needs a username and password.
The parameter field must contain the domain name separated with semicolon
and a username and password separated with colon.

Example:
domain.com;atrnuser:atrnpassword
Schedule

Specifies the schedule settings for all records.
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Field

Description

Host

an URL used to access the web service

Description

Only a descriptive text for this web service.

Home directory

The root folder where Merak should start looking for web pages.

IP Address

Separate binding to a particular IP address.

Use ... settings

It is active only when you are editing new Web service.

Use Default Settings
Appropriate Web service will use the same settings as the default one (it always
exists because it is installed by default) except the basic ones - Host, Description,
and Home Directory. All other options also in all other tabs are disabled.

Use Custom Settings
It uses the settings you set directly for this web service.

Enable W3C logging

If checked all the connections are logged in W3C format which is standardized
format so you can use your own parsers, etc. to analyze it easily.

Logging file path

The path to log files. It supports time variables like yyyy mm dd in the file name.
e.g. c:\logs\webservice\"yyyymmdd".log
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Options

Field

Description

Read

Allows GET and HEAD HTTP protocol requests:
# GET is by far the most common method used to request for a specified URL
# HEAD is identical to GET, except that the page content is not returned; just the headers
are. Useful for retrieving meta-information.

Scripts

If enabled, the execution of scripts is allowed within the current website.

Directory content listing

If enabled, directory content listing is allowed within the current website. If the Merak web
server cannot find a page with any of the names defined in Documents tab will create an
index page listing the files in the directory. Default virtual host is required for directory
content listing (last field on this tab)
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Write

Allows PUT request.
# PUT is used for uploading files to a specified Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) on the
web-server.

Executables

Checked allows executables - http://server/executable.cgi (.cgi, .exe, .com) on the current
website.

Keep open HTTP
connections

If enabled, the web server does not close the connections immediately after each request of
client side but the connections remain opened so the communication is much faster.

Maximum connections

Number of simultaneous connections after which the Server too busy (503 Service
unavailable) response is given.

Default virtual host

Required for directory listing (Can be set only once for the Default virtual host)

Access
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Field

Description

IP Access

It is the same like Access (see "Service - Access" on page 191) for particular
services.

Authentication

Here you can specify which users can access appropriate web service. You can
choose a groups of particular users and additionally, you can define special users in
the dialog at the bottom.

System Administrators If checked, all Administrator accounts which are set on Merak Mail Server can
access this web service with their username/password.
System Domain
Administrators

If checked, all Domain Administrator accounts which are set on Merak Mail Server
can access this web service with their username/password.

System Users

If checked, all User accounts which are set on Merak Mail Server can access this
web service with their username/password.

Application Mapping
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Here, you should specify which modules or executables are used to interpret particular file types. You can
use both CGI (executables - .exe files are used to interpret the web site) or ISAPI (modules - .dll files are
used to interpret the web site).

Redirect
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The redirect feature changes the URL automatically. When a user accesses the Source URL (the relative
URL added behind the default hostname), he/she is automatically redirected to the Destination URL.You
can use asterisk there to include all the path behind the specified one in the redirection.
This feature is almost the same as Aliases (see "Errors" on page 308) feature. The difference is that if you
use Redirect, user will notify the change of the URL.
Example:
/ahoj/* -> www.icewarp.com/*
Anytime a user accesses webmail.merakdemo.com/ahoj/ he/she is redirected to www.icewarp.com.
If he/she added something more behind the basic URL, e.g.
webmail.merakdemo.com/ahoj/second/index.html he/she would be redirected to
www.icewarp.com/second/index.html because of the asterisks used in the Source URL and Destination
URL.

If you use asterisks, the Destination URL has to be the absolute path. Otherwise, you can redirect from
one relative path to another relative path.
Example:
/ahoj2/ -> /mail/
If a user accesses webmail.merakdemo.com/ahoj2/ he/she will be redirected to
webmail.merakdemo.com/mail/
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HTTP Header
Here you can define the HTTP headers which are returned as a part of the response to browser request.

Field

Description

Expiration

You can use this option to include expiration HTTP header in the response. A
browser compares the date in expiration header to the current one and decides
whether the cached page should be shown or a new version should be requested.
None
The cache page would be shown if any already exists.
Immediate
The browser would have to request updated page anytime it tries to access that
page.
After minutes
It sets the expiration to specified period of times.
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Custom HTTP Header This allows you to define special headers.
Items

Documents
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You can define the default documents Merak is looking for whenever someone requests the web page
without specifying particular document.
e.g. http://localhost/mail/
Merak will look for index.html file in mail folder in such case (with the settings on the image above).
You can define more documents, the one on the top is used as the first one and Merak tries the others on
the order as they are defined in the list if the previous one was not found.

MIME
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Here you can set Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) mappings. It sets the various file types
that the Web service returns to browsers. There are some pre-defined but if you want to define any more
you can easily use Add button and fill in the dialog with extension (e.g. .css) and mime type /file name
extension to the MIME field (e.g. text/css)

Aliases

It is almost the same as Redirect feature. The difference is that users do not know they were redirected.
With the example on the image above, if user accesses http://webmail.merakdemo.com/ahoj/ he will be
redirected to http://webmail.merakdemo.com/mail/ but he/she still sees
http://webmail.merakdemo.com/ahoj/ in the address bar in his/her browser.
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Errors

Here you can customize HTTP errors that are sent to clients when any error occurs on the Web server.
You can use generic HTTP 1.1 errors (Default ones), your own custom error files where you can describe
the error more, or redirect them to a special URL dedicated to such errors.
If the output type is a URL, this URL must exist on a local server.
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Proxy
Merak has a built in IceWarp Proxy server than you can fully use on your network. You should specify the
filters to set some security level of your proxy.

Typical Browser Configuration:

Merak IP is the actual IP address of your server where Merak is running in your LAN .

Proxy - General
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Field

Description

Active

Activates the proxy server function.

Parent proxy

If your network requires a parent proxy type in the proxy server address and port.

Logging

Enables the proxy logging.

Format

Uses the extended common log format which can be analyzed by most of the log
analyzers out there.

Type

Standard logging logs are records to one file where as Day logging create a separate
log for each day.

Logging path

Lets you specify the directory where you want the logs to be stored.

Delete logs older than

Delete some very old logs with this feature.

Proxy - Security
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Field

Description

Require user
authentication

Enables a secured authenticated access to the proxy server. If a user does not
authenticate he cannot use the proxy server functions. This is a recommended
setting.

Users

A list of users and their passwords using the format:
user:pass
Each record on a separate line.

Proxy filter

A special proxy filter conditions that let you define access rights for the use of the
proxy server. See the example file for details.

Proxy tunnel filter

The same as the above but for a different feature of the proxy. You should always
use a filter for your local connections. This feature can be easily used to gain access
to your LAN if not configured properly. See the example file for details.

Proxy - Antivirus
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Field

Description

Enabled

Enables the antivirus engine for the proxy server.

Number of bytes to
Specifies the size data which is held in memory before sending from the server as a
hold in memory before response. The data is held so the antivirus can scan the whole file. If a file is larger
using large files mode than this limit a special large files mode is applied. In such case the option below is
used.
Percentage of size to
send to browser for
large files

When used the large files mode the proxy sends to browser the set number of
percentage of the file and the rest is held until the complete file download. After
that the proxy scans the message. If a virus is detected the remaining data is sent
back filled with zeros. Otherwise the untouched remaining data is sent back.

Bypass types

You can bypass the antivirus engine to certain types of files. Specifies the file types
with semicolon. Use only types where no viruses can be present.
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FTP Service
This node contains the complete configuration of your FTP service which is running under the Control
service and which allows you to share any files/folders with any user you want. The user can be external
or you can use internal accounts which are already defined in Merak Mail Server.

Activating FTP server is equal to enabling the 'Active' checkbox in the main node screen.

In This Chapter
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FTP Site
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Field

Description

Site

An URL used to access the FTP site.

Description

Only a descriptive text for this FTP service.

Home directory

The root folder where Merak should start looking for files/sub-folders. In home
directory it is possible to use path variables $$homedir$$, $$username$$,
$$groupname$$. Read more about path variables in section Hints.
For selecting home directory you can use selection button '...'

IP Address

Separate binding to a particular IP address. You can define a virtual service on
different IPs. For example, a user can access the same folder and see each time
different welcome message because once he connected e.g. to 192.168.100.4 and
the second time he connected to 192.168.100.29. To do that, you have to create two
FTP Sites and each of them bind to particular IP address.

Enable W3C logging

If checked all the connections are logged in W3C format which is standardized
format so you can use your own parsers, etc. to analyze it easily.

Logging file path

The path to log files. It supports time variables like yyyy mm dd in the file name.
e.g. c:\logs\FTP\"yyyymmdd".log
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Users
This is the classical and most powerful approach in Merak FTP server accounts management. Please note
that permissions set in this dialog override globally set permissions for a user account as a member of some
group.
Navigating into second tab 'Users' you can manage (add, edit or delete) the FTP user accounts. In the list,
choose particular user you want to edit and double-click on it or press add button for adding new user.
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User - User
Here you can specify users and their type for appropriate FTP site. You can use accounts already defined
in Merak as well as to define completely new accounts. See the Type option below.
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Field

Description

Username

A username for this account.

Name

Descriptive text shown in Users tab.

Type

You can use three different types:
Local
This user is not related to the users defined on Merak Server. You have to specify
password here.
System
This user is linked to the user already defined on Merak Server. You have to specify
email address of user to Account field and a password of that account will be used.
Password field in this dialog is disabled.
Example:
If you look at the image above, the user have to use a "Administrator" as a
username and a password to admin@merakdemo.com user at Merak Server as a
password to access this FTP Site.
Anonymous
This user do not need any password to access FTP Site. Both Password and Account
fields are disabled. Be sure you have not assigned administrator privileges to that
users. In such case, your FTP could be abused very easily.

Password

This field is used only in case when Type is set to Local. Then it means a password
for this user.

Account

This field is used only in case when Type is set to System. Then an email address of
user on the Merak Server has to be specified there. And its password is used for this
user.

Permissions

You can assign concrete permissions for each user. See User's Permissions (on
page 319) section for more information.
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User's Permissions
Here is very important that all rights are inherited. For example, if you define Read permission for root
directory ("/") user will have Read permission for all subfolders as well. Also permissions set here apply
even when there are permissions set for a this user as a member of any group!
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Field

Description

Relative path

You can define a set of permissions for each subfolder separately. This is a relative
path from the root path of FTP Site for which you define the permissions.
Just "/" means root path.
Moreover, there have to be a slash at the end of path-string. For example /upload/
You can also define default permissions - create a * path permission - all paths not
found in the list will have this default permissions, if not default is specified all
folders have all rights. As a result is that unknown (unlisted) folders will never be
seen it the FTP site.

Inherit

Enables the function for inheriting directory rights.

Get

Download file.

Access directory

Enter and browse the folder itself. Not identical to LIST flag.

List

LIST permission is applied to directories only, files are not affected, path
permission h can be only a directory. LIST flag controls if the directory will be
listed, ACCESS flag controls if it is possible to browse to that directory.

Put

Upload file.

Rename

Rename file/folder.

Append

Add something to already existing file.

Make directory

Make a new subfolder.

Delete

Delete file.

Remove directory

Delete subfolder.

All permissions are directly linked to FTP commands. If you are not sure with particular permissions just
check all permissions in the section (Read, Write, Delete) you want to assign to the user.
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User - Options

Field

Description

Download speed limit

Enable speed limit for retrieving data from your server. Enter value in kilobytes per second
or leave 0 for unlimited speed (only limited by your connection).

Upload speed limit

Enable speed limit for uploading to your FTP site. Enter value in kilobytes per second or
leave 0 for unlimited speed (only limited by your connection).

Download amount limit

Enable quantity limit for downloading from your server. Enter value in kilobytes per day or
leave 0 for unlimited amount of transferred data.

Upload amount limit

Enable quantity limit for uploading to your server. Enter value in kilobytes per day or leave
0 for unlimited amount of uploaded data.

Upload/ download ratio

Set the upload/download rate. For example if you set number X, it will mean user have to
upload X MB to be allowed to download 1MB.
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Groups of user accounts
User groups are very powerful and easy to use feature of Merak FTP Server. By understanding a using
few basic settings you can effectively manage groups of accounts of a specific domain or group of
completely nonhomogeneous user accounts.
A group is a list of user accounts that can be treated as a single object.
Using groups can simplify administration of your FTP server:
§
§

When setting up a permission, you can set it up once to a whole group, instead of setting it to each
user account.
A user that belongs to a group has the same rights and permissions as the group.

When you create a new user account (any type), you only place the user to an existing group, and the
account will automatically have permissions and options that the group does.
Note that every user can be only in one group at a time.
Permissions set in 'Users' tab have imperative effect. This especially means that you can set particular
user's permission manually and although this user is in some group, individually set permissions and
options apply.
The first created group is primary. The primary group is indicated with different icon in groups list. There
is no particular difference between a primary and a secondary group. They all work the same.
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In this dialog window you can add new group, edit or delete existing one.
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Groups - Group

Field

Description

Name

Specifies the name of group. Used for identification of particular group.

Description

Descriptive text.

System Integration
Integrate with system
accounts
Restrict to

Integration and automatic linking with certain Merak system user accounts. You should
specify these accounts in 'Restrict to' field.
Specifies domains and/or users with which you want to integrate. Domains and users are
separated with semicolon. Users of this Group will now access FTP site with their e-mail
account usernames and passwords.
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Groups - Permissions
To properly set the permission for a group, navigate to 'Permissions' tab and from the list choose ‘edit’ or
‘add new’ if there are not any existing paths listed.

Field

Relative path

Inherit

Description
Sets the particular relative path of a directory for which you want to apply restrictions. You
are obliged to use " slash / " instead of normal slash. Moreover, there have to be a slash at
the end of path-string.
You can also define default permissions - create a * path permission - all paths not found in
the list will have this default permissions, if not default is specified all folders have all rights.
As an example of result is that unknown (unlisted) folders will never be seen it the FTP site.
Activates the inherit directory rights function.
Get: if checked users can download files from this directory.

Read

List: if checked uses can list files in directory.
Access directory: general option, if unchecked users are not allowed to access the directory
Put: Upload a file (even with existing filename)

Write

Append: Upload a file (only with unique filename in current directory)
Rename: Rename a file or a directory
Make directory: Create new folder
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Delete

Delete: Deletion of a files
Remove directory: Deletion of a directory

Maximum directory size Limits the size of provided space

Groups - Options

Field

Description

Download speed limit

Enable speed limit for retrieving data from your server. Enter value in kilobytes per second
or leave 0 for unlimited speed (only limited by your connection).

Upload speed limit

Enable speed limit for uploading to your FTP site. Enter value in kilobytes per second or
leave 0 for unlimited speed (only limited by your connection).

Download amount limit

Enable quantity limit for downloading from your server. Enter value in kilobytes per day or
leave 0 for unlimited amount of transferred data.

Upload amount limit

Enable quantity limit for uploading to your server. Enter value in kilobytes per day or leave
0 for unlimited amount of uploaded data.

Upload/ download ratio

Set the upload/download rate. For example if you set number X, it will mean user have to
upload X MB to be allowed to download 1MB.
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Field

Description

Maximum connected
users

A number of simultaneous connections from different users that Merak FTP will
receive. 0 means no limit.

Maximum connections A number of simultaneous connections from single IP address. 0 means no limit.
from single IP address
Passive port range
from / to

FTP Server can work in two different modes. Active and Passive. If it works in
Passive mode it has to acquire ports for communication. Here you can define the
range from which Merak assign the ports.
You can find more information about both modes of FTP server at this site
(http://slacksite.com/other/ftp.html).

Passive mode IP
Here you can specify an IP address to use for passive mode transfers. Useful and
address (If not
important when the FTP service is running behind a firewall or proxy.
supported by firewall)
Require OTP
In compliance with RFC-2289 server requests One Time Password authentication
authentication (S/KEY login. Enable this checkbox to increase your server's security, but remember some
password encryption) FTP Clients do not support this feature.
Read more on OTP (S/KEY) here.
Welcome message

.This is a greetings shown to user accessing this FTP Site.
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Server Sync
Server synchronization is a comprehensive feature for scheduled automatic file or directory
synchronization.
It is ideal for automatic file or directory backup and mirroring. This function only download difference in
content of your remote directory to your local folder.
By difference is meant :
§
§

new folder
various filename or extension

§
§

various time and/or date of creation (modification)
various size

See also section Hints in FTP documentation for example how to live backup your mail folder.
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If you want to perform synchronization process right away, select task from list and hit the 'Sync Now'
button. For adding or editing tasks click on proper button. A dialog screen will appear.

Field

Description

Description

Identification of this task in synchronizations list. Enter some descriptive text.

Three types are available
Source

FTP: Backup your FTP server. This is the most common usage.
HTTP: Synchronize an HTTP URL (one file only) with locally stored file. This can be handy.
Directory: Synchronize from some local or network directory.

Server

Specifies server name.

Username

Username used to login to server.

Password

Password used to login to server.

Directory

Remote relative directory path. Uses slashes - /

Recursive (synchronize
subdirectories )

If enabled, all subdirectories will be synchronized too.

Synchronize to directory A folder in your computer for the synchronization.
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Select days of week and use the radio buttons to set frequency of synchronization process
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The Access feature lets you block or grant special IP addresses that are or are not eligible to connect to
your server. The remote IP address will be banned the access to your server. This is not an anti relaying
option. Most of the time you will not need to use this feature.

Field

Description

IP Addresses

Specifies place for IP address filters that can be used for particular services.
You can specify full IP addresses here or subnets (masked IP addresses). Separate
multiple entries with semicolon.

Example:
192.168.*.*;127.0.0.1;192-193.*.*.*
Access type

Grant means only the listed IPs will be able to establish connections to your
server. Deny means only the listed IPs will be banned the access to your server.
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Aliases
Aliases are a very popular, although tricky, way how to organize files and folders of your FTP site. Using
aliases in your FTP site is recommended and can be very useful. With right setting of aliases you can
achieve better clarity and security of your server. After reading this see also Hints chapter in
documentation.
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This feature lets you to define different paths for a particular folder. A user who accesses a folder in his
FTP account site will access this folder but actually, he will be redirected to read a completely different
one.
You can use both absolute and relative paths in the format shown on the image above.
Also you can use all path variables ($$homedir$$, $$username$$, $$groupname$$) when setting aliases.
This can come extremely handy. Read more about path variables in FTP documentation section Hints.
To add new or edit existing one click on proper button. Dialog like this will appear:

Field

Description

Alias

A relative path from root folder to the one whose accesses should be redirected
somewhere else.

Path

Where the accesses are redirected to. Can be relative or absolute path.
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Anti-Spam
The most important filters are the Instant Anti Spam Engine, SpamAssassin & Bayesian Filters, as these
were specially designed for Spam protection. These filters are able to detect most Spam messages.
From now on, whole Merak AntiSpam is based on score. It means that every AntiSpam method and every
AntiSpam option scores up the total message score and at the end this score is analyzed. According to this
resulting (total) score the message is or is not marked as Spam.

In This Chapter
General ........................................................................... 335
Action............................................................................. 337
Spam Assassin ................................................................ 338
Greylisting ...................................................................... 340
Challenge Response ........................................................ 341
Bayesian Filters .............................................................. 349
Body ............................................................................... 353
Other............................................................................... 356

General

Field

Description

Active

Activates the complete Merak Instant Anti Spam engine.

Processing Mode

Here you can specify for which domains (or accounts) the Merak Instant AntiSpam
is processed.
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Options in the "Updates" section allow for "hands - free" maintenance of the "Reference Base". The
"Reference Base" is used by the Bayesian filters for accurate Spam recognition.
The main Reference Base is maintained by our staff and ensures the optimum Bayesian Filter performance
for most users. It is downloaded from the location, which is given by the :
§

SpamUpdateURL=http://www.icewarp.com/update/spam.xml

§

parameter in the /Merak/Spam/Spam.dat file

It is currently located at: http://www.icewarp.com/update/spam.dat, but it can differ in the future. Always
check the content of the file: spam.xml
In the fully licensed MIAS, you can set the time and date that your server will check for the latest updates.
New updates are automatically downloaded and installed transparently. You can also use the Update Now
button.
When you press the "Update Now" button, Merak will send an update request and you should receive the
following response:

The amount of time that it actually takes to update depends on the speed of your connection.
The average file transfer is roughly 800kB.
The update will proceed only if the date and version of your current Spam Reference Base is earlier than
the current downloadable version.
The Update feature only replaces the "General Spam Reference Base", maintained by IceWarp. Your own
indexing base maintained by you remains unchanged.

Ø Important Note:
The current Instant Anti-Spam solution combines many different techniques. For the user, indexing is not
so important to achieve proper Spam recognition. It is normally not necessary for you to "teach" the
system through indexing. You should simply set the system to automatically download the "Reference
Base".
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The last section in under the General tab shows the information about the current General Spam Reference
Base you have downloaded on your server.

Action

Field

Description

Score required to classify
as spam

The default score used to classify a message as Spam is 3. This value has been calculated
by our own statistics. You can change it to some other value that might better fit your
needs. A higher value will cause the Spam filter to be less able to recognize Spam
messages, but there will be fewer false positives and vice versa.

Score required to
quarantine message

When this score is reached the message is quarantined which means, it is sent to the email address specified in Quarantine e-mail address filed below. It is very similar to
delete action.

Score required to delete
message

When a message reaches this score, it is automatically deleted - it is for sure Spam. Be
very careful with this option, not to delete regular mails when the level is too low.

Add text to Subject of
spam message

Activates Spam Subject Marking Mode.
For each message recognized as Spam (or marked as Spam from another filter, e.g.
Content Filter), this filter will add the text [Spam] at the beginning of the original
subject.
The text "[Spam]" can be replaced with any other string you desire.
If you want to see which filters resulted in the message being recognized as Spam,
simply use the "%%SpamReason%% " system variable. (See
/merak/examples/variables.dat for the list of the all system variables)
If you need to place the word text "[Spam]" or any other word at the end of the subject
line instead of the beginning, simply use the "Content Filter: to extend the X-headers for
reporting purposes.
Use this option if you have users that would like to use their regular Email Client such as
Microsoft Outlook, Outlook Express or Eudora. Simply marking Spam email with the
word "[Spam]" in the subject line significantly increases user productivity by allowing
them to identify Spam e-mail and review/delete them..

Quarantine email address

Messages that reached score for quarantine are sent to this address. Supports also
multiple addresses separated by semicolon.
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Field

Description

Place spam messages under Activates the Spam Folder Mode.
spam folders
Enable this option if you would like to create a special "Spam Folder" for the user that
allows the Instant Anti Spam Engine to place all Spam e-mail automatically into this
special folder.
With this feature enabled, Merak will place only genuine e-mails in the user's Inbox
while separating e-mail identified as Spam into their Spam Folder.
You can also define a "Spam Administrator" that can maintain the "Spam Folders" for
one or more users. Using these automatic and manual techniques, you can truly achieve
near 0 false positives. This is a significant time-saving feature for VIP users. For
example, an office assistant can be the "Spam Administrator" for their boss.
The "Spam Folder" can be viewed and/or manipulated via Web Mail or an Instant
Messenger Client or by any regular client if it is set as an IMAP or POP/IMAP account.
Delete spam messages
from spam folders when
older than (Days)

After the number of days specified, the messages in the Spam folder will be
automatically deleted.
User can move messages at any time from the Spam folder to their Inbox or vice versa.

Integrate spam folders with Enter the name of the IMAP folder that will be used for Spam e-mail collection.
IMAP accounts (Folder
name)

Spam Assassin
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Field

Description

Active

Enables the SpamAssassin filters. It is recommended that this option be enabled.

Enable SpamAssassin
reporting functions

SpamAssassin reporting function enables the reporting features of the
SpamAssassin engine. Reports are written as x-headers to the original message, or a
new report message is created and attached to the original e-mail. See the reporting
section of this tab.

Field

Description

Use SPF

Checking this option enables the Sender Policy Framework technology.
You can find more information at http://spf.pobox.com/

Use SURBL

Checking this option enables the Spam URI Realtime Blocklist technology.
You can find more information at http://www.surbl.org.

Use DomainKeys

Enables support of DomainKey technology for incoming email messages.
If an incoming email from a domain which has DNS DomainKey record is
not signed, the total "spam" score is increased.
If an incoming email is not signed at all, the score is also increased (but
less than in the first case)

Configuration file

The "Configuration file" button opens the local.cf, which defines
SpamAssassin settings that override the original ones.

These options are self- explanatory. Decide what kind of SpamAssassin reporting best fits your needs.
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Greylisting

Please note, that for greylisting these local bypasses are important:
§
§
§

Bypass trusted IPs,
Exclude outgoing messages from spam scanning,
Local-Local bypass filter.

§

Greylisting bypass file (greylist.dat)

If these are not applied, the users will get error 4.5.1 in their mail clients and are allowed to send the
message after x seconds.

Field

Description

Active

Enables/Disables the Greylisting system. All data related to the Greylisting
system are stored in the database via ODBC.

ODBC Settings

The default ODBC source is created during installation automatically. It uses
the "/merak/spam/challenge.mdb" Microsoft Access database file.
By clicking on the "ODBC Settings" button you can specify another ODBC
source or even a backup. The structure of the table for the new ODBC source
must be exactly the same as in the default database.

The challenge.mdb file is shared between Greylisting and Challenge
Response. Once created in one (CR or Greylisting) you do not have to
create it again in the other one. Greylisting creates table 'IPs'.
Allow IP address
authorization after
(Seconds)

This is the temporary rejection time of the incoming session. If the originating
server is attempting to retry the delivery during this time period it is rejected.

Delete pending IP
addresses after (Hour)

If the originating server will not retry to deliver the mail within this time
period, the server IP is deleted from the database. The time period is in hours.
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If the server IP is authorized it is deleted after here specified number of days.
This is security option ensuring that the authorized servers have to go through
Greylisting process after several days again.

Note: If you want to keep authorized servers list forever, set the value to
0
SMTP Response

This field allows to define your own SMTP Response, a return message for
connections refused by greylisting. If left blank, the default SMTP response
message is returned.

Bypass file (greylist.dat) Greylisting bypass file.

Challenge Response
The Challenge Response system requires senders from external domains to authorize their email address
for future communication with your mail server. External senders will only be challenged once and will
need to authenticate their message or local users of your mail server can authorize/accept the message in
Webmail - Settings - Challenge Response.
Email messages that are From: any local domain in your mail server will by-pass the Challenge Response
system, this includes mail from Internet users or spammers spoofing the From: address. In this case it's
recommended that you enable "Reject if originators domain is local and not authorized" located in the
Security (on page 255) - Anti Relaying (on page 255) tab.
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Field

Description

Active

Enables/Disables the Challenge/Response system. All data related to the
Challenge/Response system is stored in the database via ODBC.

ODBC Settings

The default ODBC source is created during installation automatically. It uses
the "/merak/spam/challenge.mdb" Microsoft Access database file.
By clicking on the "ODBC Settings" button you can specify another ODBC
source or even a backup. The structure of the table for the new ODBC source
must be exactly the same as in the default database.

The challenge.mdb file is shared between Greylisting and Challenge
Response. Once created in one (CR or Greylisting) you do not have to
create it again in the other one. Challenge Response creates table
'Senders'.
Automatically add
outbound message
recipients to whitelist

This check box allows for the automated building of the "authorized senders"
list without the "confirmation pending" mechanism.
If checked, any recipient to which a user sends a message to will be
automatically added to the "authorized" list. When the recipient responds to the
e-mail, they are already an authorized sender and the message will be
automatically delivered to the user.
It is strongly recommended that this option remain checked

Apply Challenge
Response if score is
between

"Apply Challenge Response" means that the server will send a request for
authorization automatically to the sender.
With this option, you can specify when to send a request based on the score
result.
By default, mail is recognized as Spam if the score is 3.00

Apply Challenge
Response to messages
marked as spam.

With this option, all messages that are recognized as Spam require sender
authorization.
By checking this option you will decrease false positives (genuine messages in
the Spam folders)

With this option, all genuine messages require sender authorization.
Apply Challenge
Response to messages not
This option you will decrease false negatives (Spams in the inbox)
marked as spam.
Even if both options are checked, regular senders are not processed as they are
usually already "approved" or white listed. However it is important to keep in
mind that it can increase traffic to your server.
How long the message waits for confirmation. 0 means it waits forever.
Days before a pending
message is automatically
deleted
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Only one challenge email
to sender / Challenge e- Only one challenge email to sender
mail to sender for each
Only one list of allowed senders will be used for whole server. So once sender
user
is approved he can send to any user on the server.
Acceptance is based on the GroupWare address book's use of the PUBLIC
address book.
This mode is suitable for businesses that have deployed Merak Mail Server for
their own exclusive use.

Challenge e-mail to sender for each user
If checked, each user on the mail server will have separate list of approved
senders.
Acceptance is based on the GroupWare address book's use of the PRIVATE
address book of each user on the server.
This mode is useful for Internet Service providers.
Processing Mode

Processing mode allows for the enabling/disabling of the Challenge/Response
system for individual users or domains as already described in Server - Domain
- User Processing.

Do not send challenge
email (Manual handling
of the queue)

Suppress sending challenge email messages and switch to manual handling of
the queue. Useful for testing purposes or for mail server with lower number of
accounts using CR.

The confirmation request that is delivered to the sender by Merak Mail Server contains a URL that must
be accessed in order to process the sender's confirmation.
This URL points to a page that is served by Merak's Integrated Webserver that is installed by default with
Merak. This same engine is used by the Web-based Administration and by Web Mail.
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Field

Description

Confirmation web site URL

The default confirmation web site URL matches the settings of the Merak
System. It uses the same port and hostname as is used for Merak integrated
web mail access.
Multi-domain systems should instead use the server hostname with the system
variable %%Recipient_Domain%%.
http://%%Recipient_Domain%%:32000/challenge/
Each confirmation URL generated by the mail server will match the recipient
domain name. Set your DNS server correspondingly.

Challenge email sender

The specified sender will be used in the SMTP protocol.
It is recommended that the default setting remain (empty), as some mail server
autoresponders automatically respond to the senders address.
If you were to enter an address here, it will simply increase non-essential traffic
to your server.

Challenge email from

This value is used in the challenge response request confirmation e-mail.
A value should be entered here as e-mails containing an empty "sender" and
"from" will be rejected by many mail servers. However, it is not necessary to
enter a real e-mail address there.

Challenge email
customization.

This feature allows you to modify the text of the email that the
challenge/response system delivers to the sender of the rejected email.
The new confirmation mail text is stored in /merak/spam/challenge.txt
The Confirmation URL is passed to this file by using the variable "%s"
Syntax of the file challenge.txt is very simple:

1

line 1 - Subject of the mail

2

line 2 - empty (CRLF, CRLF)

3

next lines - body of the mail
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Example:
The following confirmation request message has been generated by the mail server in response to the
sender user@merakdemo.com who sent a message to the user xxx@webmail.domaina.com.
The Challenge Response URL was defined as: http://%%Recipient_Domain%%:32000/challenge/
From:
To: <user@merakdemo.com>
Received: from webmail.domaina.com
by mail.merakdemo.com (Merak 7.2.3) with SMTP id DEMO
for <user@merakdemo.com>; Sun, 07 Mar 2004 01:48:16 +0100
Date: Sun, 07 Mar 2004 01:48:16 +0100
From: Challenge Response <info@merakdemo.com>
To: xxx@webmail.domaina.com
Message-Id: <812060168@mail.merakdemo.com>
Subject: [Challenge Response] Confirm your email by visiting this URL
http://mail.merakdemo.com:32000/challenge/?folder=c42c1a770e2d6d07ff358b2c22d7cf71

To prove your message was sent by a human and not a computer, visit the URL below and type in the
alphanumeric text you will see in the image. You will only be asked to do this once for this email address.
http://webmail.domaina.com:32000/challenge/?folder=c42c1a770e2d6d07ff358b2c22d7cf71
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How It Works
Challenge/Response is a system that requires the sender of an email to verify that he/she actually sent the
email. Re-confirmation must be provided manually for Challenge/Response to work.
If the e-mail was sent by a mass-mailing system, there is usually no human at the email address that is
used in the "From" header, thus re-confirmation cannot be provided.
The Challenge/Response system is a critical component of the full Anti-Spam solution. The yellow
components below are the full Instant Anti-Spam data diagram.
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In the most typical situation, messages arrive at the Challenge/Response system after they have already
passed all "white listing" possibilities as described in the Black & White Listing Techniques and are
already marked as Spam.
§

§

§

§

When the email is received by the server, it is not delivered to the recipient, but stored in a temporary
folder. If more messages are sent from the same sender then all messages are stored in the same folder.
Such messages are marked as "pending message(s)". If the pending message is not authorized within
the specified number of days - it is automatically deleted.
The Server will generate the request for confirmation, which will be delivered to the sender of the email. It uses the sender from the SMTP protocol, which can be different from the "Mail From:"
displayed in the message.
The Sender (if they exist) will receive the request for confirmation and must confirm it. The
confirmation requires visiting a special web site and entering some characters in a text field. It
prevents usage of automated confirmation systems.
The Server will receive the confirmation from the sender and will deliver the e-mail(s) to the
recipient. The sender is also entered to the "approved senders list" so confirmation will not be
requested the next time.
Emails with blank Mail From (it looks like MAIL FROM: <> in SMTP session) are bypassed by the
Challenge Response engine. To handle such messages you should use Content Filters or Black & White
Lists.

Screenshot Examples:

Request for confirmation sent by the mail server to the sender
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Sender waiting for authorization - pending in the database

The URL of the page with sender confirmation request

If the sender enters the code properly they are automatically authorized
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Sender is added to the Challenge Response as authorized.

Depending on the setup of the Challenge response system, the sender can be authorized for just one
recipient, or for all recipients on the server.

Bayesian Filters

Field

Description

Active

Enables the Bayesian filters. It is recommended that this option is enabled.

Index Now

By pressing this button, the entire internal queue of Spam e-mail is indexed.
This indexing creates a USER REFERENCE BASE that does NOT affect the main index
which is automatically updated on its own.
The indexing is handled in RAM MEMORY and is written to the User Reference Base when:

1

the SMTP service is stopped, or;

2

At midnight when the scheduled indexing occurs
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Queue Paths

The "Queue Paths" button opens the file /Merak/Spam/Spamqueue.dat which is used for
mapping of "Spam reference base folders". This is for additional Spam Reference Base
Indexing.
You can easily add an unlimited number of IMAP account directories or any other folders
that you find suitable. There is no limit.
The directories are handled the same as the core Spam directories. Once all messages are
indexed, they will be deleted.
Each folder mapping definition is located on a line by itself.
Syntax:
<directory>,<folder type>,<processing>
<folder type> = 1 : folder contains genuine mails
<folder type> = 0 : folder contains spam mails
<processing> = 1 : deindexing
<processing> = 0 or nothing : indexing
Examples:
Folder for indexing Spam mails
Mail\Merakdemo.com\IMAP\Spam;1
Folder for indexing Genuine mails
Mail\Merakdemo.com\IMAP\Genuine;0
Folder for correction of Genuine e-mail that has been indexed as Spam
Mail\Merakdemo.com\IMAP\Spam-Genuine;0;1
Folder for correction of Spam e-mail that has been indexed as Genuine
Mail\Merakdemo.com\IMAP\Genuine-Spam;1;1

Compact Database

By pressing this button, you will remove words that occur at a low frequency. These words
are mostly random words that you usually see included in Spam e-mail.
By compacting your database, the accuracy of the Bayesian filter will increase because these
low frequency words have been removed.
Only the "User Reference Bbase" is compacted by this button.

Word ignore list

Contains the words that will be ignored during the Spam Reference Base update (indexing
process). We highly recommend that you propagate this with words that are often used in
your own internal communication such as company name, products, services etc.
You can and should include words that are native to your particular type of business.
However, if you intend to use the Automatic Bayesian Filtering update, you can ignore this
altogether.
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How It Works
Bayesian filters are dynamic statistical filters.
The statistical occurrence of words in an e-mail are compared with the "Reference Base" which results in
a "probability" that that e-mail is or is not Spam. The result (percentage value) is then substituted by a
score value that is finally added to the Spam Assassin score total. For this conversion a simple table is
used that can be configured in Spam Assassin configuration file. Lets see the following example spam
message that Bayesian filter recognizes without a doubt as 99% spam (the high occurrence of words
common in spam messages convicts this message very easily):
From: Morgan <lowlands@linares.com>
Subject: Viagra, Xanax, Cialis, more...
Date: Tue, 16 Aug 2005 15:55:52 -0400
Buy Cialis Online! Get Control Of Your Life Again!
http://nfp.p4aib8p0mzpftqp.dmtintymk.com
Think like a man of action, act like a man of thought.
You can't build a reputation on what you are going to do.
Furious activity is no substitute for understanding.
How exactly this works? Bayesian email filters take advantage of Bayes' theorem. Bayes' theorem, in the
context of spam, says that the probability that an email is spam, given that it has certain words in it, is
equal to the probability of finding those certain words in spam email, times the probability that any email
is spam, divided by the probability of finding those words in any email. This can be expressed by an
equation
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Bayesian Filters are extremely powerful and accurate, however, they will only function properly if the
following conditions are filled:
§

The Spam Reference Base needs to be "taught" to recognize Spam e-mails. This process is called
Indexing.

§
§

The e-mail messages that are Spam MUST contain some "content" that can be recognized.
The filter will work for any language that contains word separations (most languages except Chinese
etc.)

Merak's Spam Reference Base can be maintained by a Merak Administrator or by a Spam Administrator,
but it's highly recommended to let the Reference Base as it is. Merak updates it automatically with the
MIAS update and this database is based on processing (indexing and sorting) of millions of both spam and
genuine messages.
Once Bayesian filter were considered to be unbeatable. Even if their accuracy on text messages is still
very high, notice that spammers brought many improvements to their messages and the importance of
Bayesian filters in spam filtering (globally, not only the Merak implementation) is decreasing. We can
show some examples when the Bayesian filter will totally fail:
--591.C50.D.EBA_6822__
Content-Type: text/html;
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<p align=3D"center"><font face=3D"Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sansserif"><b= ><font color=3D"#FF0000" size=3D"5">Super Viagra and Generic
Viagra</font><br> </b>Both Available online with NO Dr. Visit!<br> <br>
<b><font size=3D"4">Cialis</font>,</b> also kn<!-- mcyuv -->own a= s
Super Viagra or the &quot;Weekend Drug&quot;<br> is like Viagra but
Amazingly it works right away and lasts 36 ho<!-- = jyvzsv cald oothx
jb imrzwehn bjbhzcdgi tefhvalcvtvmpgwf eqqnnkh -->urs!<br> <a
href=3D"http://health-products2003.com/index.php?KBID=3D1038">G<!-- =
tp q u c dlpcnwcxyhk ylh zqpvlyq p -->et it Here</a></font></p> <p
align=3D"center"><font face=3D"Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sansserif">Bo= <!-- dwvmahfjk g qw wiyzj onv zz bzzhjd qswj pkisvrp fws
zmxu zfc jo -->th products shiped discretely to your door<br> <br>
</font></p> <p>&nbsp;</p> <p>&nbsp;</p> <p><font size=3D"2"
face=3D"Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif"><a href=3D=
"http://www.health-products2003.com/r">Please remove me</a></font></p>
qkqb dwwmi nci vxvintkdf omdrfg uxvd ikh ofp iljtxjctoph nzykugwjftcaeb
wacpfit
--591.C50.D.EBA_6822__-Pretty unreadable, isn't it? The same confusion will have the Bayesian filter engine. Still it's obvious
medicament offering spam (try to let your Internet browser display it), that Bayesian filter very likely
won't recognize however. As we see, it has problems with HTML formatting and even bigger with
nonsensical text that is commonly being added to the end of the message. It's hard to believe, but even
bigger problem has Bayesian filter with meaningful text - some spam message can have a portion of a
conversation hidden at the end. That can overweight the probability computed from the first part of
message. One last example shows a situation, where Bayesian filter don't have a chance at all:
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============================================================
2501014361
8663
2826
4935
4679292841
0998
4325
1962
5663

373209557659
7132
6035
9831
8901
8509
3071
911649305203
8872 5353
4933
0590
4783
3446
6915
9507

5511935348
8671
11
2176
27
9544
7577521514
4291
64
6366
40
6398
3099320598

488613522379
8326
1299
8980
594645563222
0864
2501
1378
276479617733

260054058775
3129
0358
3179
930445051788
8521
3245
6129
792780270485

554407932566
5772
7277
7667
936350550374
6708
7564
3395
889759692477

4253
4974
8870
8839
9690 4870
917855
243131
653539
3970 2454
5312
4012
1601
5778

============================================================

Can you read that? I'm sure you can, but Bayesian filter definitely can't(!) Still you should understand
these examples just as a little warning that Bayesian filters are not all-powerful. But nothing is, far from
that. As we mentioned before - all possible ways should be used against spam.

Body
These filters were developed to "catch" most of the automatically generated emails, which are usually
provided by some active-x components (automated Spam mailers). These emails are mostly different from
the ones created by regular clients.
These filters are very effective in blocking most of the "html based spam", which are very popular now.
If you are creating HTML e-mail in your organization because it is the nature of your business, simply set
the bypass for your senders so that MIAS is not applied to outgoing messages.
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Fields

Description

Score HTML messages Messages from regular mail clients that are written with HTML, should always have the
with present text/html but same content written in plain text form as well. In most HTML Spam e-mail, the text part is
missing text/plain part
missing.
This option will score these messages and the score is added to the total score of the message.
Score HTML messages
with external SCR URL

The external SCR URL in HTML is not a normal part of most messages but is typical for
computer generated ones.
This option will score these messages and the score is added to the total score of the message.

Score HTML messages
containing no text

Some Spam messages simply have no subject or a URL as the body. This is also not typical
for the legitimate e-mail.
You can leave this option on even if you frequently send such e-mail - see the white listing
strategies at Black & White Listing Techniques
This option will score these HTML messages and the score is added to the total score of the
message.

Score HTML messages
containing scrip code

Messages with script code in the HTML are also not usually created by a regular e-mail
client and scripts contained in e-mails can often be malicious.
It is good idea keep this option on and to score up the total message score.

Score HTML messages
with different content or
text/plain and text/html
parts

For this feature, the text and html part of the regular messages must match exactly. If not, it
is considered to be Spam.
There are some situations and clients when this rule is not always fulfilled, however, together
with the Black & White Listing techniques you can use this option while still maintaining a
high level of accuracy. The checked option will score up.

Regular messages usually contain subject and some entries in the message body. If you are
Score messages
containing no subject and used to send/receive such message leave the check-box unchecked.
no body
If you consider messages to be spam, leave this option checked and let Merak Instant AntiSpam to score up the total message score.
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Field

Description

Forbidden Charsets
Score messages with
forbidden charsets

Sometimes the best protection against unwanted e-mails is rejecting e-mails written in certain
languages. This recognition is determined by checking for this feature used in the message
header.
You can set charsets for all languages you do not want to accept. See the table with charset
names below.
The default setting in Merak, is set to score up anything in Simplified or Traditional Chinese.
Score is added to total message score.

Score messages with
missing charsets and
characters higher than
0x7F

If the information about charset is completely missing in a message header - it is probably a
message generated by some automated send mail system.
Regular e-mails are also not using characters with a value bigger than 7F (hexa). Even mails
with languages using special ASCI characters (French, Spain, etc.) are encoded values lower
than 7F.
Mails with these characters are scored and the score is added to the total score.

When a subject is marked as [SPAM= 0.00%], it means that MIAS marked the message as Spam by using
these options.

Ø Important note
If you are sending through Merak Mail Server, forms from your web site, they can sometimes contain
some characters with are ASCII values greater than 127 (usually foreign names). To prevent the
marking of such e-mails as Spam, be sure to always define the proper value for "character set" in the
object that is used for processing the form and white list your computer with the send mail component.

Charset

Charset Code

Arabic (ISO)

iso88596

Arabic (Windows)

win1256

Baltic (ISO)

iso88594

Baltic (Windows)

win1257

Cyrillic Alphabet (ISO)

iso88595

Cyrillic Alphabet (Windows)

win1251

European Central (ISO)

iso88592

European Central (Windows)

win1250

European Western (ISO)

iso88591

European Western (Windows)

win1252

Greek (ISO)

iso88597

Greek (Windows)

win1253
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Hebrew (ISO)

iso88598

Hebrew (Windows)

win1255

Chinese Simplified (GB2312)

gb2312

Chinese Traditional (Big5)

big5

Japanese (EUC)

euc-jp

Japanese (ISO)

iso2022jp

Japanese (SHIFT_JIS)

shift_jis

Korean (EUC)

euc-kr

Korean (ISO)

iso8088kr

Korean (ks_c_5601-1987)

ksc56011987

Turkish (ISO)

iso88599

Turkish (Windows)

win1254

Unicode (UTF8)

utf8

Other
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Here you can set what type of logging you would like to use with your Integrated Anti-Spam.
No Logging
If both checkoxes are off, the logging is switched off.
Debug Logging
The most detailed logging will be used showing all AntiSpam proceedings
Summary Logging
Summary type logs only the general summary information and status of a Merak Integrated Anti-Spam.
The log files are located in standard location 'Merak\log\antispam\'
Example:
...
SYSTEM [00000610] Wed, 5 Oct 2005 14:15:08 +0200 From
'<WinnieWinston@cinemaontreal.com>' to '<user@merakdemo.com>' score
10.00 reason [SpamAssassin=10.00,Bayes=99.99%] action 3
SYSTEM [0000020C] Wed, 5 Oct 2005 14:34:45 +0200 IWN10444
'<bubu0823@mail.exploy.cn>' '<user@merakdemo.com>' score 6.90 reason
[Body=8,Charset=01] action SPAM
...
Reason is in brackets [], for Body and Charset filters, the result value is in HEX base. Converting this
HEX number into BIN base, applied Body and Charset filters will reveal. The bitmap of 1s and 0s is
ordered reversely to the body filters in console. See Body tab (see "Body" on page 353).
Example:
HEX number 4 = BIN number 000100, which means Body filter #3 was applied (score messages
containing no text).
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Field

Description

Standard

In a Standard mode, all outgoing messages are checked for being Spam by the Instant AntiSpam engines.

Exclude outgoing
messages from Anti
Spam

If you are certain that your users on your Merak Mail Server are not sending Spam, you can
select this option.

Reject outgoing spam
messages

This option ensures that outgoing messages that are identified by Instant Anti-Spam as Spam
are rejected and not sent.

Messages sent out from the server will be never be marked as Spam in this mode.

Select this mode if you want to prevent Spam messages from being sent out from your
server.

Field

Description

Bypass trusted IPs and
authenticated sessions

All IP addresses located in the Relaying from field or relay.dat will be bypassed for the
whole anti spam engine. This is a recommended setting.

Process non-user
accounts

Enable AntiSpam check for all entities created within mail server like mailing lists, static
routes, notifications, catalogues,... The MIAS engine is executed and it is up to mail server or
spam administrator to use Content Filters or Black and White Lists to ensure wanted
behavior.

Maximum threads:

Specify and limit the number of threads used by whole MIAS. (For example not to take
100%CPU)

Settings File

This file contain the values of options related to the Antispam engine.
It is only for developers.
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Anti-Virus
The Anti-Virus engine lets you scan all incoming/outgoing messages during SMTP transmission (please
note that locally re-directed emails are not scanned) and perform actions based on the result of a message
being infected by a virus. Merak uses the award winning extra fast multi threaded Avast antivirus engine.

In This Chapter
Basic Settings ................................................................. 359
Action............................................................................. 360
Filters ............................................................................. 363
Miscellaneous ................................................................. 364
External Filters................................................................ 365

Basic Settings

This option enables the use of the built-in integrated antivirus engine. The engine is fast, multithreaded
and has been awarded with VB 100%.
When configured, the antivirus settings use the Send EICAR Virus Test Message button to check your
antivirus settings are working properly. The EICAR is a harmless file which must be detected by all
antivirus systems.

This option lets you configure the update schedule that will suite your needs. Using the Update Now button
you can force the antivirus engine to check for new updates immediately.Please note that Control service
must be running in order to proceed with virus definitions update.
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The active update technology lets you subscribe to our online mailing list and whenever a new virus base
has been released your antivirus engine will be immediately notified and your engine will automatically
download the new virus base update.
If you fill in the active update trigger email field with a local account then this account will be subscribed
to a special mailing list. Whenever new virus definitions are released a specially formatted mail is sent to
the mailing list and then this mail is distributed among the subscribers. When Merak receives such an
email it recognizes it and anti-virus definitions update is automatically triggered. So it's highly
recommended to use it!.

This section displays the last update information.
<Last update date>
<Size of the virus base in bytes>
<Internal antivirus version>

Action
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Description

Scan all message parts This option makes sure the antivirus engine scans all message MIME parts
including the whole message and all boundaries and parts. Otherwise only
attachments are scanned.
Action

Reject
All infected messages will be rejected and not accepted by the server.

Delete
All infected messages will be accepted and deleted by the server. Using this option
you can also use the Content Filters to check the antivirus state of the message.

Remove
All infected message parts will be removed. If not possible the message will be
rejected. It works properly only if "Scan all message MIME parts" option is NOT
checked. Otherwise, Merak is not able (it is not possible) to identify which message
part is infected and whole message must be rejected.
Clean infected
messages if possible

When enabled the antivirus engine will try to clean the infected message. If it could
not be cleaned the antivirus engine, it will remove the infected attachment from the
message.
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All emails containing a virus will send a notification message to the selected entities. You can define your
own message texts to be sent out in the notification. The bypass option lets you bypass the notification
messages based on the senders or recipients.
Customizing the notification message is easy. Either you can customize only the basic text of the email by
simply editing the file and using a few system variables or you can define the complete notification
message with all the message parts and headers.
Defining the whole notification message lets you change the original structure of the message. The mail
server recognizes this situation by checking the system variables commands in the file. If there are no
commands only the descriptive text will be used. If there are commands it means you are defining the
whole message structure including the headers, message parts and simply every attribute of the message.
Example:
$$SetSubject Virus detected: %%Subject%%$$
$$SetPartBoundary --BoundaryXX$$
----BoundaryXX
Content-Type: text/plain

The message you sent contained a virus: %%VirusName%%.
--BoundaryXX--
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Field

Description

Quarantine

The quarantine option lets you archive all infected messages or files in a certain
directory or to a specified email address. If enabled, a directory of all quarantined
data will be created or if an email address is specified, all quarantined data will be
sent to this address.

Quarantine infected messages
The whole message will be quarantined.

Quarantine only infected attachments
Only the infected attachments will be quarantined.

Filters
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Filters feature allows you to define any number of file extensions which should be automatically blocked
by your AV. If AV detects any message with such an extension, the message will be processed as if it
were infected by a virus. You have to enter each extension separately and there has to be the dot at the
beginning of each extension.
Please do not block files with *.TMP extension. If you do so, Merak will reject all mails. Do not worry,
TMP is harmless and inoffensive extension.
This feature can be disabled by unchecking Block files with the following file extensions checkbox
completely.

Miscellaneous

Sets the level of logging for your AV. It can also be set in the Logging (on page 208) menu node.
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Field

Description

Reject password
protected files

New viruses use a special exploit so they send a virus inside of a password
protected archive. Antivirus engines are not able to unpack such archives as the
password is required to do that. Usually such messages will be sent to the user. The
actual password might be written in the message and if the user follows the
instructions your network might be in trouble. By checking this option such files
will be automatically marked as viruses.

Maximum threads:

Entering number greater than zero limits the number of threads used by MIAV.
Useful when having problems with too much resources taken by MIAV (e.g. 100%
CPU).

Apply antivirus as the
last filter in order

By default the antivirus engine is used before any other filters are applied for
security reasons. If you feel you know what you are doing you can set the filter to
be applied as the last filter in order.

Antivirus bypass file

This is a common bypass file. It means, any email that fulfills the criteria specified
in your bypass file will not be scanned by your AV.

Integrated antivirus
setup

Opens setup.dat file - your AV configuration file. It is useful only when you use
some proxy server and your Updates do not work. See the example file for more
details.

This button lets you define other external antivirus packages. It is not recommended to use these. This
feature is still there only because of a backward compatibility.

External Filters
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Merak Mail offers also possibility to execute any external antivirus scanners that supports command-line
scanning. To enable this feature, check Enable external filters checkbox.
First of all please note that, if you plan to use any External AntiVirus on access scanner, you should
exclude the Merak\Temp folder from the scanning because it can cause real problems for delivering
messages.
Merak Instant AntiSpam allows two typical ways of external antivirus usage §
§

executable applications
libraries, for more information about libraries usage please refer to example file
/examples/libraryexternalav.txt.html that is delivered with standard installation of
Merak.

To define new external antivirus filter or edit existing entry please click the appropriate button. A dialog
like this will appear:
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Field

Description

Application

Absolute path to external command-line antivirus filter. Use '...' to browse your
local computer for the application.

Type

Executable
External Virus Scan Filters let you define your own antivirus executable which will
check your messages for viruses. Do not use the shortened folder names (do not use
for example G:\PROGRA~1\MERAK\TEMP\200506~1\) in the command string
passed to the external AV, but use the full names. (for example G:\Program
Files\Merak\temp\2005062921330900E\)

StdCall Library, Cdecl Library
The mail server lets you create your own antivirus library modules you can use in
the external antivirus section of the antivirus engine.
A library module is a standard dynamic linked library file which can be written in
any programming tool such as Microsoft Visual C++, Delphi or Borland C++
Builder. The library has to fully support multi threaded calls and be stable.
Please refer to example file /examples/libraryexternalav.txt.html
that is delivered with standard installation of Merak.
The library module will behave like component part of MIAV and can also return
the name of the virus or any other information defined this way.
Parameters

Command line parameters that are to be forwarded to the application and executed
within. MIAV have already prepared a pre-defined set of command-line parameters
for AVG, F-Prot and VirusScan. If you are not using any of these three, please refer
to your external antivirus's documentation for correct type and number of
parameters.
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Use return value

If you want to use an external antivirus scanner, you have to configure the return
value that your scanner will return if a virus is found.
The return value is normally a value between 1 and 255 or any range in between.
(like 1-5).
Please read the documentation of your external antivirus or test the return value
yourself (using EICAR Test Virus Message and variation of return value).
Examples:
1-5;timeout=50
means your external AV will indicate virus by return value 1,2,3,4,5 and it can be
running maximal time of 50 second.

Check for file deletion Alternatively to the return value of external scanner, the presence of a virus will be
indicated by the antivirus application deleting the infected file. This setting is
usually necessary for external antiviruses are unable to indicate file infection
through a return value.
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Instant Messaging
Merak Instant Messaging server allows you to provide new, secured instant messaging services to all
Merak Mail Server Users.
All Merak Mail Server users can chat, transfer files and join group conferences using our secured SSL
protocol. Users can even communicate with any other IM server. The following IM servers are supported:
MSN, Yahoo, ICQ, AOL, Merak and other Jabber servers.
Merak Instant Messenger implements the Jabber open XML protocol, for more details see
http://www.jabber.org/. However we are not using any open source code, the whole implementation is
proudly written by IceWarp.
Implementation of the Jabber open XML protocol brought the compatibility with various instant
messenger clients and another modules supporting this standard. You can use any Jabber compatible
client.
We recommend using JAJC (Just Another Jabber Client).

In This Chapter
General ........................................................................... 370
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Hosts............................................................................... 373
Archiving........................................................................ 374
JAJC - Just Another Jabber Client ................................... 376
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General

Field

Description

Active

Enables the IM server functionality.

Redirect unknown
domain to local
domain

It is a work around for improperly specified client login information. If the non
existing domain is used during the login, Merak will try to find a user at the primary
domain of the mail server and log-in this user.
It is useful for first-time IM users. Different IM clients use a terminology that might
be sometimes confusing.

Enable anonymous
server to server
communication

If checked, the IM server can communicate with any other servers on the Internet. It
will perform the server to server communication feature. For the proper server to
server communication the servers are required to have the A DNS record for their
domain/node names.

Enable server file
transfer

If checked files will not be transferred between users' clients directly, but all files
are transferred to the server first and then sent to the end user. This way people can
avoid firewall or NAT problems.

Enable account
registration

Check to enable the service auto account registration. If you want to offer a public
IM solution users will create and register with the IM clients directly when used this
option.

Enable server OS
report

If enabled, the version of the operating system is returned as response to the request
from Instant Messenger Client. Somebody might consider this as a security issue so
they can disable this functionality.

Instant messaging
processing mode

By default this function is enabled to all users and domains on the server. Using this
option you can specify exceptions and rules based on the setup details. Open the
dialog to change the mode.
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Services

You can specify additional services for your Instant Messaging server here. As Services you can specify
conferences, user databases, transports and other modules. You cannot specify user accounts. In order to
use service (eg. ICQ gateway) you have to specify a standalone domain for the service. Such domain (eg.
icq.icewarp.com) should have a DNS A record but should not be defined under the "Domains & Accounts
(on page 44) - Management (on page 44)" at all.
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Field

Description

Service

A special domain for that service/conference. Be sure, you created a DNS A record
for that domain.

Description

Just a descriptive text of that service/conference.

Category

Conference
Provide multi-user chat facilities (conference room).

Service
Provides a link to another Instant Messaging network or messaging gateway. The
'jabber:iq:register' namespace should be used to gain access to such networks, and
the 'jabber:iq:gateway' namespace is also needed.
Type

Private
It has meaning only for Conference in Category field. The conference room is
dynamically created each time it is needed.

Public
It has meaning only for Conference in Category field. The conference room is
permanent. Once it is created it remains on the server.

aim
It has meaning only for Service in Category field. AIM transport.

msn
It has meaning only for Service in Category field. MSN transport.

icq
It has meaning only for Service in Category field. ICQ transport.

yahoo
It has meaning only for Service in Category field. Yahoo! transport.
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There can be any namespace defined within Jabber IM Protocol. But you need to
use
jabber:iq:register
jabber:iq:gateway
(delimited by semi-colon) if you want to set Transport gateway for ICQ, MSN, etc.
and you do not have to set any if you want to set Conference room.

Module

You should browse for a dll file which is used to handle appropriate service. The
modules for ICQ, Yahoo, etc. can be found at Merak\Modules\ folder.

Browse

Determines if the service/conference is available to any user. In other words, if the
server lists it within its services/conferences when any Jabber Client asks for.

Public
Any user can access it.

Private
Only allowed accounts can access the service/conference. You have to define IPs,
domains or email addresses which can access it to a special file (e.g. access.txt to
Merak\Module\ folder; The syntax is the same like for Black & White Lists. 1:
means accept and 0: means reject). Then click Edit File button to open
IMServices.dat file and find appropriate service there and define the path to that file
to the Acces= directive (e.g. Module\access.txt)

Hosts
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This option specifies the domains of trusted servers to enable the server to server communication. If not
using the Anonymous communication or you need to assign an IP address to a domain you should use this
option.Each server that needs to share the presence, messages and other instant messaging features needs
to be enabled there You can easily create a group of trusted servers accross different domains and users
can chat, send messages to any other instant messaging server that is among the trusted hosts.

Field

Description

Source

A domain whose users you want to allow communicating with your server.

Destination

A hostname or IP address of IM server for appropriate domain. It can be followed
by ";SSL" which determines that the connections will be SSL encoded.

Remember that each IM server has to have the remaining trusted domains specified in the file as well
otherwise the route back (server response) would not work. In the example above the domain icewarp.cz
is on the im.icewarp.cz server and the communication would be done using the SSL. The im.icewarp.cz
server has to have our domain and host in its trusted hosts.

Archiving
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Field

Description

Enable message
archiving

If enabled, all instant messages sent over the server will be stored in the Archive
directory. You can view and analyze the directory as needed.

Delete message
archives older than

Lets you specify the storage period after which the message archive will be deleted.
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JAJC - Just Another Jabber Client
Merak IM can work with all Jabber compatible clients.
However, there are some term differences you need to be aware of, particularly during the setup process.
Merak

Jabber client

Domain

Node

Alias

Username

Server hostname

Server host, Connection IP

Domain

Server

The biggest list of the Jabber compatible clients is located at http://www.jabber.org/user/clientlist.php
JAJC is the recommended IM Client to be used with the Merak Mail Instant Messenger.
You can download the recent version from:
http://www.icewarp.com/download/jajc.zip

JAJC Installation
Download JAJC and unzip it to the /Program Files folder.
The JAJC folder and it's subfolders will be created automatically. There are no needs for some special
setup or dll libraries registrations. To run JAJC client just run the JAJC.EXE file.

Connecting JAJC to the Merak
Assume, that we installed Merak with the domain merakdemo.com and users:
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The hostname of our Merak Mail Server is: mail.merakdemo.com
To connect to your Merak Mail Instant Messenger run JAJC and enter your account data and domain
name.

Field

Description

Account

User defined account name in Jajc.

Account Alias

ALIAS of the any existing Merak Mail Server user. It is NOT mailbox!!!
If you have specified more aliases, you can use any of them.

Account Password

Password for the account above.
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Merak Domain

Domain name for account above.

You need to specify, where your Merak mail server is located. Select the Connection tab and add the
hostname or IP address of the Merak Mail Server.

Field

Description

Server Hostname (IP)

Hostname or IP Address used by Merak Mail Server

Port

Port number used for the IM communication. Default is 5222 for the
standard communication and 5223 for encrypted by the SSL.
Do not forget to open the used port on your firewall

Use SSL

Check, if you want to use the the SSL communication.
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Multiple Server Communication
Multi server Instant Messenger Communication covers the most advanced features of the Merak Instant
Messenger.
Suppose, that we have two Merak Mail Servers connected to the Internet:
If you want to communicate with users from other servers, you do not need to connect to these servers
directly. You can connect to the any server from your own IM account.
When you add a new user to your roster from a remote server Merak Instant Messenger will recognize it
and will connect to this other server automatically.
However to achieve this functionality you have to make sure any of the following is set properly:
§

Anonymous Communication

§

Trusted Hosts

Anonymous Server to Server Communication
To enable anonymous communication just check the option with the same name. This scenario assumes
the domain/node name is the same as the host where the IM server is listening.

Trusted hosts let you specify the domain and hostnames that are eligible to connect to your server and
yours to theirs.
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Group Chat, ICQ, AOL, MSN and Yahoo Modules
Anonymous Group Chat allows chatting with multiple connected users simultaneously.
To enable this feature you have to define the chat rooms first.
To do that open Merak administration interface and select Instant Messaging - Services (on page 371) tab.

Once there, specify the Group Chat or modules according to the example in Services (on page 371)
section.

Join a Conference - anonymous chat room.
To join a group chat from the JAJC client, click on the bulb icon in the left top corner of the JAJC client
and select from the menu option as below.

Specify the chat room and login details:
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Field

Description

Server

Domain name specified in the Service as one, which will be used for
chat room.

Room

Chat Room name

Nick

Any ID of the user, which is joining the chat. It need not to be alias.

Password

Do not use for anonymous chat.
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Click on the button OK and you will be connected to the Group Chat Room.

If you want to chat with the some of users from the conference privately, double click on his icon on the
right side.
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ICQ, AOL, MSN and Yahoo plugin
This feature is available only if you have Professional type of license.
Merak Mail server has the integrated plugins, which allows your customers to connect to their ICQ, AOL,
MSN and Yahoo accounts. All gateways are by default available in every Merak installation. Just create
new service in Services (on page 371) tab to enable particular gateways.
Now your users are able to select gateways in their JAJC IM client.

You can very simply add new contacts to your roster after registration.
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GroupWare
Merak includes a professional, high quality, integrated and secure GroupWare server. Any user of the
server can access and maintain their GroupWare records from any place in the world via Internet. They
can use the Outlook connector or the webmail GroupWare interface.
All calendaring components are data and XML driven and there is an easy API to maintain and access all
GroupWare records. All records are stored in a structured database via an ODBC connection so any
database server can be used. By default MS Access DB is used and it is ready right after the installation is
finished and the whole GroupWare features can be used immediately.

In This Chapter
General Tab .................................................................... 384
Data Migration Tab......................................................... 386
ODBC Settings ............................................................... 386
Enabling / Disabling individual accounts/domains........... 388

General Tab
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Field

Description

Active

Enables the GroupWare functions.

Allow anonymous
access (Public
calendar views)

This option lets anybody access the GroupWare server from the Internet over the
web interface. It displays only the public records of a public shared GroupWare
account. Your users can publish their calendars and other people may view them
using this option.

Notification sender

This is the email address that will be used in the GroupWare email notification
messages as the SMTP sender.

Notification from

The same above except the From: header item will contain this value.

Processing mode

By default, this function is enabled to all users and domains on the server. Using
this option you can specify exceptions and rules based on the setup details. Open
the dialog to change the mode. See Processing Mode (on page 415) section for
more information.

Explore all holidays
sets

This allows you to specify your own national holidays. By default Merak ships
with some predefined holiday sets. Open the directory and see the structure of
them. It is very easy to understand them. Please, send us your holiday sets so we
can include them in our next release.

ODBC settings

Configure the ODBC connection details. See ODBC Settings (on page 412)
section for more information.

Complete
GroupWare settings
file

This button lets your set all configuration parameters manually in the text file calendar.dat. Some of them can be hidden for safety reasons.
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Data Migration Tab
The GroupWare data migration feature lets you move all GroupWare records to any other DB. It simply
reads all tables and records from one ODBC DSN and creates tables and inserts all records to the
destination ODBC DSN. This can be a very time consuming issue so it is suggested to be patient.
Also beware the destination DSN will be completely rewritten and deleted prior to the migration
process. Is highly recommended to always migrate all data from any previous DSN. Not doing so will
result in GW synchronization problems.

Field

Description

Source DSN,
Destination DSN

The source and destination ODBC connection strings. Make sure you have these
right. Never migrate data with the same source and destination DSN.

Migrate Data

Initiates the migration process.

ODBC Settings
ODBC settings dialogue enables you to specify the ODBC source, connection details, create and drop
tables, and perform a connection test.
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Field

Description

Primary connection

This field specifies the complete connection string to the ODBC source. It contains the
DSN, username and password.

Format:
DSN;username;password

Example:
mailserver;sa;pass
Backup connection

The backup connection string serves as a backup solution if the primary connection cannot
be used. It has the same format as the Primary connection.

Test Connection

Always perform the ODBC connection tests. If the test is successful you setup all the
information properly. If not you have to make changes.

Create Tables

This button creates the required tables in the ODBC source. You have to create the right
tables for every ODBC source.

Drop Tables

The created tables will be deleted from the ODBC source using this button.

The default DSN is IceWarpCalendar which was created during the installation and is linked to the
calendar.mdb file in Merak\Calendar folder. It doesn't need any username or password. You may specify
your own DSN:
1

Create a System DSN in the Control Panel - Administrator Settings - ODBC Data Sources to connect
to your DB. Make sure it is a System DSN and not a User DSN.

2

Fill in the proper connection string. Specify a backup connection if required. Test with the Test
Connection button.

3

Create the tables using the Create Tables button.

Press the OK button.

Data Storage
Merak GroupWare stores data in either a Microsoft Access database (default) or Microsoft SQL server.
1

Microsoft Access Database
A Microsoft Access Database is created and populated immediately upon install. The Microsoft MDB
can be used for installations as high as 500 users (roughly). Microsoft SQL Server must be used for
larger installations.

2

Microsoft SQL Server
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Microsoft SQL Server can be used for any size installation instead of the Microsoft Access MDB file.
As stated above, it must be used for installations exceeding 500 users due to the performance
limitations of the Microsoft Access MDB.
3

Other Database Server with a support of ODBC
Administrator can use any SQL server which supports subqueries (especially nested SELECT queries)
and has an ODBC interface.

If you want to use MySQL server you have to use the version 4.1 or later.

Enabling / Disabling individual accounts/domains
Enabling or disabling the GroupWare service globally, per domain or per user, may be adjusted under
Processing Mode. To check the mode, click on the Processing Mode button. Default is Process all - all
users in the all domains are given GroupWare services. You may not select individual domains or users in
this mode.

Check the domain properties under Miscellaneous (see "Domain - Miscellaneous" on page 54) tab sheet.
Notice that it is grayed and can not be changed.
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The same is for the all accounts - Miscellaneous (see "User - Miscellaneous" on page 75) tab sheet.
If Processing Mode is set to Process All, then it does not matter whether a service is grayed out or
checked-- Process All is the determining factor.

How to enable / disable the GroupWare service for domains
Change the Processing mode to the Selected domains only.
Note that in the Domain properties - Miscellaneous (see "Domain - Miscellaneous" on page 54) tab sheet
you may now enable/disable each domain for GroupWare service.

How to enable/disable the GroupWare service for users
Change the processing mode to the All except selected, or Selected accounts only.
You will be able to enable/disable the GroupWare service for each individual account now.

If you want to disable GroupWare services for all accounts by default, and enable just some of them, then
choose All accounts except selected.
Newly created accounts receive this designation by default. If you want to enable it, you can use either
User Groups (on page 171) or Command Line Tool (on page 405).
To change account default settings go to Global Settings (on page 173) in Domains & Accounts (on page
44) node.
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Status
This section of Merak Mail Server does not contain any options or settings affecting anything on the
server but it can help administrators to track down problems, check the amount of data sent via his/her
server and check Logs (on page 396) or Message Queue (on page 394). It definitely increases your ability
to have better control over the events on your server.

In This Chapter
Sessions .......................................................................... 390
Message Queue............................................................... 394
Challenge Queue............................................................. 395
Traffic Charts.................................................................. 396
Logs................................................................................ 396
Statistics ......................................................................... 398
User Statistics ................................................................. 400
Volume........................................................................... 402

Sessions
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Active Sessions tab sheet lets you monitor the active connections and sessions to the server services. You
can view the commands being sent to the server and also the responses. If you have the service logging on
you can double click on the particular session and the whole history of the session protocol will be
displayed. It depends on the option chosen in Session Mode pull down menu which sessions will be
shown:
Option

Description

Inactive

Sessions are not shown at all.

Interface only

Sessions started when a Merak Config is running are shown only.

Permanent

All Session are shown even though a Merak Config was not running when the
session started.

You can also view whole session when the logging is on or kill a particular session in real time by right
clicking it and selecting appropriate option.
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Session History tab displays all history events up to the Max history value.
You can also perform filters on the history by using the History Filter button.

Icons in Session History
There are three colors and two letters which can be shown in icons in the Session History.

S means the Server session (Merak acts as receiver)
C means the Client session (Merak acts as sender)
Red means Error
Green means Success
Brown means Warning
If you double-click on the circle, the log of the appropriate session will appear.

Server session
This type of session means that Merak Mail Server acts as Server in the Client/Server model. In other
words, Merak Mail Server is the receiver of a message in this case. It can occur when:
§

a client wants to send a message through the Merak Mail Server

§

another server sends a message to Merak Mail Server because it is e.g. for users on Merak Mail Server

127.0.0.1

[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 Connected
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127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 >>> 220-195.122.222.29 ESMTP to je gol;
Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200
127.0.0.1

[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 <<< HELO localhost

127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 >>> 250 195.122.222.29 Hello localhost
[127.0.0.1], pleased to meet you.
127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 <<< MAIL
From:<admin@merakdemo.com>
127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 >>> 250 2.1.0
<admin@merakdemo.com>... Sender ok
127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 <<< RCPT
To:<ernekerzbynek@seznam.cz>
127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 >>> 250 2.1.5
<ernekerzbynek@seznam.cz>... Recipient ok; will forward
127.0.0.1

[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 <<< DATA

127.0.0.1
itself

[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:42 +0200 >>> 354 Enter mail, end with '.' on a line by

127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:43 +0200 *** <admin@merakdemo.com>
<ernekerzbynek@seznam.cz> 1 348 00:00:00 OK
127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:43 +0200 >>> 250 2.6.0 348 bytes received in
00:00:00; Message accepted for delivery
127.0.0.1

[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:43 +0200 <<< QUIT

127.0.0.1
[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:43 +0200 >>> 221 2.0.0 195.122.222.29 closing
connection
SYSTEM

[00000A1C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:43 +0200 Disconnected

This i a session when client on the server sends a message from Mail Client to the Merak Mail Server - it
was received by Merak.

Client session
This type of session occurs only when Merak Mail Server sends along an already received message to
another Mail Server.
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session Connected
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session <<< 220 email.seznam.cz Email zdarma na cely zivot ESMTP
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session >>> EHLO 195.122.222.29
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session <<< 250 8BITMIME
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session >>> MAIL
From:<admin@merakdemo.com>
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session <<< 250 ok
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212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session >>> RCPT
To:<ernekerzbynek@seznam.cz>
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session <<< 250 ok
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session >>> DATA
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:50 +0200 Client session <<< 354 go ahead
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:51 +0200 Client session <<< 250 ok 1082664147 qp
10068
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:51 +0200 Client session ***
<admin@merakdemo.com> <ernekerzbynek@seznam.cz> 1 521 00:00:00 OK
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:51 +0200 Client session >>> QUIT
212.80.76.44 [00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:51 +0200 Client session <<< 221 email.seznam.cz Email zdarma na cely zivot
SYSTEM

[00000F6C] Thu, 22 Apr 2004 22:01:51 +0200 Client session Disconnected

This is a session where Merak Mail Server sends along the message which was received in previous
Server session.

Message Queue

You can show both queues - Incoming and Outgoing or you can show the messages from user's mailbox.
There you can choose either user's regular inbox or his/her spam folder. It lists all the messages from
chosen destination and moreover, you can double-click the message in the list and it opens the message in
text editor.
The below list of buttons offers you more options what you can do with the messages.
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Button

Description

Refresh

Refreshes the queue or mailbox so you see current list of messages.

Delete

Deletes chosen message - you can use Ctrl and Shift keys to choose more messages.

Send Now

Forces an attempt to deliver the messages.

Bounce Back

Finishes the attempts to deliver the message in queue and returns the messages back
to sender as undeliverable.

Challenge Queue

The Challenge Queue dialog shows the presence and the history of the Challenge Response (on page 341)
messages. It is possible to see current pending challenges as well as the accepted/rejected etc. ones. The
dialog also allows to control the items listed in the queue.
The head part of this dialog serves as a filter, where you can easily separate the Challenge message queue
according to their status, sender or owner and limit the number of displayed items.
In the bottom part there are buttons Delete and Authorize which offers you easy maintenance of the
pending messages.
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Traffic Charts

Here you can see nicely done charts of traffic on your server. You can choose not only particular services
to be shown but different types of messages can be shown as well. e.g. Received or Send, etc. Of course,
you can adjust the time period to be shown so you can see charts per day, per week or per month.

Logs
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Logs allows you to show any part of logs on your server. You can choose the type of logs (even Error logs
and Instant Messaging Archive can be shown), the Date and exact period of that date to be shown. Special
option is to Strip Date which means that complete Date from all lines will be stripped to make looking at
the logs more comfortable.

A very useful is a feature Save to File which you can use to save the selection you made to a new file.
Clear button to clear log display may also come handy.
Find... button opens a find dialog, where you can search through the current log file.
Explore... opens the log directory (as defined in Tools - Storage - Directories (see "Directories" on page
231)).

This may come extremely handy for the quick visual log analysis.
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Statistics
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Here you can see complete statistics about the services - which you choose from the combobox on the top
- the amount of data they transferred, the number of connections, etc. Most of the items are selfexplanatory. Only to clear some little issues, look at the table below.
Item

Description

Server Connections

The connections, when Merak Mail Server acts really as the server side in the
Client/Server architecture. e.g. When a user connects to SMTP server and send a
message.

Client Connections

The connections, when Merak Mail Server acts as the client side in the
Client/Server architecture. e.g. When the message is already received from a user
and it is addressed to external user, Merak establishes a connection to another server
and sends the message (in this case, Merak acts as client)

Server Data
Transferred

Data transferred within Server Connections.

Client Data
Transferred

Data transferred within Client Connections.

Messages

Numbers of messages positively evaluated or caught by appropriate feature (such as
Content Filters, Anti Spam System, etc.)
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User Statistics
User Statistics let you monitor the email usage of your users. This feature keeps a log of all sent and
received messages statistics along with some other information. If you require the server to perform User
Statistics, you need to enable the feature in Global Settings (on page 173) - Accounts (on page 173). Only
then will Merak record the statistics.
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The user statistics logs can be exported to file using the User Statistics dialog.
Field

Description

Filter

The filter field specifies account and domain filters for which the logs are required. Multiple
filters can be specified using semicolon.

Category

Determines which item should be shown in the graph.

From / To

These fields indicate the timescale over which to obtain the log entries. It is considered only
when the Selection is chosen instead of particular time period in pull-down menu.

Display

Refresh the graph according to the chosen information in the fields.

View Log File

Queries the server to retrieve the logs and opens them in the Merak file editor.

Export To File

Queries the server to retrieve the logs and saves them to a file.

Log structure
The log file structure consists of multiple lines. The first line contains the list of headers. The next lines
display all the users' records matching the filter criteria. The last two lines are special.
Field

Description

[Domain]

The domain name the user belongs to.

[Alias]

The name of the user.

[Received Messages]

The number of messages delivered to user's mailbox.

[Received Amount]

The total amount of data delivered to user's mailbox.

[Sent Messages]

The number of messages sent by the user to Merak Mail Server. Number of
recipients is not considered because the amount of data is still the same.

[Sent Amount]

The total amount of data sent by the user to Merak Mail Server.

[Sent Out Messages]

The number of messages sent from Merak Mail Server whose originator is the user.
Local email sent by the user is not considered. The number of recipients is
considered because each recipient can be on a different server and it means that
Merak has to send mail out additional times.

[Sent Out Amount]

The total amount of data sent from Merak Mail Server whose originator is the user.

[Last Sent]

When the user sent their last message.
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[Last Received]

When the last message delivered to user's mailbox arrived.

[Last Login]

When the user logged on Merak Mail Server for the last time.

[Messages Count]

The current number of messages in user's mailbox.

[Messages Amount]

The total size of messages in user's mailbox.

The line before the last line specifies all unknown senders. This record is present only if the filter criteria
is empty. This information includes the relayed messages for unknown senders and delivered messages
from unknown senders.
The last line specifies the total information of the filter excluding the unknown line (last but one).

Volume
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Volume Statistics let you watch the current server volume statistics. To calculate the volume information
press the Refresh button. Every Section calculates also the previous volume counter. You can type in
directly the email address or domain of the interest but you should rather select the object in the Domains
& Accounts (on page 44) - Management (on page 44) section, right click and select Volume. Or you can
click Account menu and choose Volume there.
Merak calculates the current volume by browsing all files and objects of the Merak directory. That means
it is basically dependent on the file system. If you have too many files this can take a while so be sure you
use it properly.
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Wizards
Next new feature of Merak Administration Console is Wizard system. Wizards help the customer to set
basic settings and lead them through the setup process.

The Wizard feature also prevents non-IT-professionals from entering any wrong information.
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Command Line Tool
There is a completely new command line tool which you can use not only to administer domains and
accounts but also all system variables. This tool is called tool.exe and you can find it directly in Merak
folder. It is easy to use and you only have to know the API constants. Complete list of API constants is in
APIconst.pas file in Merak\API\Delphi\ folder.
Please note, that using tool.exe for performing large operation can cause temporary service unavailability.
This is because for some change in configuration, the service need sometimes restarted. For servers with
many domains and many users with high load, this restart can take a while. We recommend to do so in
time period (for example night) when the load is lowest.

Command

Description

CREATE

Creates a new object. It is followed by a type (domain or account) and a list of
variables and values you want to assign to these variables.

DELETE

Deletes an object. It is followed by a type (domain or account) and a unique name
of object you want to delete.

MODIFY

Modifies any variable (property) of an object. It is followed by a type of object and
a list of variables and values you want to assign to these variables.

DISPLAY

Displays any variable (property) of an object. It is followed by a type of object
(domain, account or system) and a list of variables you want to show.

EXPORT

Does the same as DISPLAY command but this command shows on the screen
everything separated by comma. (CSV format)

FILE

Calls file functions. It is followed by USERSTATISTICS and all its parameters (see
below).

Parameter

Description

ACCOUNT
[variables]

Address any account on the server.

DOMAIN [variables]

Address any domain on the server.
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SYSTEM [variables]

Address any system variable such as c_version, c_name, etc. List is also in
APIConst.pas

BATCH batchfile

Allows you to run a batch file with a set of commands included. See examples
below.
Batchfile is just a common text file with commands. Each on a separate line. These
commands must not include "tool" at the beginning. Just the commands and
parameters.

USERSTATISTICS
fromdate todate
filterstring outputfile

Saves userstatistics between fromdate and todate to specified output file for all users
that fulfill the condition of filterstring.
fromdate,todate have yyyy/mm/dd format
filterstring supports also asterisks and question marks to specify more accounts. If it
does not contain @ symbol it is considered as domain name.
outputfile If you do not specify absolute path, it will be saved to Merak folder.

How to create other types of accounts
To do this, you have to use u_type property. Its values are also written in APIConst.pas file. For example
mailing list has 1 as a value of this property. So if I want to create mailing list I will have to use this:
tool create account mailing@merakdemo.com u_type 1 m_owneraddress "admin@merakdemo.com"

Usage
tool create account new@merakdemo.com u_name "New Account" u_password "pass" u_accounttype 2
§

It creates an account with New Account in Full Name field and pass as password.

tool display account new@merakdemo.com u_mailbox u_accounttype
§

It shows you values of both variables u_mailbox and u_accounttype of new@merakdemo.com
account.

tool delete domain oldone.net
§

It deletes oldone.net domain from your server.

tool modify account *@merakdemo.com u_accounttype 2
§

It changes all accounts in merakdemo.com to IMAP accounts.

tool file userstatistics 2004/12/25 2004/12/31 merakdemo.com statistics.txt
§

It saves userstatistics between dates 2004/12/25 and 2004/12/31 for all accounts in merakdemo.com
domain to statistics.txt file. This file can be found in Merak folder.

tool export domain * d_description d_postmaster
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§
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It shows on the screen d_description and d_postmaster variables for all domains in CSV format - each
value is separated by comma.

tool export account *@* u_mailbox u_name u_password > accounts.txt
§

besides exporting the 3 above fields it also puts user's full email address in first column

tool import account contas.txt u_mailbox u_name u_password
§

import the 3 fields from CSV

tool display system c_config_services_pop3_port
§

It shows the system variable that contains a POP3 service port.

tool file batch create_mailing.txt
§

where create_mailing.txt looks like:
create account mailing1@merakdemo.com u_type 1 m_owneraddress "admin@merakdemo.com"
create account mailing2@merakdemo.com u_type 1 m_owneraddress "admin@merakdemo.com"
create account mailing3@merakdemo.com u_type 1 m_owneraddress "admin@merakdemo.com"

§

It creates three mailing lists defined in create_mailing.txt file.
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WebAdmin
A part of Merak Server version 8.3 is also a brand new WebAdmin. The old one is not there anymore. It
can fully substitute Merak Administration Console and its Remote Server Administration (on page 27).
The new WebAdmin allows you to administer all settings (including domains and accounts, antispam,
antivirus, groupware, ...) on your server.
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Its usage is very easy because the design of the options is very similar to the one you know from Merak
Administration Console. There is context sensitive help available for all screen in webadmin, simply click
the blue (?) button located in right top corner.
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You can access new WebAdmin at
http://yourIP[:ControlServicePort]/admin/
or
http://hostname[:ControlServicePort]/admin/
Example:
If you are running Control Service on the default port 32000 and you have your server installed on a
computer with IP address 83.21.14.51 you can access WebAdmin at http://83.21.14.51:32000/admin/

Additionally, you can set a new web service (on page 296) on your Merak Server to remove accounts from
the URL and access WebAdmin at some nicer URL. e.g. http://webadmin.yourdomain.com.
A great feature of new WebAdmin is that you can exactly specify who can edit/see which options in
WebAdmin. You have to do that in Domain Admin Rights -> Advanced.
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Shared
This chapter contains only parts of documentation which would have to be used on more places. So there
are links to appropriate sections instead and such sections are stored in this chapter to decrease the greater
size which could be caused by reusing them on more places.

In This Chapter
ODBC Settings ............................................................... 412
Processing Mode............................................................. 415
Schedule ......................................................................... 417
Domain Admin Rights .................................................... 418
Account Options ............................................................. 419
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ODBC Settings
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ODBC settings dialog lets you specify the ODBC source, connection details, create and drop tables and
perform a connection test.
Field

Description

Primary connection

This field specifies the complete connection string to the ODBC source. It contains the
DSN, username and password.

Format:
DSN;username;password

Example:
myserver;user;pass
Backup connection

The backup connection string serves as a backup solution if the primary connection cannot
be used. It has the same format as the Primary connection.

Database type

Here you can choose among variety of databases, that will be used for your connections.
The databases vary in the syntax (date and time handling) and in commands supported.
For example, GroupWare memo has different syntax in every database type.

Buttons
Field

Description

Test Connection

Always perform the ODBC connection tests. If the test is successful you setup all the
information properly. If not you have to make changes.

Create Tables

This button creates the required tables in the ODBC source. You have to create the right
tables for every ODBC source.

Drop Tables

The created tables will be deleted from the ODBC source using this button.

Step by step:
1

Create a System DSN in the Control Panel - Administrator Settings - ODBC Data Sources to connect
to your DB. Make sure it is a System DSN and not a User DSN.

2

Fill in the proper connection string. Specify a backup connection if required. Test with the Test
Connection button.

3

Create the tables using the Create Tables button.

4

Press the OK button.
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The processing mode lets you specify the behavior of the particular feature based on the given details. By
default the feature is applied to all users and domains. This can be changed to suite your requirements.
Field

Description

Process all

This mode specifies that the feature should be applied to all accounts and domains on
the server. This is the default mode.

Process following

Checking this radio button enables you to change the behavior of the above.

Selected domains
only

Only the accounts in the selected domains will be applied the feature.
See the domain (see "Domain - Miscellaneous" on page 54) services access.

Selected accounts
only

Only the selected accounts will be applied this feature.
See the user (see "User - Miscellaneous" on page 75) services access.

All except selected
(Logical NOT XOR)

All accounts on all domains will be applied the feature if disabled on both the
domain and user. If both the domain and user are enabled the feature will be applied.
If either domain or user is enabled it will not be applied.
user - enabled domain - enabled -> service enabled for particular user
user - enabled domain - disabled -> service disabled for particular user
user - disabled domain - enabled -> service disabled for particular user
user - disabled domain - disabled -> service enabled for particular user
See the domain (see "Domain - Miscellaneous" on page 54) and user (see "User Miscellaneous" on page 75) services access.

Outgoing messages

Checking this option all outgoing messages will be applied the feature.
Available only for Anti-Virus (on page 359).
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Schedule

You can determine when these rules should be processed. You can choose to have them processed once a
day, or you can completely disable them.

At each rule, you can choose the days in the week when it should be processed and you can choose Once
At to do it only once a day, Every and set the period to be repeated in and a time period of day when it
should be processed or you can disable this item completely.
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Domain Admin Rights

Here you can define the rights for Domain Administrators. The options are self-explanatory. By default,
you can assign the rights to manage particular type of accounts. If you check it only in the dialog, it means
Domain Administrator will have rights to manage such accounts only in the domain it belongs to. If you
want to assign Domain Administrator also rights for different domains, you have to use domain.dat file click Advanced button to edit the file.
In that file, you can assign rights not only for type of accounts and additional domains but you can also
exactly define which domain options can the domain administrator edit/change/see. See the example file
for exact syntax.
T
The rights that are assigned by default are to access User, Mailing list and List server accounts. This
domain administrator is also prevented from accessing users mailboxes and read their messages.
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Account Options

You can use this dialogue to define values in both Accounts Defaults and User Groups (on page 171). The
difference between those two dialogs is that User Groups apply the settings to already created users but
Account Defaults is applied to newly created accounts. The option names are the same as options in User
properties tabs or Domain properties tabs respectively.
Account Defaults can be set at two difference places:
§
§

the global one (see "Accounts" on page 173) - here you can set also default values for domain
creation
the domain one (see "Domain - Miscellaneous" on page 54) - here you can set only user options

If particular domain does not have any Account Defaults set, the global one will be used.
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